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HOW TO KEEP 1 He BOYS AT HOMF. 
This i- pir-iicn ol \ it a! importance to the farm- 1 
ft- •! th:-: •• v ? j*y, under. t! s present aspect of i 
Tail' hi: i futui pro.-pc H. There is .-ontinual i 
halt upon the rural '.owns, month utter month.! 
• ml yf.ir ifier v. ir. to r unit the rank- ot other} 
<! To a certain extent thi< I- »- it should he, j 
*r where inder the broad < mopv "f heaven, can ! 
w* ! .ok it>! \ suing men, strong. opr ::ht, energetic 
i -’til*, ii it the bioa-l country ? Ail can 
not l-i hn •i*.iutli:i*,n : tin-re mu-1 bt other trades and 
pi oi»--ious t<» rentier all convenient an*! profitable. ! 
»Nhn ■■ upalioii- vi.‘w«d ala distance, and eon- I 
:: u d bv ihe h*!\s :it Jiome on Mu4 farm witii their | 
■verv 1:»\ laborious, and m many of them irksome 
la.-ks, picsent alluring features, and hold out many 
attractions that seem truly golden. 
Hut this drain from rural towns to cities ami 
villages, often goes so far that not enough are left 
it home to canyon the old homestead, or to fill 
the fanning ranks Kven v\ here there w ere large 
hoodies, one diopsa\\\i\ after another, till tin* old 
and oid couple an- left, in their tottering age, 
oom to bullet the storms of life ami unshared by 
tiie presence of even the youngest of the circle, 
that once blessi d the old roof-tree with their merry 
music ot youthful laughter, song, and glad young 
life. 
The result is an over-crowding of the avenues of 
trade, ot the professions ami the mechanical avo- 
cations. It is true that there is some “up stairs" 
in any calling.'—that is for lirst-class, smart, ener- 
getic men. There is perhaps the most urgent need 
fur them in Agriculture, with as much comfort, 
hotter health, and as little labor, and as sure profits 
as in any thing. Xo man can succeed in any calf- j 
mgs without devoting his best energies to accom- 
plishing desired results. 
We should not aim to keep all of the boys at j 
home «.n the (arm,—this would not bo wise—but 
\\u should try i keep more than wo now are doing, j 
And how shall we accomplish so desirable an ob- j 
ie t? Mow shall wo induce them to embrace for a 
Iiv• liliood the noblest of callings, the most indepen- 
dt nt, ami at th«* same tune one that, if it holds out 
mi inducements of larger wealth, is more certain 
to haul to moderate success.than any other? It can- 
not be done by toivc, it cannot lie reached bv legis- 
lation. It lie* in the early education of the boy, in 
» father's example ami life, an 1 in the dear interests 
*t home early implanted, il at all, in the human 
-ml 
Improvement !-• me of the means to be used. let 
not puieuts glory in ignorance, and deny the ad- 
vantage* 'delineation to their children, thinking 
that out of sight, out of mind, and that ignorance 
best become those that delve, and reap, that it will 
bind them to farm life, by not being titled for some- 
thing that they regard as higher. Improvement in 
parents themselves,—a keeping up with the times 
at least a* far as news of the country and progress 
>»r Agriculture i* concerned. No man has a better 
right, or more need to cultivate and improve him- 
self than he who till- the soil. Papers and a choice 
magazine, costing but a lew dollars render about 
the household that takes and read*, an attraction 
that never is known where they are strangers. A 
good Agricultural paper whose weekly visits brings 
knowledge, sunshine and pleasure, can hardly be 
over estimated in its usefulness to the farmer’s 
occupation, or in rendering home attractive to the 
boys it may contain. It i* an educator that ineul- 
ites u higher stand point, a better life, and a love 
for home and it surroundings. 
V lew dollars laid out in rendering the home 
more attractive, also tends toward retaining the 
affection and presence of’ the boys. If too poor to 
have good,convenient, not to sav elegant buildings, 
the farmer can have at least comfortable ones. Be 
it even a small cottage, it can lie made pleasant and 
attractive. Its exterior with aid of cheap paint or 
wash ear. be made to attract instead of repelling; 
flovvr* may bloom beside the door, the vine may 
climb beside some window or even a rude trellis, 
flic grounds about it ean be kept fret'* ol rubbish, 
the stables need not ho unsightly barracks if of 
rough material and poor construction. Trees may 
be set out upon the roadway, in leisure hours, and 
about the house and yards. Orchards may bo j 
s uited, or i! already existing, be made sources of 
pleasure by proper attention, rather Ilian eye-sores 
to ail lovers of order and beauty. 
There is in the soul of even man an inale love 
■I beauty li may be blurred over by the grosser 
passions, or choked out by neglect, but down deop 
though it may be, it is there. In the young it lies 
nearer the surface, and is more easily waked. In 
our young days how fresh and distinct everything 
<tood out; the birds and flowers had a langauage 
the heart could rear!, the clouds of Heaven were 
beautiful pictures, and mixed mysteriously with 
ihe hlue depths beyond, with an expression that 
.died up weird vet fascinating thoughts in the 
mind. The leave* that, rustled in the wind, the 
while, pun now «.t winter, the blue, shining, 
rv?•! ice. the gentle patting rain drops on the 
pane and ail the varied scenes of Nature made 
lee j lasting impressions on the heart. 
We should try and gather a few of the many 
beauties of Nature’s lavish store ami implant them 
about, and within our dwellings. These will do 
more to breed a love of country life in our boys 
then scores of set lectures, or plenty *>! creature 
comforts with hard, unadorned labor, and homes 
to match. A few of these graces caught from the 
great ocean, around us, and made particularly our 
own will make many bright spots amid the desert 
•t life. It will he like the beacon’s light that 
guides the mariner, while H falls soli and sweet on 
the inmates that tend its replenishing. 
in the house, however small, provide a place 
where the family can gather evenings and other 
unoccupied times, about the hearth-stone, or the 
table, and read, commune or enjoy innocent recre- 
ation that rests while it profits. The walls should 
be made attractive with pictures. The floor a ear- 
pet. cheap, though it may be. This “sitting-room’’ 
next after the kitchen is the most important room 
of the house. It should be rendered home-like, 
tidy, and attractive. Better work harder and at- 
tain its benelils, than forego its usefulness;—per- 
haps >oil may say it is foolishness, a new fangled 
thing not for a plain man like me. If not for you, 
then for the love you bear your children. They 
see them elsewhere. They know you are as able 
to live us well in these matters, and have conven- 
iences as others, no better off than you. that have 
and enjoy their comforts. 
Trent the boy not as servants, but as becomes 
their state and standing. Encourage their efforts 
in well-doing,give them a piece of land to cultivate 
for themselves. Interest them in the business and 
!c.t them know that they are of some account in the 
world, that they are to make men, and not be mere- 
ly machines; that drudgery is not alone confined to 
farming and that their future is your dearest earth- 
ly prospect. 
Money is not the chief end of life. It has far 
higher aims and dearer objects, and all its energies 
should not be devoted to “gold that perishes” lest 
we perish with it. The world is not benefited so 
much by the wealthy as by the good. Competence 
is desirable and should be the object of all, yet not 
the on'y object. In no other way is it so certainly 
attainable u* in the farmer’s vocution. It may 
(,m'' faster in other* but it oftener comes not at 
*»• X. 
WOOL MATTRESS. 
Thirty pounds of wool makes u good generous 
mattress. It should he thoroughly washed and 
carded lie fore being put in the tiek. Huy » K,K1I| 
quality of ticking, and in ten or fifteen years you 
may find it desirable to rip it to pieces, wash the 
tiek, eard the wool over again, and the whole af- 
tair will be as good as new. Vou need a mattress 
needle about eight enches long. Nine yards of 
ticking (yard wide) is a pattern for a mattress. But 
it is well to measure the bestead for which you are 
making a tick, and have it tit just right. Wool in 
muttregaes never wears out. [N. Y. Tribune. 
‘•Have you ever broken a horse?” in- 
quired a horse jockey. “No, not exactly,” 
replied Simmons, “but I have broken three 
or four wagons.” 
Th'L ROSARY. 
Tliov toffpUh’.r iii tin* wood. 
Tin* limiilt‘11 and tin* l»o\ 
And through the shiule Ilf* sunlight l‘<*IL 
Lila’ sorrow cros.-ed withjov, 
So in their ho-aN L»v<-N virgin on- 
Was mixed with (JrnTs alloy. 
Anil lake,*' sh -aid, “tills im« and chain, j 
And wear them mi Iky breast 
I've enmiled oil each bead aod link, 
T lull nn lo my rc>t. 
And many a time Oiis iittie ross 
Hath to’niy lips been pressed. 
Thou goest from me,—I no more 
Shall watch about thy way, 
1 shall not see thy form at eve, 
Or hear thy voice by day: 
All tiiat my weakness leaves to me. 
Is, for thy sake to pray. 
“If Evil lure thee from the right. 
If Conscience chide in vain, 
All. like an iron link to Truth, 
Heaven make this fragile chain, 
And may its cross burn in thy heart. 
Till thou art strong again. 
“If bluer, softer eyes than mine, 
See in worlds of Love to thee. 
If other lips and other tones 
Crowd mu my memory. 
Still lie this chain about thy soul 
To draw thee back to me.” 
And so they parted;—she, to wear 
Above, an angel's crown; 
And lie, to feel on land or sea, 
in forest or in town, 
A cross and chain upon his heart 
From the far Heaven let down. 
ESTHER WARE; OR, MARRYING FOR A 
HOME. 
CHAPTER T. 
Esther Ware grow tired of standing be- 
hind a counter; she became disgusted with 
boarding-house lilt!; she lost her spirits in 
consequence of living, year after year, with- 
out unv one to care particularly for her anti 
her interests, she longed for some perma- 
nent, home, some companion who should be 
more to her than to any one else; in short, 
she was tired of the tread-mill and joyless 
round of her single existence, and she con- 
cluded to marry. 
Esther had often had her own fair dreams 
of the wedded state. She had huilded ensi- 
les, beautiful and high, and called them 
“Home, sweet Home,” but as their founda- 
tions had all been laid in air, they had totter- 
ed to their fall ere fairly finished; and at the 
age of thirty-four Esther was still at her 
place behind Madam Romeo’s counter; still 
at her unloved boarding-place in-Square. 
No one knew what bright visions had passed 
through the brain of the sober and silent wo- 
man. She was deep-hearted and pure-mind- 
ed, and her mental pictures of married life 
were always glowing with true love, or 
shaded softly by peace Esther's ideal of 
marriage was a state more nearly allied to 
heavenly bless than any other that earth ever 
knew. To her the idea of unaffeclionate and 
wrangling companions, of strife and selfish 
emulation was dreadful. More than once 
she had rejected what the world called good 
oilers, because she feared that in her heart 
there was not love for him who offered his 
hand sufficient to enable her to do her share 
towards making all tilings subserve the joy 
and serenity at home. 
Well ilnl j'jSthcr know wliat is unit love 
wliicli never faileth—except at the will of its 
object, and hardly then ; and conscientiously 
had she intended never to marry any man for 
whom she could not feel it; lint she so tired, 
so depressed, so lonely, that the tempter 
gained advantage of her; and when at thirty- j 
lour, a rich man came, who said that lie 
would take her to liis cpiict home, and make 
it his care that slio should never again work 
when she ought to sleep, nor walk or stand 
waiting on customers, when she ought to 
cat, nor want for any case or luxury that 
money could purchase, she gave up the bal- 
tle and placing her hand in liis, went forth, 
as he requested, with only her common store 
hat and shawl upon her, and was at once 
married. The man led her hack to the store, 
which she was that day to have quitted for a 
month in the country, and announced to her 
employers that they must look for some other 
lady to fill Mrs. Maitland’s place. 
“This lady upon my arm L mean,” he add- 
ed. seeing that they looked bewildered; “for 
she is Mrs. Maitland. My wife now, and no 
longer anybody’s servant.” 
l’oor Esther ! Her heart leaped with a new 
sense of freedom ns she heard these words. 
A grateful emotion rose in her heart for the 
man who had emancipated her after her 
twelve years’ weary toil. She looked at him 
with expressive, eyes, and tried to make her- 
self believe that ids htee bore some resemb- 
lance to a face seen through tiro years as 
ihitigs are seen that lie down deep beneath 
still waters, lie was pleased at her mute 
thanksgiving, and pressed her hand in his, 
and her other hand closer against his side; 
then leaving the sloro with all its astonished 
exclairners, lie walked oil' with his new wife 
towards his home. She, meanwhile, dream- 
ing a dream, and striving to think it a reality. 
Again she lilted her eyes and swept her 
husband’s face with a look whose unuttera- 
ble yearning was not unobserved by him. 
Hut he thought it all meant for him, and him 
only. Ah! it is well that our Creator has 
raised a wall, and hung a veil before the 
recesses of every spirit. Our males may 
press to us. side to side, or breast to breast, 
they may feel what the pulse or heart-throb 
tells, they may read the eye, but out of the 
soul secret chamber we can keep all but Cod. 
Esther had scanned liis face to see—what? 
Oh, she never told wliat; but what she did 
see was a goodly countenance, with sensible, 
dear eyes, and a sweet enough mouth, orna- 
mented with even and sound teeth. She saw 
also a luxuriant and well-kept beard, and a 
Click growth of curly hair—but where was 
Ihe mellow light, where that halo of tender- 
ness and spiritual beauty, that had beamed 
upon her when her heart was bounding strong 
and young in its twentieth year? Looking 
sometimes, with steady, unwinking gaze at 
two pictures, we may seem to see them draw 
together and become one; and by a mental 
process analagous to that by which two pic- 
tures, arc made to coalesce. Esther endeav- 
ored to combine the reality of the present 
with a vision of the past. 
For in the past Esther had loved with an 
intensity which had well nigh destroyed her 
reason, at a man who never warned her as he 
hold her in his arms, and told her how dear 
sho had become to him, who never hinted as 
upon her lips the burnt love’s dearest kisses, 
as liis ardor melted her reservo, and revealed 
to him how wholly she had given her heart 
into liis keeping, that his outpouring of life 
and love was worse than in vain, because he 
was the husband of another. 
But now she was a wife, and on her way 
to her own home. How happy she ought to 
have been. Well, she meant to be. The 
lirst sight of her iiouse, its pretty garden and 
its neat, even elegant arrangements Hushed 
her thin, pale cheeks with pleasure ; and her 
eyes sparkled so that her husband cried out, 
astonished— 
“Why, Esther, I never thought you hand- 
some, but I believe you are.” 
“I was called so once,” replied Esther, 
and a sigh followed the words, while slowly, 
slowly faded the brilliant color from her lace, 
j Everything was comfotrablo and abun- dant ; there was a good maid of all work in 
[the kitchen; and it appeared that all that Esther had before her was just to make her- self as happy and contented as possible. Her husband seemed highly delighted both with himself and her. Every ten minutes 
he would give her a hearty salute upon the cheek or lips, and say— 
“There, my girl aren’t you glad you 
married me? 
Esther w as pleased and felt glad to he the 
mistress of such a fine, well stocked mansion. 
Again gratitude swelled her bosom ; and she 
It'll (lie tears start to her eyes, because of 
Maitland’s kindness towards her; but when 
he said gleefully— 
"There now, don’t go to crying, iny girl; 
1 (can't stand that,” and clasped her in 
his arms, to comfort her, she felt herself re- 
coil ; and, before site knew it, the thought 
had darted through her mind— 
“But, oh! if he. only were not my hus- 
band !” 
CHAPTER II. 
Esther had been Mrs. Maitland for a year; 
and she had discovered that although it was 
in all sincerity that her husband had declared 
to her former employers that she was no 
longer anybody’s servant, he had made an 
assertion remarkably wide from the truth. 
She had found Mr. Maitland out, and learn- 
ed that she had entered a service which 
death alone could end. A stiff necked old 
bachelor as ever walked had Maitland been, 
and the stiff neck never limbered. Esther 
had guessed by the elevation on top of his 
head that it would be difficult walking con- 
trary to her husband’s wishes; and, there- 
fore, from the first, she had endeavored to 
conform to them so she could discover what 
they were. This however was no easy mat- 
ter; for Maitland was secretive and silent 
by nature. Esther did not talk much her- 
self, but she liked to hear talking, and she 
did wish that her husband's tongue was 
more active. But it was no use. He hated 
conversation, and he hated company—he 
haled noise, and lie hated confusion. If his 
wife dropped her scissors on the lloor, or hit 
the poker against the blower, lie called that 
a noise; and if she left her work upon the 
table, or her shawl upon the sofa, (where 
she wanted them to be), he called that con- 
fusion, and felt and acted displeased. He 
wanted to see and know everything that 
Esther was doing; and the minute he dis- 
covered what it was, and how she had plan- 
ned it, he wanted her to do it some other 
way. 
When she procured such books as she de- 
sired to read, lie was at hand to examine 
and object to them; and many a time had ho 
obliged her to return them unperused. Dry 
law books and political papers he was never 
weary of hearing her read to him. Having 
no business, ho was forever sticking about 
the house, which is enough to destroy a 
woman’s interest and satisfaction in the com- 
pany of the most delectable of men; and it 
won’t do to tell how sick poor Esther be- 
came of his presence. 
“Oh! dear,” she thought, “if he would 
only lose his property, and so have to go to 
work.” 
But he didn’t lose it; and lie fussed and 
iigeted about, dabbling in what was none 
of a man’s business, for live long years. 
Many a time during that period had Esther 
almost regretted her former servitude; but 
as he always meant to be kind to her she 
would not be so ungrateful as to quite regret 
it. Notwithstanding she felt that she was 
but little better than a slave, and that she 
had paid dearly for a home. 
Esther had always traded at her old em- 
ployer’s store. One day she entered it to 
make a purchase, and saw, standing with 
his hack towards the door, a gentleman who 
looked familiar, yet strange. 
“Who can ho be?” thought Esther. She 
renewed her gaze at him ; this time he bow- 
ed and half smiled, though with consider- 
able hesitation in his manner. 
It was—it must be the vision of her youth. 
But how changed—and she, when lie left her 
weeping in despair, was twenty-two years 
old—-now she was thirty-nine. On his face 
time had plowed many furrows, and his once 
glossy, dark hair and beard were almost 
white: but the eyes, the smile, the expres- 
sion. Ah! she could see little alteration 
there. He was at her side at once, asking 
after her welfare, and saying rapidly she 
could not clearly understand what, but it 
was something that caused a rushing in her 
ears and a choking sensation in her throat. 
“Come out,” she said, and they went forth 
together. He then told her how he had en- 
tered the store for the purpose of inquiring 
if she were yet there, or if those who kept it 
knew of her whereabouts; that before he 
had been able to push through the crowd of 
customers she had appeared before him. lie 
had been in doubt of her identity until he 
saw her so earnestly regarding him. He 
had come, he said, to say that ho was a free 
man, and that his hand and heart were hors 
if she would make him happy by accepting 
them. 
These were the words that rung like the 
kiifHl of doom in Esther’s ears. 
She never interrupted him; but when he 
had finished his address she pointed towards 
the mansion at whose gate they were and 
said with visible efforts : 
“This is my husband’s house. Will you 
walk in?” 
“The stranger drew back quickly; and 
with white circles forming all about his 
mouth, ho said: 
“Oh! Esther! but is is just. Good bye;” 
and wringing her hand, he turned and walk- 
ed hastily away. 
Esther knew not whence he came, nor 
whither lie departed. When she entered her 
house Maitland began, as usual, to catechise 
her as to where she had been, &e. 
“Don’t talk to me now. I feel very ill,” 
his wife said, turning a face deadly white 
towards him. He was terrified, and sprang 
to assist her to a seat. “It is nothing serious 
only help me up stairs, and let me sleep 
awhile,” she said. 
He did as she desired; and she remained 
in her chamber until summoned to tea. 
The next day Maitland was obliged to go to 
transact business in a neighboring city ; and 
upon his return; the train in which lie was, 
ran off the track, and several passengers 
were killed. Poor Maitland was among 
them. 
1 wo months had passed since her unfortu- 
nate husband's funeral ; and Esther,the widow, 
sat in her silent home scarcely more lonely 
than she had been when Maitland sat there 
with her. The shock which she had experi- 
enced when his mangled frame was brought 
to her, and the upbraidings of conscience that 
had pained her when sec saw that the un- 
loved husband was dead, had, in a good de- 
gree, passed ; and she now sat working quiet- 
ly with tranquil face. But the work fell 
from her hands, and the calmness passed in- 
stantly from her face when “Mr. Angus 
Bernard” was announced by the servant. 
Whoever came to the dwelling of the 
Maitlands was always ushered into their sit- 
ting-room. What their parlors were kept 
for, nobody over knew. And thus it came 
to pass that so suddenly appeared before tho 
widow her early lover. Iler agitation de- 
prived her of the power of rightly-ordered 
speech. She stammered out something in- 
tended for a civil welcome, and motioned her 
caller to a seat. The particulars and tho re- 
sult of that interview need not be told. They 
may be readily inferred. There was consid- 
erable scandal ,set afoot among the small 
circle of Mrs. Maitland’s acquaintances, in 
consequence of the shortness of that lady’s 
widowhood, for in less than six months from 
tho death of her first husband, she was again 
a wife; but the tattle and the censure distur- 
bed her not, for at last, after so many years, 
she was happy with the choice of her lreart— 
the love of her whole life. When she again 
covered herself with tho garb of widowhood 
which she did after ten happy years had 
passed, she never again put it from her until 
she changed it for! the white robes of the 
grave. 
"THERE SH£ BLOWS.” 
Down on Nantucket Island all tlic male in- 
habitants are seafaring men. They are whal- 
ers. absent for years; at home only for j 
week1'. But during these brief intervals from I 
toil, these hardy sons of the salt sea tell over 
tho dangcrs'thev havejpasscd ; the hair-breadth 
escapes, when whales proved unruly or the 
wind blew great guns. The boys of the 
island listen with rapt attention arid open 
ears to these yarns, and inwardly resolve that 
they will go on a whaling voyage when they 
get to be men. The whole island is oily and 
nautical. Over all the female inhabitants, 
there hangs a cloud of anxiety. Many a 
fond, fearful wife, lies awake and trembling 
all night, as she hears the wild wind sweep- 
ing down upon the island, as if to carry 
it from its moorings, and then off upon the 
water lashing the waves to fury. She thinks 
of the loved one far, far away, perhaps 
wrecked, or his white bones bleaching upon 
some desert coast. The duties of the clergy- 
men of the island are largely those of visita- 
tion, to give personal consolation to the 
pentunian widows. 
It was a sunny afternoon on Nantucket, 
when llev. Mr. Cheerful called upon Mrs. 
Bob stay, whose husband, an old whaler, had 
just sailed for the “spermy city” of the broad 
l’aeilic sea. Mrs. Bobstay was low down in 
her mind, and required a cheering word from 
the good man. On the contrary, her son, 
eight years old, Jack Bobstay, by name, was 
full of nerve and hope. The old man had 
fdled his son’s mind with sea yarns sufficient- 
ly thrilling for a dime novel, and the lad 
nightly dreamed of spearing whales, of reef- 
ing ice plated sails off the ever-boisterous 
Cape Horn, of “taking in,” “trying out,” 
etc., all of which he had heard his father talk 
and swear about. Many an eighty barrel 
whale had Jack captured while sleeping 
snugly in his little bed, which his father had 
triced up hammock fashion. 
1 lie scene was a quite one; the aonunie 
was earnest in his low words of comfort; the 
mother, her heart upon the outspread ocean 
which she could see stretching away south- 
ward to where the good ship Oiltub disap- 
peared against the lowering sky, listened at- 
tentively, gracefully. Jack, on a little stool, 
sat drinking in the warm sunshine, which 
streamed gloriously in through the open 
door. The good man had his heart in the 
work; he calmed the fears of the sorrowing 
wife, told her of the help and comfort she 
had in her boy Jack, who would soon be a 
man, and was about to place a soothing cli- 
max upon his words of consolation, by an 
appeal to the throne of grace, when a denou- 
ment of the most startling character burst 
upon the prevailing serenity like a fatal bolt 
from a smiling sky. 
In listening the mother had dropped her 
knitting—a stocking just begun—the ball of 
yarn lay in her lap unheeded. All unnoticed, 
Jack pulled out several fathoms, and coiled 
it with sailor-like precision upon the floor. 
That done, a new thought struck him. A 
large carving fork lay upon the table. Jack 
secured it. He ran the prongs through the 
newly begun stocking. Then, just as Rev. 
Mr. Cheerful was about to kneel, Jack poised 
his ingeniously-constructed impromptu har- 
poon. Placing the left foot forward, as he 
had heard his father having done, he drove 
the harpoon with all his force at the uncon- 
scious cat sleeping in the sun. His aim was 
true ; he struck the feline, as his father would 
have termed it, just “abaft starboard for’ard 
fluke.” 
Persons sleeping in rooms with sheds adja- 
cent, which are nightly frequented by cats, 
can possibly imagine the yell that rose from 
that half-impaled Tabby. She sprang to her 
feet, darted out the door, her speed running 
out the coiled yarn rapidly, while above her 
screams, rose the voice of the delighted boy 
whaler “pay out, mother; thunder and light- 
ning, pay out; there she blows.” The atti- 
tude, the flashing eye, the startled dominie, 
the crushed look of the troubled mother, all 
presented a picture the effect ot which stifled 
the intended prayer. The minister ran olf, 
and Jack coiled in,” while the mother 
mourned over the emphatic demonstration of 
the bias of the boy’s mind. This was years 
ago, and Jack is now “paying out” in the 
chili north Pacific waters. [Henry Ward 
lleerher. 
ANECDOTE OF TOM CORWIN. 
Donn Piatt tells this funny story ot Tom 
Corwin in the Cincinnati Commercial: 
I heard a good thing of Governor Corwin 
last night. It seems that while this gentleman 
was in tho Senate, ho sat at dinner one after- 
noon, entertaining the mess with amusing 
incidents and witticisms, such as Corwin 
could only throw out, when the servant, a 
new hand at the business, announced a vis- 
itor in the parlor, desirous of an interview 
with the Senator, Corwin paid no attention 
to the man at first, but, after a time, irritat- 
ed by the continued interruption, said, im- 
patiently, “O, tell him to go to- 
“Corwin continued his dinner, and at the 
end suddenly recollecting the visitor, hurried 
to the parlor, and found no one there, lie 
rang for the servant, and when the man ap- 
peared, said: 
“John, did you not tell me there was some 
one here!’” 
“Yes, sail,” responded John. 
“Why didn’t he wait?” 
“Weil, sail, I told him your message.” 
“What message?” asked the astonished 
Senator. 
“Why, sail, I told him dat you said he 
should go to h—1, and he went.” 
Corwin’s indignation at tho stupidity of 
the servant was only equalled by his anxiety 
lest the person should prove to be a constit- 
uent, or perhaps, a brother Senator. lie 
heard nothing however, for two weeks, 
when he was called upon 113' an old friend 
who belonged to the ministry and was cre- 
ated by a wise Providence to look after the 
charities and welfare of other people. The 
Rev. Mr. Spoke wore a white choker and a 
white hat, with the usually seedy clothes per- 
taining to these good men who look for a re- 
ward in another and a better world for their 
work done in this. When he saw Senator 
Corwin, he burst into tears. The political 
humorist, thinking that Mrs. S., or some of 
their numerous relatives, had doparted life, 
hastened to ask the meaning of this sudden 
grief. 
“Ah Governor Corwin,” responded the 
poor man, “I thought never to call on you 
again. The last timo I was here you sent 
word to me, by your servant, to go to—■ to go 
to—?” 
“Bless my soul! my soul!” cried Corwin, 
“was that you? I feared it was one of my 
constituents, and my constituents are such 
d—d fools, while you are too sensible to mind 
such an absurd message. Horc, let mo give 
yon ton dollars, for the ready rel ief of aged 
clergymen.’ 
Time has a wonderful power in taking the 
conceit out of persons, when a young man 
first emerges from the school and enters upon 
the career ot life it is painfully amusing to 
witness his self-suflicienc3r. He would have 
the world to know that he lias “learned all.” 
But as he grows older ho grows wiser, he 
learns that he knows a great deal less than 
he supposed he did, and by the time he reach- 
es three-score years, he is prepared to adopt 
as his own tho sentiment ot John Wesley, 
“When I was young 1 was sure of everything; 
in a few years, having been mistaken a thou- 
sand times, I was not half as sure of most 
things as I was before. At present, I am hard- 
ly sure of anything but what God has revealed 
to man. 
LETTER FROM FLORIDA. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Jacksonville, Fob. 7, 1871. 
You may think the old saying that “False- 
hood will travel from Florida to Maine, while 
Truth puts on its boots,” is verified when you 
receive my letter, and read of the splendid 
climate we are enjoying. We live in a flood 
of sunlight, the air perfumed with the blos- 
soms of the peach, and the wild wild jasmine 
and roses just budding forth, and we listen 
each morning to the mocking birds. Maine 
is fully represented in this city, and one 
would suppose it a good State to go from, to 
see the vigorous constitutions of most of us. 
compared with the invalids one. meets here. 
The transition from fifteen below zero, to 
eighty-five above, in a five days’ journey, 
seems incredible, but we are truly having 
July heat now. 
I lie bt. James is a lino hotel, crowded all 
the time with people from the North, East 
anil West; many who are hoping to build 
up shattered constitutions, and many more to 
breath the pleasant air, sail up the beautiful 
rivers, and gather oranges from their native 
groves. 1 am now writing with the doors 
and windows open, and a party of friends 
are on the piazza dressed in white muslin 
and other thin materials, while hats and bon- 
nets are entirely discarded. 
The size of this city, the busy streets, and 
orowds of steamers and vessels at the 
wharves, surprise one on reaching here. The 
population is about six thousand, but in win- 
ter the number of strangers increase it surely 
one-third. Many new blocks of stores and 
houses are in course of erection. The Freed- 
man’s Savings Bank, built by funds from 
the Freedman’s Bureau, will be a fine build- 
ing when completed. A large block built by 
Capt. Boss, tormerly of Belfast, and Mr. C. 
B. Hazeltine, towers in height and style above 
all others. The streets are wide, and shaded 
with live oaks, evergreens, with [the beauti- 
ful hanging moss, tound only at the South, 
giving the trees an ancient and picturesque 
appearance. The streets arc all sandy, in 
many places very deep, and not a blade of 
grass to be seen anywhere, making walking 
and driving very hard for man and beast. 
Plank side walks and gas lights on the streets 
are some of the new improvements. But 
little exercise is taken, and this is just the at- 
mosphere for one to grow idle and listless. 
One fine drive here called the Shell road is a 
great place of resort; a fine hard road made 
from oyster shells broken up fine and beaten 
into the sand, a large deposit of shells being 
found a few miles from here, where they have 
been thrown up by the tides. Without doubt 
more streets will soon be shelled in the same 
way. The dead level of the place, and the 
absence of all hills, is a great drawback to 
the beauty of the city, but the water view is 
very fine. 
Steam Saw Mills are springing up m all 
directions. One peculiarity is that for some 
throe hundred feet from the mill, a framework 
is built, with an endless chain passing over a 
wheel, ending with a brick wall, where all 
the slabs and refuse boards are carried, and 
then burned, as the law does not allow the 
debris to bo thrown into the river, and wood 
Is so plenty and little required that there is 
not energy enough to take it away. Some 
thousands of cords are burned in the mills 
during the week. The supply of fish is 
abundant, shad particularly. Wild turkeys 
are plenty, and very fine. Also a good quan- 
tity ot fresh vegetables. The beef is very 
poor, and no wonder when one sees the feed 
used for the cattle. Our Waldo County fann- 
ers would be ashamed to sjmw such spare 
ribs for sale. 
The churches are in a dilapidated condi- 
tion; but a fair to be soon held for the bene- 
fit of one will, 1 hope, have good results. 
The Episcopal church is a building used dur- 
ing the war for a hospital. The bell, being 
on two posts near the door, looks rather for- 
lorn. Time will soon give the means to re- 
nail' this edifice or build a new one. The 
Bishop of Florida ordained a colored Deacon, 
last Sunday, for the colored church. There 
are many Methodist churches here, and the 
colored members hold very enthusiastic ser- 
vices nearly every evening. 
A short trip up the liver for alligators last 
week was delightful. The banks of the river 
were lined with tropical foliage new to us. 
The palmetto, Cyprus and misletoes are very 
abundant. Alligators and turtles in plenty 
were basking in the sun, often on the samo 
log, and in color so like it, that it requires an 
experienced marksman to shoot one. A 
large alligator, some fourteen feet long, was 
killed by one of our party, but when wound- 
ed disappeared in the water. Only rue, six 
feet long, was brought home to show our 
Iriends. The robins, our home bird, arc 
very plenty, having come to spend the win- 
ter south. The egret are shot in great num- 
bers for their beautiful feathers. 
We go soon south on the river some two 
hundred miles. I am told the sail is unsur- 
passed in beauty. I shall keep my friends 
informed of the movements of our party, and 
hope they will feel interested to go with us 
to Lake Harney. I send you a piece cut from 
the local papers of a dreadful murder just 
committed here, the details of which are 
horrible, and filled the community with in- 
dignation. I see the Governor and Mayor 
have both offered rewards of So,000 each for 
the murderers. 
Amusements are very plenty here, and the 
days pass away so quickly that spring will 
soon be upon us at the north. At the hotels 
there are dances quite often, and a good 
colored band here finds constant employ- 
ment. But as brevity is the soul of good 
letters, I must close for the present. 
Are we ready, plaintively inquires the Tol- 
edo Blade, in speaking of the stormy out- 
look of the Republican party, “to cut down 
the glorious tree which has borne golden fruit 
in all its branches?” Whereupon the Cleve- 
land Piaindealer remarks: “Alas, we fear 
that the old treo mpst come down, whether 
you are ready or not. True it has borne gold- 
en fruit, but the people have found that such 
a disproportionate share of the fruit has gone 
into the pockets of Grant’s family, and other 
dead beats, that they have already begun to 
apply the axe to the roots. So we say to the 
Blade, stand from under.” * 
MR. CLACK T£_MR. WILSON. 
[coxci.rnw'j 
The following passage in Mr. Sumner's loiter fo 
von excites the liveliest desire for more informa- 
tion. After describing his visit to the Attorney- 
General’s olliee, and Mr. Stanton’s reception id 
him. lie goes on thus: I To began an earnest con- 
versation, saying lie must see me alone—that this 
was impossible at his olliee—that lie was watched 
by tile traitors of the South—that my visit would 
be made known to them at once; and he conclud- 
ed by proposing to call on me at my lodgings at one 
o’clock that night,” etc., etc. Wliv was Mr. Stan- 
ton afraid of the Southern traitors? Why did they 
set a special watch over him? No other member 
of the Administration was tormented with a fear 
like that. All ot Mr. Stanton's colleagues felt at 
perfect liberty to speak out their opposition to the 
hostile movements of the South, and they all did 
it without concealment or hesitation. But Stanton 
was put by the Southern traitors under surveillance 
so strict, that he could not speak with a Senator ex- 
cept at midnight, by stealth and in secrecy. At 
his own olHee it was impossible to see such visitors: 
the Southern eye was always oil him. How did 
those traitors of the South manage to control him 
as they controlled nobody else? By what means 
did they “cow his better part of mail,” and master 
all his movements? What did they do, or threaten 
to do, which made him their slave to such a fear- 
ful extent? Ilis relations with them must have 
been very peculiar. The suspicion is not easily 
resisted that he hail his nocturnal meetings with 
Southern men also, and that lie feared simply the 
discovery of his double dealing. This is what we 
must believe if wo suppose that lie really was 
shaken by those unmanly terrors. But I confess 
my theory to be that did he not feel them, and that 
be made a pretence of them only that lie might fool 
Mr. Sumner to the top of his bent. What does Mr. 
Sumner himself think? Was lie or was he not the 
victim of a cruel humbug? 
IV.—Did Mr. Stanton conspire with tlio political 
enemies of the Administration to arrest Mr. Toneey 
on a false charge of treason? That such a conspira- 
cy existed seems to be a fact established. What 
you say about it shows that you knew and approv- 
ed it. Mr. Dawes and Mr. Howard were in it, and 
no doubt many others who have not confessed it 
themselves, or been named by you. But Mr. 
Stanton was not with yon. The evidence of his 
complicity which you produce is altogether too in- 
definite, Indirect, and obscure to convict him of so 
damning a crime. The enormous atrocity of the 
offence makes it impossible to believe in his guilt 
without the clearest and most Indubitable proof. 
Stanton and Toucey were at that time acting to- 
gether in perfect harmony, closely ynited in sup- 
port of the same general measures and principles. 
Toneey, at all events, was sincere; and Stanton 
knew him to he a just, upright, and honorable man, 
whose tidelity to the Union, the Constitution, and 
the laws \v:k m*! firm h< tli*.* foundation of th*- “'vr- 
lasting hills. To Toucey himself, mid to his friends, 
he never expressed nnv sentiment hut esteem and 
respect, and he declared his confidence in him 
even to Mr. Seward, who was his enemy, as you 
yourseif have taken the pains to prove. Was the 
destruction of this man one of the purposes for 
which the first law officer of the Government 
sneaked about among your secret committees, met 
the plotters in their midnight lurking-places, em- 
ployed a go-between to fetch and carry his clan- 
destine messages, and like a treacherous informer, 
wrote accusations which he trusted even t<> the 
hands of his confederates onlv while they were 
read in the light of a street lamp? 
There were two distinct and separate ways in 
which the conspirators could effect their designs 
upon the man whom they had marked out for their 
victim. One was to take him in custody under a 
legal warrant, regularly issued by a competent 
judicial officer. But to get such a warrant it was 
absolutely necessary that somebody should perjure 
himself, by swearing that Touccy had levied war 
against tin* United States. Was Stanton to make 
this false oath, in addition t<> the other proofs which 
he gave of his loyalty? Or was it expected that 
Betel* If. Watson, who carried the charges, would 
swear to them also? If you did not rclv on Stan- 
ton or Watson, was it you, or Mr. Dawes, or Mr. 
Howard—which of you—that meant to do the 
needful thing? Or was it intended that all three 
of you should entwine your consciences in the ten- 
der embrace of a joint affidavit? Or had you looked 
out for somo rominoti “man of Belial,” who was 
ready to he suborned for the occasion? No, no; 
you may have been eager to feed fat the ancient 
grudge you bore against Toucey for being a Dem- 
ocrat and a “Union-saver;” but none of you would 
have sworn that he was guilty of any criminal of- 
fence. Nor could Stanton or Watson have been 
persuaded to encounter such peril of soul and 
body. Nor could you if you had tried your best 
have found any other person to make the accusa- 
tion in the form of legal oath. The price of per- 
jury was not then high enough in the Washington 
market to draw out from their hiding-pla* s that 
swarm of godless wretches who aflorwar.i swore 
away the lives of men and women with such f* 
fill alacrity. 
From ail this it is very clear that then* was to be 
no swearing in the rase, consequently no judicial 
warrant, and no lawful arrest. But Toucey was to 
he arrested. How? Of course in the only way it 
could possibly he done. The conspirators intended 
to kidnap him. Mr. Dawes says that from the 
hour when the paper directing the arrest was read 
under the street lamp, ami “wont hack to its hid- 
ing-place,” the Secretary was watched. The 
members of the committee, or the hireling* they 
employed, dogged his footsteps, and were ready to 
spring upon him whenever they got the signal. 
They could rush out as he passed tie* mouth of the 
dark alley, knock him down with their bludgeons, 
and drag him oil’. Or the lawless and “patriotic” 
gang might burglariously break into his house in 
j the night time, and impelled, as you would say, by 
“high and holy motives,” take him by the throat 
and carry him away. After proceeding thus far, it 
would he necessary to dispose of him in some pri- 
vate dungeon (for you knew that the public prisons 
and forts could not then he prostituted to such base 
uses), where no friend could find him, and whence 
no complaint of his could reach the open air. 
Kven in thatcase, “with all appliances and means 
to hoot,” his speedy liberation would he extremely 
probable, and the condign punishment of the male- 
factors almost certain, unless they acted upon the 
prudent maxim that “dead meii tell no tales.” 
The combination of Booth and others to kidnap 
Mr. Lincoln was precisely like this in its original 
object; and it was pursued, step by step, until it 
ended in a most brutal murder. Fid'ilis d' sr.n- 
8us Acerni. 
Was this a becoming business for Senators and 
IJopresentatives to he engaged in? In that “hour 
of national agony.” when hideous destruction 
stared the country in the face; when stout men 
held their breath in anxious dread; when the cry 
for relief came up to Congress on the wings of 
every wind; when the warning words of the “res- 
ident told you that the public safety required your 
instant attention—was that a time to he spent in 
prosecuting plots like this? I will not ask you to 
repent of tin* wickedness; it is not wrong in your 
eyes; it comes up to your best ideas of loyalty, 
patriotism, and high statesmanship. Your wit- 
nesses think of it as you do; they take pride and 
pleasure in their guilt, and wrap this garment of 
infamy about them with as much complacency as 
if it were a robe of imperial purple. 
But was Stanton in it? Was the Attorney-Gen- 
eral art and part in a foul conspiracy to kidnap the 
Secretary of the Navy, “his own familiar friend, 
his brother who trusted in him and with whom he 
ate bread?” If hi had sent the paper which was 
read under the street lamp, why do you not pro- 
duce it, or at least show by secondary evidence 
that it was in his handwriting? If Air. Watson 
was the medium through which he communicated 
his verbal directions to the committee or other per- 
sons confederated with him, why does not Mr. 
Watson sav so? To fasten this* great guilt on 
Stanton will require evidence far better than Mr. 
Howard’s small and silly talk about “a bird which 
tlew directly from some Cabinet minister,” and 
stronger than his belief founded on the fact that 
Stanton was a “supicious character,” especially as 
Air. Howard admits his own participation in the 
crime, and is therefore something more than a 
“suspicious character” himself. But it is not 
merely the defects in the proof—it is the incredi- 
Die nature ot the story wineli counts against you. 
Stanton knew, if you did not, that the contemplat- 
ed crime could not be perpetrated with impunity, 
'l’oucey breathed the deep breath and slept the 
sound sleep of a freeman under the guardianship of 
a law which Stanton at that time did not dare to vio- 
late. A Democratic Administration still kept ward 
and watch over the liberty of the citizen. A vul- 
gar tyranny which allowed abolitionists to do 
such tilings upon their political opponents was 
coming, but it had not come; the reign of the ruf- 
fian and the kidnapper was drawing near, but it 
had not arrived, the golden age of the spy and tile 
false accuser was beginning to dawn, but it had 
not yet risen. 
You may think it some excuse for this false 
charge against Mr. Stanton that it is not much 
worse than others which you have proved to be 
true. But justice requires that even bad men 
shall suffer only for those misdeeds which they 
have actually done. One of the greatest among 
American jurists held a slander to be aggravated 
by proof that the victim’s character was bad before; 
jiist as a corporal injury to a sick man or cripple is 
a worse wrong than it would lie to one of sound 
limbs and vigorous health. 
V—Mr. Stanton’s personal behavior and bearing 
in the Cabinet have been much misrepresented by 
others besides you. I am told that Mr. Seward de- 
scribed the supposed “scene’’ in some speech, 
which I have never read. It was given at length 
and very circumstantially, in a London paper, over 
the signature of T. \V.; Mr. Attorney-General Hoar, 
in a solemn oration which he pronounced before 
tlie Supreme Court last January, repeated it with 
sundry rhetorical cmbclishments; nearly all the 
newspapers of your party have garnished their 
pointless abuse of the Buchanan Administration 
with allusion to it more or less extended; and nn 
poubl the book-makers in the service of the aboli- 
ionists have put it into what y«»u call ‘•contempt 
raucous lii.-tory. So far as I have seen them, all 
these accounts differ Irom anotlnr, and none is ex- 
actly, or even very nearly, like yours. But they 
agree in presenting a general picture of Mr. Stan- 
ton as engaged in some violent conflict which In 
colleagues were too dull, too unprincipled, or too 
timid to undertake, though some of them afterward 
plucked up heart enough to follow his lead. They 
declare that Stanton took the most purilou* respoii 
Mbildies. boldly faced the most frghtful dangurv 
and with heroic courage fought a desperate tiglii 
against the most fearful odd> ; that the other mem- 
bers of the Cabinet looked on at the awful combat 
as mere spectators of bis terrific valor, while tin 
President was so frightened by the “fierce and lim y” 
ncounler that ill he could do was to “tremble and 
turn pale.” 
Ail ibis is (to use Stanton’s own language) “a tis- 
sue of lies”; mere cock and bull storv ; n naked in- 
vention, purely fabulous; a falsehood as gross and 
groundless as any in the autobiography of Baron 
Munchausen. Mr. Stanton was never exposed to 
any danger whatever while lie was a member ot 
that Cabinet; never had any occasion to exhibit his 
courage: never quarelled with any of his colleagues : 
never denounced those he differed from, and nevei 
led those with whom he agreed. He expressed his 
dissent irom the Southern members on several ques- 
tions. but no man among us took better care then 
than he did to avoid giving cause of personal offence. 
He acquired no ascendency at the council board, 
and claimed none; lie proposed no measures of his 
own, and when he spoke upon the measures origi- 
nated by others, lie presented no view- that were 
new or at all startling. He and I never once dif- 
fered on any question, great or small; and this though 
of course accidental, was still so nMiceable that he 
was there only to give me two votes instead of one. 
He did not differ with Mr. Holton any important 
question concerning the South more than once, ami 
that was when the compact, afterwards called a 
truce, about Fort Pickens was made. He must have 
agreed with the President, when he agreed with 
Mr. Holt, for the latter gentleman declared most 
emphatically Unit the President constantly gave him 
a “firm and generous support.” He uevor insulted 
the President. Mr. Buchanan knew how to main- 
tain the dignity of li s place ami enforce the respect 
due to himselt as well as any man that ever sat m 
that chair. It is most certain that Mr. Stanton a'- 
ways treated him with the profoundest deference. 
It' he had been rash enough to take on the airs of a 
bully, or had ever made the least approach to the 
insolent rudeness for which you desire to credit 
him, he would instantly have lost his commission, 
and you would have lost your spy. 
Among the versions which have been given of 
this false tale yours is the most transparent 
absurdity; for you giro dates ami circumstances 
which make it rediculous. At a time when Floyd 
was in disgrace with the whole Administration— 
after all his brethren had broken with him, ami he 
j had been notified of the President’s intention to re- 
move him—when he was virtually out of office and 
completely stripped of all influence—Major Ander- 
son removed his command from Fort Moultrie to 
Fort Sumter. You assert that Fioyd, hearing ot 
this forthwith arraigned the President ami Cabinet 
for the act of Major Anderson, declaring it to be a 
violation of their pledges, though it was not dom* 
by them, and they had given no pledge oil the sub- 
ject. That lie could or would make an arraignment 
for any cause of the body by which he had hiim»«lt 
just before been condemned is incredible; that lie 
would arraign it on such a charge is beyond the be- 
lief of any sane being. But such, by your account, 
was the occasion which Stanton took to display hi-* 
superhuman courage. It was then that he armed 
his red right hand to execute his patriotic vengeance 
on that fallen, powerless, broken man. lie must 
also have let fall at least a part of his horrible dis- 
pleasure on the head of the President; else why 
did the President “tremble and turn pule”? I said 
his narrative of vours was m *rc drivelling, ami I 
think l paid it a ilatteriug compliment. 
ism, n> exptoue in«' iouy completely, roierrea 
you to the record, which i said would show Unit 
Major Anderson acted in strict accordance with 
orders sent him through the War Department, ut 
which ’Floyd hiiuself was the head; and this you 
contradict. It is perfectly manifest that you ex- 
amined the record, for you transcribe from it and 
print two telegrams exchanged between Floyd and 
Anderson, after the removal of the latter took 
place. You saw on that same record the same or- 
der previously given—the order on which Major 
Anderson was hound to act, and did act—unit you 
have deliberately suppressed it. Nay, you go still 
further, and with the order before your eyes you 
substantially deny the existence of it. I copy for 
vour special benelit the words which relate to 
your point: “The smallness of your forco (so any 
the instructions)will not permit you, perhaps, i<> 
occupy more than one of the three forts; but an at- 
tack, or an attempt to take possession of either one 
of them will he regarded as an act of hostility, and 
you may then put your command into either of 
them which you may deem most proper t<» increase 
its power of resistance. You are also authorized 
to take similar steps whenever you have tangible 
evidence of a design to proceed to a hostile act.” 
There is the order in plain English words. To 
make out your assertion it was necessary lo con- 
ceal it, and you <lid conceal it from your readers. 
But that is not all. You find a telegram from Ma- 
jor Anderson, dated on the morning alter tin* re- 
moval. in which he says simply that he had re- 
moved, but says nothing of the grounds on which 
he acted. On that sa ne record, and right beside, 
the telegram, you saw a letter from Major Ander- 
son to the War Department, dated the samedav, in 
which In* does ref* r to his orders, and says Many 
tilings convinced me that the authorities ot the 
State designed to proceed to a hostile act,” and 
then adds: “Under this impression 1 could not 
hesitate that it was my solemn duty to move my 
command from a fort which we could not probably 
have held longer than forty-eight or sixty hours to 
this one, where my power of resistance is increased 
to a very great degree.” You totally ignore this 
letter, iii which Major Anderson justifies his re- 
moval in the very words of the order, and pick 
out a hasty telegram in which nothing is said <d 
his orders—an assumption which the record, u 
honestly cited, would show to be utterly false. 
You will hardly venture to repeat your denial; 
for besides the original record there arc thousands 
of authentic copies scattered over the nation, and 
anybody can lind it in Ex. Doe., II. R., vol. vi., 
No. 2(1, p. 10. I do not trust myself to make any 
general remarks on this glaring instance of mutilai 
ed evidence. You are a Senator, and I acknowl- 
edge the Scriptural obligation of a private citizen 
not to “speak evil of dignities” ; but of a dignity like 
you it is sometimes so dillieult to speak well that 
my only refuge is silence. 
You garble my words so as to make them appear 
like a denial that Mr. Stanton ever wrote any let- 
ter at all on the subject of the “t’ahinet Scene,“ 
whereas I asserted that no letter written by him 
would corroborate your version of it. After cool- 
ly striking out from tlu* sentence <pioted tie* words 
which express my proposition, you proceed b»eou 
tindict by the statement of Mr. Holt, who says that 
a letter was written, but lie declines to say win 
was in it. 
I knew that Mr. Schell had addressed Mr. Stan- 
ton with the object of getting him to tell the truth 
and tear away ihe “tissue of lies” which no many 
hands had woven about tlu* subject. If he answered 
at all, the presumption was tb it lie would answer 
truly; and if lie answered truly, instead of oorrob 
orating you, he must have denounced the whole 
slow as a mere fabrication. Do you think now 
that m the abscence of all evidence showing or tend- 
ing to show the contents of the letter, we ought to 
assume that Stanton tilled it with bragging lies' 
1 do not mean to let this stand as a mere ouo.stioii 
of personal veracity between you and me, though ! 
have the advantage, which you have not, of know- 
ing whereof I atiirm. But my denial throw* the 
burden of proof upon you with its whole weight. 
Recollect also that the strength of your evidence 
must he proportioned to the original improbability 
of the fact you seek to establish, and that the rea- 
sons a priori for disbelieving this fact are over- 
whelmingly strong. All presumptions are against the idea that a man who dodged about among the 
abolitionists as a spy and vowed himself to the se- 
cessionists as their ally, and all the time manifested 
a dastardly dread of being discovered, would open- 
ly insult the President, or do anything else that was 
bold and violent. But you have taken the task of 
proving it; and how lutye you done it? 
r certainly need not say that Mr Molt prow, 
nothing by writing a letter in which be declines lo 
tell what he kniows. iris expressive silence, or 
the contrary, is very convincing that he knew tin 
truth to be against you. As little, nay, less, if less 
were possible, do you make out of his speech at 
Charleston. He deals there in glittering generali- 
ties, sonorous periods, and obscure allusions to 
some transaction of which he gives no definite idea 
except that Stnaton was not an actor in it, but a spec- 
tator: for be mentions him only to say that he 
"looked upon that scene." What the scene was lie 
declared to be a secret, which history will perhaps 
never get a chance to record. 
Failing wholly to get anything out of Mr. llolt, 
you naturally enough rcsoted to Mr. Hawes; and 
Mr-. Dawes, willing but unable to help you. called 
in the aid and comfort of his wife. “She” her hus- 
band says “distinctly remembers hearing Stanton 
tell at'our house the story of that terrible conflict in 
the Cabinet.” That is the length and breadth of her 
testimony. Sho remembers that Mr. Stanton told 
the store, but not the story itself. Itwusabouta 
terrible conflict; but we do not learn who were en- 
gaged in it, who fell, or who was victorious—how 
the affray begun or how it ended—only it was ter- 
rible. Was Mr. Stanton the hero of his own story, 
or was he relating the adventures ot somebody else 
to amuse or frighten the company ? Mrs. Dawes is 
undoubtedly a lady of the very highest respecta- 
bility; but with all that, you will tind it hard to 
convert the idle conversations at her bouse into his- 
tory; and the difficulty is much increased by the 
fact tht neither she nor amybody else is able to tell 
what they were. 
The declaration of Mr. Holt that he would not re- 
veal what ho know on this subject, and Mr. Dawes’s 
statement that Mrs. Dawes told him that she heard 
Stanton tell something about it, which she does not 
repeat, is all the evidence you offer on the point. 
Yet you affirm that this most improbable and slan- 
derous story is not only true, but sustained by the 
“declarations of Mr. Stanton to credible witnesses 
and the positive averments of Joseph Holt.” Can 
this be mere ignorance? I am tempted to believe 
that you have gone about the business with a set 
purpose to make yourself rediculous, 
I fear very much that on this question, ns on so 
i:i,• iv others, von have born guilty of a wilful sup- 
'o cfi.ri. Did you not know that Mr. Holt’s 
iestimony would bo against you when you took ad- 
antago of his scruples about giving it? Did not 
Mrs. Dawes recollect more than you have quoted? 
I may hr wrong in this suspicion: but a man who 
mangles a public record must not complain if his 
good faith is doubted when he presents private evi- 
dence. 
Mr. Attorney General Hoar, believing this scan- 
dal I" be true, tried in good faith to get the. evidence 
which would prove it. When he found it to be 
t'-d<e lie passed over to you the letters which he had 
got, in the course of his search, and you printed 
them. The lawyer was too honest to reassert a 
t:i!(■ which .lie discovered to he unfounded ; but the 
politician had not magnanimity enough to retract it; 
and therefore he let. you burn your fingers where 
la* would not put liis own. 
This >lm'v of a "Cabinet scene," as it floated 
about among irresponsible newsmongers, seemed 
for a while like a formidable slander; but you have 
madi* it utterly contemptible. 
VI. Your account of Mr. Cameron's retirement 
from the War Department and Stanton’s appoint- 
ment on his suggestion demanded refutation, be- 
cause it not only perverted and misrepresented a 
tact of some general importance, but was a serious 
injury to Mr. Stanton’s character as it then stood, 
Between these two men it did not seem as if there 
»ould be any relations which implied confidence 
<»r friendship. I*'Stanton himself was any authority 
tor his own sentiments, he had no respect either 
tor tin- horse contracts, or the "nigger arming" (as 
lie called it) of 2ih predecessor, and Mr. Lincoln 
had just as little. Stanton was appointed not to 
curry out blit to put an end to Cameron’s policy 
with all its corruptions. I admit that since the ev- 
idence you have furnished of Mr. Stanton’s duplic- 
ity in other matters, it becomes possible to believe 
In* may have been insincere about this also. Still 
voiir attempt to deceive the*puhlic was inexcusa- 
ble. 
< if my own knowledge 1 know nothing about 
< uneion’s appointment or removal; but I will 
give you tin* main facts briefly and without the 
o/ia rhOf'nii<(, as I have them on undoubted au- 
thority, and as 1 firmly believe them. A bargain 
\\ as made at the Chicago Convention of 1800, that 
m case (if Lincoln's nomination and election Came- 
ron should receive a Cabinet appointment. Mr. 
Lincoln was no party to this eoutract; but after 
much persuasion lie consented to ratify it by try- 
ing (’aineron as Secretary of War. Before the end 
ol nine months the experiment ended, as you know 
and a- everybody else knows, in a complete and to- 
tal failure. Mr. Lincoln, seeing this, determined 
to get rid of him, and expressed his resolution in a 
■ n t addressed to Mr. Cameron and carried by 
Mid<’liuse, then Secretary of the Treasury. That 
letter is not now in existence, but Mr. Chase de- 
scribed it as curt, that is to say, plain,short, and di- 
.*• I. Mr. * ’.-micron understood and felt it as an ab- 
rupt dismissal. He afterwards got it suppressed, 
uid a correspondence different in its whole tenor 
and (dleet substituted in its place. Ever since then 
la- has been trying to create the opinion that he re- 
tired f rom a Department full of rich jobs, not only 
without compulsion, but in spite of the President’s 
affectionate desire that he should remain and man- 
age tln-m as he had done before; and lie makes it 
a part of the story that he was permitted to desig- 
nate his successor. He contrived to produce some 
belief of this on the mind of Mr. Chase; but if Mr. 
chase had known more of Cameron’s character 
and previous history, he might have been less cred- 
ulous. 
of tlie fact that Stanton was appointed on 
< ameron’s suggestion we may not have a spark of 
direct evidence except Cameron’s own statement, 
and all the circumstances make that improbable. 
If the President made up his mind to remove the 
incumbent, be certainly would not have proceeded 
in execute his resolution by writing him a curt let- 
t of dismissal, without having settled on some- 
body to succeed him: for at such a time as that he 
e"tiid not mean to leave the War Department 1 
uhms while he would he hunting ahead for it. But 
concede that no thought was taken for the new of- 
licer before the removal of the old one, can it be 
that the President decided the whole question in 
r .or of a man never mentioned before, on the mere 
suggestion of the officer ho was discarding,and with- 
out seeking advice from those members of the Cab- 
inet who still retained Ills favor? The suppressed 
letter is, therefore, not only an important fact in it- 
**e|f, but. it lias tin1 gravest influence on the credibil- 
ity of Mr. Cameron’s whole tale. Other questions 
-ignify but little in comparison to that. If the cor- 
respondence afterwards published was not that 
which actually took place, w« must presume every- 
thing against the party for whom, or at whose in- 
stance tin spoliation was committed. The short, 
plain, direct, curt note, with which Mr. Lincoln 
opened the business, would have explained every- 
thing. if it had been permitted to see the light; and 
it could not have been destroyed except for the pur- 
pose of making a false impression, 'Phis compels 
me to show that your conduct in the affair has been 
•neb as admits of no justification except that burn- 
ing loyalty and intense patriotism which converts 
all vice into virfue. 
After your tirst article appeared, and before my 
answer to it, a leading and very distinguished 
member of the Republican party in this state told 
'• on that you had misstated the facts concerning Mr. 
< ameron's retirement, and especially the important 
mid principal fact of the suppressed note from the 
President: and he referred to the Chief Justice, 
who upon being interrogated, gave you the authon- 
tie information that such a note had been written, 
delivered and suppressed. Thereupon you sol- 
emnly promised that if you ever had occasion to re- 
fer to the subject again, you would tell the whole 
truth. Besides, Judge rhase, after my review of 
von. wrote me a letter from Sandusky, Ohio, in 
which lie said that he bore the note in question, 
and mentioned that he had also written to you. 
What he wrote von of course I do not know,* hut 
he certainly did not give you one version and me 
another. You had, therefore, the written statement 
of the chief Justice, in addition to his verbal assur- 
ance. With all these lights before you, and with 
ill the obligations of common veracity, strength- 
ened bv an express promise to tell the truth, what 
■l«» you do in vour second article? Why, von sim- 
pl> stick to your first story. Nay, yoii take great 
fumble to smuggle the truth away, and bury it out 
of sight; for, instead of producing Judge (’base’s 
letter to yourself, in which the fact, no doubt, is 
fairly stated, you givens an extract from another 
letter written by him to f’ameron, from which you 
are “permitted to quote”—nothing whatever on the 
"ii I fleet of that important letter. I forbear to say 
much that ought to he said about this part of your 
behavior, because the distinguished gentleman be- 
fore spoken of has taken von in hand, and will 
doubtless jerk m acknowledgement of the facts out 
•f \ oii. in spite of all your shutfling. 
\ 11- A word before we part about the two hun- 
dred and titty thousand dollars raised out of the 
Treasury for Governor Morton. Taking your ac- 
count of that business as correct, I proved in my 
former letter that it was in the highest degree crim- 
inal. You left no escape from the conclusion that 
• he part’cs were guilty of embezzlement under the 
;iet of iMb. Your narrative of the transaction im- 
pressed it with all tin* marks of what is called in 
the flash language of Washington **a big steal.” 
You showed that the parties themselves so under- 
"lood it at the time, lbr you put a conversation into 
their mouths by which they are made to admit 
• heir liability to prosecution and imprisonment. 
I saw plainly that this could not be true. Mr. 
'•union’s worst enemies never charged him with 
hat kind of dishonesty, and Governor Morton had 
a reputation which placed him far above the sus- 
pirioii <>! siieh baseness. Bot h of them may have had serious faults, but they would not rob the Treas- 
ury under any circumstances, or for any purpose. 
I asked three members of the Indiana delegation 
whether then* was any foundation for vour asser- 
tion; they all answered no, and gave me the ex- 
planation which 1 used in mv published letter. 
our rojuH’iit ion to tln>t point is ono of the most 
astonishing parts of all yonr wonderful production, 
i denied tint Messrs. Stanton and Morton had com- 
mitted a felony, and gave a version ol' the affair 
which showed them both to lie perfectly innocent. You grow ill-tempered and vituperative upon this, and charge me witli ‘•unconcealed, not to say osten- 
tations, malignity.” I confess this is turning the 
'aides upon me in a way 1 could not have expected. In general, the malignity is presumed against the 
party who makes an injurious charge, not against lorn who repels it. 
There might have been some hope for you yet if 
you hail recanted your lirst assertion, or admitted 
the errors of your statement, or made some effort 
to explain away the effect of it, by showing that 
Von did not mean what you said. Hut you hold 
last.to every word of it; not a syllable do you re- 
tract. (m the contrary, you iusist that it is effront- 
ery in me lo affirm that a debt was due to the State 
and that it was paid according to law. What you 
■ ay in your last, in addition to your lirst statement 
makes the case look worse Ilian it did before, ilut 
it is not true. The payment was not made on ac- 
count of arms furnished to loyal citizens in rebel- 
lious States, nor was the money given to the Gov- 
ernor, to lie disbursed by him on his own respousi- 
dity, as agent of the President. That much I can 
ay oil the official authority of the present Secretary 
of War, who wrote me on the 27th of last month 
that “the transaction appears to he based upon the 
claims of the State of Indiana forexpensos incurred 
in raising volunteers.” 
ltul Governor Morton is still above ground, mid 
can lake cure of himself. If he made a raise out 
of the public Treasury without authority of law, and in dctiaiiee of the penal statutes in such ease 
niutlo and provided, he owes it to you to confess 
Ids guilt fully and freely. If lie is innocent (as I believe lnm to he), it is due to himself and the mem- 
ory ot Mr. Stanton that ho deny your allegations and exhibit tile true state of the 1'uctH, without de- 
lay. 
The .sum oi the ease, as it now stands, is this 
Mr. Stanton put into the hands of Governor Mor- 
ton, not a warrant, us you say, but a requisition 
on which the Governor g.it out of the Treasury 
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. If this 
requisition was based on a just claim, and drawn 
against a fund appropriated to the payment of it, 
tlie whole transaction was perfectly honest, ex- 
ceedingly commonplace, and precisely similar lo 
other acts done every day, before and since, by all 
the Secretaries,—a simple discharge of routiue 
duly, Involving no responsibility whatever, no 
honor and no blame. But it suited your ideas to 
glorify Stanton by declaring that ho took tho great 
responsibility of helping Mr. Morton to the money 
contrary to law, against the principles of common 
honesty, and in violation of his oath, thereby ex- 
posing both himself and his accomplice lo the 
danger of prosecution and imprisonment in the peni- 
tentiary. This was the feather you stuck in his 
cap; for this you think him entitled to the “grate- 
ful admiration of his loyal countrymen.” I sought 
to deprive him of the decoration you bestowed on 
him, by showing that the money was paid accord- 
ing to law, on a claim satisfactorily established, 
out of money regularly appropriated to that pur- 
pose. X tried to prove that it was not an embez- 
zlement and that there was nothing criminal in it. 
Hut this took the loyalty out of it, and left it with- 
out anv merit in your eyes. Therefore you llv into 
a passion and become abusive, which shows that 
your moral perceptions are very much distorted, 
iind makes mo fear indeed that you are altogether 
incorrigible. 
This paper lias grown much longer than 1 in 
tended to make it, and I have no space for the ex- 
hortations I meant to give von in conclusion. I 
leave you, to your own reflections. 
J. S. Hut k. 
llqnib lie an 3 oitrtiaL 
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ANOTHER STRIDE. 
Not the least alarming of the forward steps 
toward centralization and monarchy which 
are contemplated and being taken at Wash- 
ington, is that of taking the care and educa- 
tion of children from the States of the Union 
and vesting il in the general government. A 
bill now before Congress provides lor the 
appointment of National, State and District 
Superintendents, with large authority, who 
are to wield and direct the immense influence, 
patronage and power growing out of the new 
order of things. There is no warrant for 
the proposed change in tlm constitution—on 
the contrary both its spirit and letter leaves 
the whole matter of education with the 
States. The only pretence for the measure 
is the general provision that Congress shall 
‘‘provide for the general welfare”—which 
may be stretched to cover any usurpation. 
Congress might as well provide that hus- 
bands shall at stated times kiss their wives 
and present them witli new dresses, because 
it is charged to “insure domestic tranquility.” 
It is our clear conviction, says the Wash- 
ington Patriot, that the. House “compulsory 
education” scheme is a job, so far as individ- 
ual interests are concerned, as well as part 
of the desperate machinery by which the 
region represented is trying to maintain its 
spurious supremacy. If we hail any doubts 
on the subject before, they are removed by 
the utterances of the gentleman himself, in 
introducing his measure to the. House of 
Representatives, a few days ago. The hon- 
orable member began his speech by moving 
an amendment in the interests of his immedi- 
ate constituents—the book manufacturers of 
Now England; for it is part of this scheme 
that the school-books out of which the ignor- 
ance of the “nation”—that is, the Southern 
States—is to be enlightened, must be all of 
an accredited and orthodox pattern. The 
speiling-books are to he phonetic, and accord- 
ing to the strictest rule of consonant econ- 
omy. There is to be but one "l" in traveller 
and not the shadow of a in honor. 
Geography is to teach that Boston is the cen- 
tre of civilization, and History that Lexing- 
ton was the greatest battle ever fought, and 
that it was a great mistake the substitution 
of George Washington, of Virginia, for 
Artennis Ward, of Massachusetts. 
Any one who has examined a New Mug- 
land school-book will admit that this state- 
ment ol the case is not exaggerated, and 
Mr. Hoar is, as we have said, true and loyal 
to his book-making constituents. Arranging 
the text-books, be proceeded to discuss the 
main topic, and he thus defined the elemen- 
tary principles out of which was to lie evolv- 
ed the great scheme of compulsory education. 
It a man does not educate Himself, His family 
must do it. It the family do not, the town 
must. If the town does not, then the State; 
and il the State fails, then Congress; and if 
Congress does not, then everything goes into 
immediate and irretrievable ruin. Now, this 
is a grand graduation of duties, but, un- 
luckily, the framework of our Government 
never had room for it, and if it is to be con- 
structed, it must be outside of the Constitu- 
tion. Nay, we go further, and, while we 
concede that a man is morally hound to give 
His children an education, we know no polit- 
ical duty of the kind, and utterly deny the 
obligation of what is called the State to give 
children anything but opportunities, of 
which they may avail themselves or not, as 
they please. Even Massachusetts, at home, 
enforces no such duty, though she is deter- 
mined to do it for Delaware and South Caro- 
lina. 
But the oddest result of all is, that, accord- 
ing to the tabular statement which Mr. Hoar 
ostentatiously exhibits, the primary duty on 
which he so earnestly insists—of paternal or 
familiar education—-and which we recognize, 
seems in the South, in spite of all the disturb- 
ance ot war, to have been faithfully dis- 
charged. It is only the political education 
which has failed. In the seven Southern 
States, which he selects as samples of intel- 
lectual destitution, while, between 1860 and 
1870, pupils in public schools have fallen off 
about 1110,000, in private schools they have 
increased, as near as may he, in precisely 
the same ratio. Take the case of Georgia, 
the worst treated of the sinning States. In 
1860 she had 1,752 public schools, with 56,- 
087 pupils. In 1870 there were but 237 
schools, and 8,732 pupils. But, on the other 
hand, in I860 Georgia had 271 private—that 
is, family—schools, with 14,377 pupils, while. 
1 iii 1870, the schools had increased to 1,498, 
and the pupils to 47,57.'!! All this we glean 
from Mr. Hoar’s tallies, which demonstrate 
that, under the most adverse circumstances* 
family education is every day improving, and 
hence, according to his own logic, the less 
necessity for—in fai l, the absolute mischief 
of—the interference of the State. There are, 
we repeat, 180,000 more children voluntarily 
educated in the Southern States to-day than 
there were ten years ago. When the losses 
resulting from civil war and the disturbed 
condition of the South, occasioned by recon- 
struction and military rule, during the last 
six years, arc taken into account, this result 
may be considered wonderful. If Mr. Hoar 
and his Radical abettors would honestly say 
that their scheme was nothing more than a 
Freedmen’s Bureau redivivus, there would 
be some reason or plausibility in it; but they 
mingle up white and black, and, making an 
average, draw inferences whieh are utterly 
inconsequential as affecting either race. 
There is neither philanthropy nor statesman- 
ship in this scheme, and the impudence with 
which, as a matter of constitutional compe- 
tency, it is urged, is beyond all comprehen- 
sion. 
SOMETHING FOR HONEST REPUBLICANS 
TO jread. 
A case occurred in the Legislature at Au- 
gusta last week, which sheds so much light 
on the dark ways of the dominant; party, and 
so illustrates its much vaunted honesty, truth 
and adherence to correct principles, that we 
cannot forbear to recite its history. The 
facts should be known to every man, woman 
and child in the state, as a commentary nit- 
on the manner in which they arc being gov- 
erned. 
At tho hist, September election the candi- 
dates lor representative to the Legislature in 
the class composed of 1’etlie] and adjoin- 
ing towns in Oxford county, were Gideon A. 
Hastings, Democrat, and Moses ('.Foster, 
republican. Major Hastings was popularly 
known as Alphonso Hastings, few persons 
being aware that lie had any additional 
name. Some written ballots lor A. Hast- 
ings were cast. These were counted as lor 
a third person, and the certificate of election 
given to Foster. Major Hastings contested 
the seat, and the question came up on the ac- 
ceptance of the committee's report in favor 
ot the latter. The debate that followed 
showed that the Legislature had repeatedly 
decided in accordance with the report, as 
had Congress in parallel cases. The rule 
had been to. ascertain what the intention of 
the voters was. There was no other person 
of like name in the district. A copy of the 
republican paper of the county was produced, 
in which the candidate was spoken of as 
“Maj. A. Hastings.” All the voters who 
cast their ballots for A. Hastings made oath 
that they intended lo vote for Maj. Gideon 
A. Hastings. It will thus lie seen that by all 
rules of fairness, precedent and legality, Maj. 
Hastings was entitled to the seat. 
And there wore other reasons. Major 
Hastings was a soldier during the rebellion, 
and of excellent record. He raised a com- 
pany for Gen. Sheplev’s regiment, was made 
captain, promoted to Major during the war, 
and served faithfully to it- dose. They 
didn’t look at the muster roll //im, to see 
whether the name of this brave man was 
written with all his initials < r not. They 
were glad ot his services, whether the clerk 
wrote half or the whole of his name. In 
1802, when Major Hastings had enlisted, tho 
republican party was profuse in its promises 
lo soldiers. In its State Convention of that 
year it passed the following— 
Resolved. That the soldiers in the army, and tho 
sailors in the navy of the Union, have the sympathy 
and the support of the nation, for whose life they 
are gallantly battling, and that we cordially ap- 
prove all measures proposed by our state govern- 
ments for their relief and their reward. 
“Their reward” so far as Democratic sol- 
diers are concerned, may bo found in the 
action of the radical house of representatives, 
which declared by almost a strict party 
vote, that lie was not entitled to the seat! 
And among the members of the Convention 
that passed the above resolution, and of Con- 
ventions that repeated it as long as the war 
lasted, were many members of the present 
legislature who voted not to admit Major 
Hastings to the seat that the voters of his 
district had given him fairly and legally. It 
brings lo mind the story ol the gallant sol- 
dier who Tame back to Paris from one of the 
bloody fields which changed the rulers of 
France, and was told by the police of the 
new government that he must not wear the 
decoration of his late master, “t lentlemon,” 
said he, pointing to a sabre cut across his 
face, “Am I at liberty to wear my sear ?” 
Democratic soldiers who arc deprived ol 
their rights by radical majorities, should in- 
quire if they have leave to bear about the 
scars they got in Hie late conflict. 
There remains one other branch of this 
subject to consider. What is the record of 
Moses (’. Foster, in whoso favor the rights of 
Major Hastings were overridden ? He, too, 
was a soldier. In the Adjutant General's Re- 
port for 18(12, may lie found the following, in 
records of Company II, l:Uli Regiment 
Moses C. Foster, Newry, mustered into 
the United States service, Dec. 1:1, lSfll. 
DESERTED, Dec. Ill, 1801. 
That record runs through (lie successive 
reports for tour years, and stands to-day un- 
erased and unchallenged. Laws passed and 
approved by the party now dominant in the 
Legislature, declare that deserters arc dis- 
franchised and rendered incapable of hold- 
ing office. 
Yet;, in face of-all these recorded pledges 
and laws, they vote to deprive of his rights a 
brave and faithful soldier to whom they had 
promised “relict and rewav I,” and to install 
in liis place a branded deserter who is, by 
the records and enactments ol* the same men, 
declared to be infamous ! 
As our readers may he curious to see the 
record ot the vole on tin* passage of the re- 
solve for giving Major Hastings his seat, we 
append the yeas and nays— 
YKAS. Messrs. Adams, Atwell, Berry of I lamar- 
iseotta, Berry oi Buxton, Blanchard, Bliss, Brown, 
Oarleton, Chapin, Cleaves, Clonk, Colfli, Coiisens, 
Cushing, Deering, Emery, Fitcli. Googins, Cray, 
Hacker, Hammond, Haskell of Garland, Haskell 
of Portland, Hastings, Hathaway, Heath, Hill, 
Hiukley, llohson, Jenkins. Jones of Springlield, 
Keegan, Lane. Moore of Mai hiasport, Osgood of 
Lewiston, Parsons, Ilawson. ltav, Reed of Wuldo- 
boro’ Reed of No. 11, Reynolds, Sanborn of Bangor, 
Sewall, Snow, Storer, Strickland, Talbot, Wass, 
Whitehouse, Weed, While of Winterport, Whit- 
more, Wilson, Willard, Winter, Woodbury,—50. 
Nays. Messrs. Andrews of Otisfield, Ander- 
son, Bean, Bird, Botiney, Bragdon, Brewer, Bur- 
gess, Chase, Clark of China, Comins, Crehore, 
Dingley, Driseo, Dustin, Gannett, Uetehell, Good- 
win, Green of Wilton, Hurriinan, Hayden, Heal, 
Hobart, Holt, Hopkins of Bluehill, Hopkins of 
Mt. Vernon, Hutrhyis, Johnson, Jones of Norway, 
Knapp, Knight, Mahony, Martin, Mayo, Minot, 
Mooers, Moore of Bueklicld, Noreross, Nutter, 
Osgood of Durham, Palmer, Perkins of Poland, 
Perkins of Farmington, Tike, Potter, Robie, Rob- 
inson, Rodick, Sanborn of Kittery, Hayward. 
Severance, Simonton, Simpson, Skillin, Smitli of 
Parsonsfield, Snowman, Stiekney, Stewart, Taylor, 
Thompson of Dover, Thompson of Trenton, Wads- 
worth, Wagg, Wall, White of Greenfield, Whiting, 
Wyman,—OS. 
THE LITTLE CHURCH ROUND THE COR- 
NER. 
Thn above heading, by a singular combin- 
ation of circumstances, a contrast between 
bigotry and true Christianity, has become one 
of the pet phrases of the day. It happens in 
this way. Mr. Holland, an actor of the city 
of New York, of great purity ot character, 
and endeared to its public, died suddenly. 
His friends applied to the pastor of a well 
known church to have the funeral services 
performed in the edifice. This was refused, 
the pastor adding “there is a little church 
round the corner that may accommodate 
you.” To that little church the mourners 
went, and found in the preacher a devout 
and sympathizing Christian. At the funeral, 
it was crowded with the beauty, fashion, 
wealth and talent of the city. The story was 
told in the papers, and alluded to from the 
stage. An elegant liible was presented to 
the little church round the corner by the 
Dramatic Association, and valuable presents 
flowed in continually. It is now proposed 
to decorate the building in a manner sur- 
passed by no church edifice in the land. The 
following are specimens of the daily' reports 
in the papers concerning the matter. 
Sir: The Lillie Church RouikI the Corner 
should be the grandest church in our city. To ef- 
fect this object 1 am willing and ready to present 
£5000. T greatly admire the Rev. Dr. llougb ton, 
and I trust he may find no difficulty in raising 
sufficient funds to accomplish this purpose. 
H. T. Hei.mboi.I). 
Chicago, Feb. 10. 
The entertainment at the Crosby Opera House 
to-day, realized £4iK)0 for the benefit of “The little 
Church round the corner” in New York. 
The Cincinnati entertainment for the benefit of 
the “little church round the corner,” on Thursday, 
was an immense success. The seats were all sold 
before 10 o'clock in the morning, and hundreds 
were, resold at £5 each. The hall, printing, ad- 
vertising, gas and other usual expenses were free, 
and the net receipts will he nearly £3000. 
So much for tho bigotry and intolerance of 
one preacher, who forgot both the precept 
and practice of his Divine Master. 
MUNICIPAL AID TO FACTORIES. 
The questions propounded to the Supreme 
Court ol'the State by the House of Represen- 
tatives, relative to the legality of aid voted 
to manufactories by cities and towns,have just 
been answered by the Court. It decides that 
mimcipalities cannot, ill accordance with the 
provisions of the constitution, grant such aid. 
The text of the decisions lias not, at this 
writing, been made public, but it is under- 
stood that the court holds that there is no 
warrant for the majority of the citizens of a 
town, or of two-thirds of them, voting to 
take the property ot the minority to buildup 
private enterprises. It might result in tak- 
ing the property ol citizens to aid in estab- 
lishing ruinous competition to thou- own busi- 
ness. The municipalities of the State can 
raise money only for purposes of a public na- 
ture. Among these, the building and main- 
taining of highways take a prominent place. 
Railroads are held to bo improved highways, 
and in their nature and operation so highly 
beneficial to tho public as to make an excep- 
tion to the general rule that towns cannot 
vote money to private corporations. 
The operation of this decision will boar 
hard upon towns and cities that have voted 
such aid and assessed taxes to pay it. The 
city of Augusta made a gift of $250,000 to 
tue Spragues, in aid of their manufacturing 
projects, and issued bonds, on which neither 
the interest or municipal can be realized, un- 
der this decision. Judge Cutting, however, 
declines to say that past aid, authorized by 
the legislature, is unconstitutional, or to pass 
upon the questions until a case is orouglit in 
the usual form. Judges Dickerson and Tap- 
Icy hold that public and private uses can bo 
so joined as to make such aid legal. Tho 
Chief Justice with Associates Walton and 
Danforth, condemn the whole principle. 
The Ai.ab.vma Claims Commission. The 
Commissioners on the part *>f England have 
sailed to meet Commissioners on the part of 
the United States, for the purpose of consid- 
ering the Alabama claims, and the lishery 
and other questions in dispute between the 
countries. 
The British Commissioners are Earl He 
Urey and llipon. Professor Montagu Bernard, 
Sir Edward Thornton, Sir John Macdonald, 
ami Sir John Rose. The American Commis- 
sioners are Secretary Fish, Minister Schenok, 
Ex-Attorney General Hoar, Judge Nelson, 
of the Supreme Court, and Senator Williams, 
ot Oregon. Il is thought the joint commis- 
sion will be readv to report before the meet- 
ing of Congress in December next. Their 
sessions wi 1 be held in Washington. 
THE CANAAN EXTENSION. 
At the town meeting on Saturday, the 
people of Canaan voted $04,000 in aid of the 
extension of the railroad from this city. 
Private subscriptions will make the amount 
$80,000, which by bonding the road, will 
suffice to build it. The .subscriptions of 
llartland and St. Albans arc already on the 
hooks of the company for about $100,000. 
The prospect ot extending the road to those 
towns is excellent. 
The Legislative action on the Brooks and 
Bangor Railroad, will he found in another 
column. Since then amotion to reconsider 
the vote indefinitely postponing the hill in the 
Senate lias been made, and the consideration 
was assigned for Tuesday afternoon. It was 
not reached in the course of business, but was 
probably voted on during Wednesday, of 
which no account reaches us in season for 
this issue. 
We have received a pleasant letter from 
.Judge Flanders, of Monroe, who is visiting 
Ids native town in New Hampshire. lie 
finds a great difference in the methods of 
travelling since the days of his emigration, 
and says— 
In my younger days I left this place on foot for “Down Fast.” Alter six day's of hard foot work, 
1 arrived upon the Kennebec Itiver. This was 
over forty years ago. There was then a railroad 
from Boston to Lowell, l think the only one in 
New England. The day I left your vicinity ,|I took 
breakfast with my family and slept hero the same 
night, about forty miles northerly of the capilol of 
the Granite State. What a change in forty years 1 
The State Eloetion comes off .here in a few weeks. 
The Democrats are alive, and their papers are 
doing a good strong work. Some few Republi can 
papers cannot swallow the dishonesty and fraud of 
their party, and do not hesitate to expose their 
own party leaders. If the I4ev. Ex-Know Nothing l'ike is elected Governor bv the people of the Slate, 
I shall be disappointed. 
Nelson Fales lias been ro-nomtnated Postmaster 
of Thomastun. 
The Cost of Hanging a Free American of 
African Descent. 
A low weeks since the Bangor Whig pul), 
lished the alleged items of the Sheriff’s bill 
for executing Clifton Harris, making the 
whole amount $371..58. Sheriff Grose writes 
to us that the facts in the ease are as follows : 
He was directed by executive warrant to ex- 
ecute Harris on the 12L!i of February. After 
nearly all the preparations bad been made, 
the prisoner was reprieved. The execution 
was then ordered for March 12th. when it 
took place. In the absence of any known 
precedent for making the bill, Mr. Grose 
made a memorandum for the Governor and 
Council, stating what he had paid, and what 
lie had not, and asking that the bill might 
be corrected, as to them might seem light 
and proper. They made and ordered the 
payment of the following bill— 
Copy of Hill as allowed by the Executive Coun- 
cil for the Execution of Clifton Harris— 
State or Maine, ro Tiios. IS. Grose, Dr. 
lSOO. 
Nov. 12. To S days time in preparations tor Execution 
at $3.00 per day, #21.uo 
Service at Execution, 50.00 
Paid E. Il.Obertou’s bill marked A 51.50 
J. E. llrown'a blit U ls.oo 
Boynton Fuller.!c Co C ls.oo 
Maine Stnte Prison li 20.00 
W li. Berry, E 1.50 
2 Telegraph 11 F&G 2.53 
a Deputy Sheriit’s at $:) pr day U.oo 
■' Dr. T. K. F.stabrook’s bill H 5.ou 
Dr. C. S. Chase bill 1 5,00 
ltev. J. It. Mason bill 5.00 
'■ Kev. G. M. Flmery no 
Kev. B. S. Avery oo 
Copies ot warruuts required by 
law, (1.00 
*2! 5.53 
This bill is in the handwriting, the Sheriff 
feels sure, of Mr. Drew, Secretary of State. 
There is a difference between this (till and 
flic one published in the Whig, of $ 1.5G.00. 
If the larger bill was allowed, some one 
abbut the State House, following the illustri- 
ous precedent of the paper credit thieves, has 
been smart enough to swindle Mr. Grose out1 
of the difference. If so, there is probab’y 
“nobody to blame.” 
-We are indebted to Darius Alden, 
Esq., of Augusta, for a copy of tin* Annual 
Report of the Portland and Ivennebee Rail- 
road ; also a pamphlet copy ot the opinion of 
the Supreme Court in tin* Equity case be- J 
tween the stock holders of the road and its 
present holders, by which tin* suit was dis- 
missed. 
——Iliram Rliss, Esq., tiro popular repre- 
sentative from Washington, entertained his 
friends at the Augusta House on the evening 
of the 21st, by a very enjoyable party with 
music and dancing, feasting and flirting, far 
into the small hours. 
We are informed tint the Director* of I’, s. ,fc f. 
Railroad met Judge Rice and others ot the Maine 
Central at the Falmouth Hotel in Portland, on 
Wednesday last, and it is rumored that the meeting 
was to make “through arrangements'’ tor p issen- 
gers and freight which will practically amount to 
consolidation upon a large scale. [Bangor Whig. 
Our readers will remember that we spoke 
of this some weeks ago, as one of the. coming 
events that was casting its shadow before. 
-It was V. II. Tuttle, Esq., who presid- 
ed at the Railroad meeting in Canaan, in- 
stead of M. (d.. as we erroneously stated last 
week. 
-The bridge at Wisc.i-.set lost one ot 
its piers by an tee freshet on Saturday, and 
was impassable for some time. 
The name of Holmes’ Hole lias been 
changed to Vineyard Haven, but Mr, Holmes 
will have his hole there all the same. 
-Bangor, where many smart Jungs are 
done, lias a thirteen years old mother, and is 
proud of her. 
l’lie terrible murder, alluded to in the let-1 
ter from Jacksonville, Florida, on the outside I 
j of this paper, is thus described in a local j 
paper— 
Mr. Joseph Fagan, from New York who is fore- j 
man at Fairchilds’ Mills and lias occupied that po- 
sition for two years past, resided in a >1111111 house*1 
near the mill, his family constating of himself, wife 1 
and two children—Catharine aged six and Fannie 
aged four years—and Miss Rosanna Carlind, his 
wife's sister, a young lady of twenty-two. 
Saturday eveuing about half past six o'clock, Mr. 
Fagan and his wife came to tin1 city, leaving the' 
house and children in charge of Mis*. Carlind, and 
returned home about ten o’clock. < hi reaching the 
house, about half past ten o’clock, a most horrible 
sight met their view. The dead body of Miss Car- 
lind was.found lying across the door sill, between 
the dining room and an adjoining bedroom, her 
head fearfully cut and disfigured. The body of the 
eldest chi hi, Catherine, was next found lying on 
the bed in another room, her head also cut alThost 
to pieces, ami tin; body of the youngest child, Fan- 
nie, in another room, also lying on the bed with 
two frightful cuts across the head and the 1 x» 
which had done the murderous work still remain- 
ing in tin* last wound. The rooms were bespatter- 
ed with blood and the bloody tracks of the murder- 
er disfigured the iloor. A secretary standing in 
the sitting room, had been broken open and $1100 
in money and two gold watches taken, and tlr 
house had apparently been ransacked for plunder. 
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE IN BRUNSWICK 
Brunswick., Mi;., Feb. 17. 
An extensive and disastrous conilagration 
took place hero this morning. Two saw 
mills, two sash and blind factories, a Hour 
mill, a woolen mill and several smaller man- 
ufactories being totally destroyed, together with a portion ot the toll bridge connecting this place and Topsham. A large number 
ot mechanics and laborers are thrown out of 
employment. The tire was the work of an 
incendiary. 
WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN MISSOURI. 
St. Lotus, Feb. 17 1S7I. 
The Stale Senate committee to whom was 
referred a memorial from the female sullVa 
gists, asking the Legislature to urge Con- 
gress to submit a sixteenth amendment to 
the federal constitution, reported as follows: 
That inasmuch as ’the ladies claim they 
have a right to vote under the constitution of 
the United States and that it will be held and 
enforced by the courts, therefore the ladies 
are respectfully referred to the United States 
courts for the enforcement of their rights 
The following sums have been assessed as 
a tax upon the several counties in this State; 
Androscoggin, thirty thousand dollars; 
Aroostook, twelve thousaud dollars; Cum- 
berland, seventy-eight thousand dollars; 
Franklin, eight thousand dollars; 11 aticock. 
fen thousand one hundred dollars; (venue-j bee, thirty-one thousand dollars; Knox, four- 
teen thousand dollars; I/moulu, eight thous- 
and dollars; Oxford, ten thousand dollars; 
Penobscot, forty thousand dollars, Piscata- 
quis, live thousand five hundred dollars; j 
Sagadahoc, eleven thousand two hundred 
dollars; Somerset, ten thousaud dollars; 
Waldo, sixteen thousand live hundred dol- 
lars; Washington, seventeen thousand dol- 
lars; York, thirty-live thousand dollars. 
The Governor has made the following appoint- 
ments: Josiali M. llaiues, Newcastle, ,J. p. 
Joseph Day, Damariscotta. J. P.Q.; Thus. Thoiup- 
son, Bristol, J. P. <{.; Franklin It. Webber, St. 
Albans, J. P. Q.: Eliiah Wilson, Solon, J. i‘. q. Josiah D. Bartlett, New Portland,Coroner; Elislm 
(.'hick, Wiutorport, Notary Public and j! p. o. ■ 
Wm. E. Mitchell, Belfast, J. P. Q.; 'I'lms. W. Voso’ 
Winterport, Drd. Jus. 
The Maine Standard says that petitions are in 
circulation in the county, pretty generally signed, for the pardon of William G Kingsbury of oTiina, 
who is serving a two years’sentence at Thonias- 
ton, upon conviction of procuring James Kitchen 
to burn the Baptist meeting house at s,„,n, < 'liina. 
in ictober, lsiiii. 
LETTER FROM ROCKLAND. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Rockland, Feb. 1>, i 
Our sleighing is ag.lin “played out." aid 
the sound of wheels rattling over lit" tV<■ -n 
ground, greets our ears. Haring tie pa. t 
week our streets have had quite lively p- 
poaranee, owing to the line sleighing, but 
tlio rain of Saturday blighted ill our ! eel 
hopes of future sleigh ride., t t.i Friday 
two largo sleigh parties, one from I idol tel 
one from Waldoboro, paid a, visit to .ear 
friend of the l.ymle Hotel, where they pa: 
took of supper, and enjoyed dancing ini" the 
“sum hours". Though (<us. requires <-on- 
siderablo room to move round in. lie knows 
how to keep a hotel. 
Our police force (1 wont mention the 
number, because it would spoil tiic effect) 
intend giving a hall this evening, al 1’illsb urv 
Hall, '[’hough it may not be quite so exten- 
sive an affair as the one recently given in 
Boston, yet 1 have no doubt all who partake 
will have a good time. 
The charter and formation of the < >hh 
Lime Company, in this plat c, has been, for 
the past lew weeks, the a!i absorbing topic <>t 
conversation, il is claimed bj’those pat'iies 
who have gone into this consolidation, that 
Without, such action oil the part of manu- 
facturers of lime, it is impossible to manu- 
facture it with profit to themselves or to com- 
pete with other places, thereby promoting 
opposition and contention at home. Tlicv 
think from the fact that they will own tie- 
greater part of the quarries and kiln- in this 
place, that they will he able to control to a 
very great extent the manufacture of lime, 
and thus keep the price up in New Vork and 
lloston. On the other hand, those persons 
who are opposed to the corporation argue 
that it will he a gigantic monopoly, and that 
all those persons now engaged in manufac- 
turing lime outside of the aforesaid corpora- 
tion will have to cease. As the corporation 
will employ a large, number of men, it can 
regulate the amount of wages to he paid 
laborers. If lime is to sold at a lower price, 
the laboring men must work for lower wages, 
and the effect will be to make the rich richer 
and the poor poorer. Also that tie- power 
ot the corporation will be great politically. 
As your correspondent i- not interested tor 
or against, lie will express no opinion. 
We shall see what we shall see. 
It' we had not the light which the gospel 
affords ns we shorn I certainly lie "groping 
our way in darkness” here at present, for 
some reason or other the (las Company gives 
us but very little, and any who have trusted 
thereto for the last two or three weeks have 
found themselves in as deplorable condition 
as the "foolish virgins” who forgot their 
kerosene. 
I am informed by one of the knowing ones 
who belongs to tie- “Oliieknwaukie,” that 
there is a sort of rivalry between two of our 
limbs of the law who belong to said institu- 
tion. It appears that one who lias heretofore 
taught the erring ones, and guided them in 
the paths of temperance by his eloquent 
harangues, has been entirely outdone, by a 
recent importation from your city; and 
though the former lias brought his batteries 
to bear on him, and called to his assistance 
ill his former allies, he has been unable to 
squelch the aforesaid importation, or even 
break bis glasses. We are sorry that the 
harmony of the dear ones should be broken 
in upon in any such way, as the institution, 
if it does no good, certainly does no harm. 
Mom IN. 
NEWS FROM THE TENNESSEE. 
s.vx Dominco, Foil. ITn* Commission 
arrived here from Samaua li.ay yesterdav. 
Every one connected with tho party is in ex- 
cellent health. A want ol coaling facilities 
detained the ship six days at Santana. 
The Commission found the inhabitants of 
that peninsula very generally in favor of an- 
nexation. A full investigation made into 
the ownership of the laud around the harbor 
showed that no United States official is in- 
volved in any private transaction theie 
whatever. Fattens and associates and O'Sul- 
livan have a perpetual lease at, a nominal 
price of nearly all of the available water 
front for large vessels around the harbor of 
Santana. There is no valuable mineral in 
that section. 
The Commission landed here iljis morning 
and was formally received by President 
Haez. Mr. Wade explained it- eliaraetei 
and object to Haez, and Haez and his cabinet 
gave a cordial welcome President Haez 
said that peace and a stable government 
would follow a union with the United 
States The people were all anxious for the 
union. Cabral had no Dominicans with hint. 
The commanders of the force 1m was sup- 
posed to command were Ilaytiens and I layti 
was the real mover in the whole matter. 
He had information that an incursion was to 
he made while the Commission was here to 
influence them, and from hi- agents he had 
learned the whole movement He expressed 
the hope that the Commission would exam- 
ine all classes and promised to extend ever', 
facility. 
Five of the party came across the Island 
from Santana to this place. The Commis- 
sion find thus far no appearance of public 
disturbances or dissension. The season is 
very healthy The officers and crew of the 
United Stales Steamers Tennessee, Nantask- 
f't and Yantie, now in lids harbor, arc ill 
well. The Commission will he here a week 
longer and will probably visit Azua next, 
flic stories of trouble are untrue. The com 
mission intend to start lor home in about 
four weeks. 
To-night Baez lias agreed to give sale 
Conduct to Cabral or any of Ids officers to 
■onie and meet the Commission,ami messen- 
gers will he despatched at once 
MAINE FISHERIES. 
1 1'nm official .sources wo ant enabled to 
give an authentic statement of vessels licen- 
sed lor the fisheries in the State of Maine 
during the year 1870, giving the aggregate number ot vessels m each district, tle-ir Ton- 
nage, probable cost, and the estimated num- 
ber of men employed in the same. 
District. V> o! Diunugr. Probable is,,. „[ VcdH«!h. Toils. 100th*. «\>-t Men 
1‘ortland and 
Falmouth, 00 20*: 
X°rk» 21 74 2,000 lt» Hath, 2.) r,20 ri.WO ! *s 
Wnldoboro, 1 I 2.01 84 4<ij,ih)o mo 
liollasl, .1 1070 121,000 ,»oo 
Vviscaaaot, ll-» 4rtir» 22 ;<><>,ooo Frenchman * Bay, 71 2071 s{ 1 .-t,;tis jor. 
Mftchiad, 20 270 ;,,,oo h< 
I’aHMiiuitt'iuotl ly -;s oyi ; r,i,u.t> hi 
Cad tine, .do H7M — mo ]>(d 
Bangor, * :•,*•» so 47»’ooo 
‘‘iaOO 0 12* lo 10,82* •*„, Konnebuuk, lo 204 ;i l*,ooo 
ro; ‘20, r; * $l,4.’,it, jo I »s 
[ Lewiston Journal. 
Paticms. Issued to Maim; inventors, for tli«» week ending Kelt. 7, IS7I, an,I each bearing tint d:tle. Reported lor the Journal by VV M F snn Solicitor of Patents, Schwartz Block, West'Market Square, Ranger, Me. 1 
AUcu As J. C. Moody, Brunswick, Shuttle Binder, A. Day, Mow began, Clothes Dryer; It. Clove, Augusta, Work Bench; J. I, Winslow 
I ,|lit ll(" '|-Sl,ll"l|,if,e:it''' ; " lu- Spear, Cape Fliza- i'tnt!’ ^ "rimy sails; Trademark No. I is Rutin and Haynes, Bangor, Composition Oil. W hole number of Patents issued for lie- wed, 
JOS, together witti n He-issties, t Fvlen-i-m- .'t Designs, ami 7 Trade-marks 
BILL FOR INTERFERING IN ELECTIONS. 
LIVELY DEBATE. 
In liii House ot Representative.-, on the 
lbtli. 'hiring the consideration of the hill 
j*r«»vhli a for b’denil interference in Stab* 
elections. most interesting and earnest, de- 
bate * pi.) participated in by the lead 
in mein’mvs Tiie Democratic members 
^ave- lli *. *• i_r!i •. enlil.tlion to the usurping 
and Ui'.i Mis! itiitional pm\ i-ions oi the plo- 
pped law Thi*. imporiaut and interestin;’ 
drb will be found sketched below — 
\[ I ,.|n iw •.fill'1 11 id i'M a v committee, made :» 
ion- ai g111a1 nt again*! tin bill reported from tl»:i! 
jiiiiiiiii. |, iibu-. III right.- oi citizens ot tin 
1 ailed Cc-. mill'', 'lie ir>ih am nduient to vote 
in th*- si v r.il 0 *,!*»-*. ib’d nounccd if a* the most 
unwamnlabV and unjustifiable measure yet pre 
pared by .;oii-r l! wa.-> absolutely atrocious. 
It had no warrant in the institution audio pre- 
cedent swept in the aid to w hie h 1 w a* amen 11 
lory. Aside from that bill it stood alone, original a > 
it was. hideous aud revolting. It had not merit ->! 
one redeeming provision or quality ; it would hind 
the several states hand and foot, and deliver them 
over to the Federal Government subjugated ami 
helpless, mere tools and slaves of Congress It 
was the crowning act of centralization and con- 
solidation. It brushed away at once and forevei 
ill state machinery and local authority and substi- 
tuted in their place f'nieral bayonets, ft created a 
host of new otlices before unknown, and tilled the 
land with spies aud informers. It sought to over- 
awe free American <-it/.ens, and to control their 
votes by the menace of the sword, and the presence, 
at the \otin_ ’precincts, of soldiers. It had its 
origin in the interests oi an unscrupulous aud d*‘s 
peratc party. Its very title was a false pretence, it 
not a lie*. It was a hill to prevent, hinder, and de- 
lay citizens in voting. It provided a system to 
drive citizens from the polls, and to disgust all 
honest men with lections. There was no consti- 
tutional warrant for the measure. It was rank 
| rsi’KiwruiN and kivommox. ft is an insult to 
every citizen of th republic. It is hostile, in every 
feature, to liberty and it violates every funda- 
mental idea of r iblirau government. It would 
bring war and bloodshed. 
Mr. < o\ ilso argued against the bill, ft would 
be 1 utile, except in helping the Democracy; but 
they do not want help at the expense of our 
Republican form »f government. It was a bill 
aimed at New York city and State. It was intend 
ed to awe m u oi the State, and drive them from 
;h" poll. They would mil submit without a strug- 
gle. Many law-abiding citizens would feel more 
like tiring a bull than casting u ballot through 
I the paid spy and informer which this bill would 
place before and behind the ballot box. The 
hypocritical cry of L<-i us have Peace” will not 
avail m the face of sq.-ii measures! The people 
cannot he humiliated much further. They will 
ere long assert their sovereign right and power to 
be free! and they will teach < ongre»s that the 
members are the servants, not the masters of the 
people! and that the people have the right to 
govern themselves. 
lie arraigned lie aetiou nt .Judge >\ oodrutl and 
olliers it the la-st election in New York. It was 
‘nobody*- business how New York city and State 
j ran their domestic polities. He quoted Petei 
|« on per and the Evening Post to show that good 
! government piv\ailed in New York «*»I \, while the 
I federal government was rule,I by nepotism, un.t I jobbery, md iniquities ot all khid«. He gave 
notice tliat the Legislature of New York would 
either enloivc itown election taws for the election 
of its own nllieers, by having a day for such 
election different from that for the election of 
members of (’ongres-, or it would meet tho federal 
power fairly and squarely with State power against 
the usurpations of Congress. 
Mr. Woodward, in the. course of Ins argument 
again-t the constitutionality of the bill, iuquir ed 
what in the name of ib .iven was the need for this 
loir.;, eompl it'-d and misehievious enactment 
professed I \ for the purpose ot < allying out itie 
Fifteenth Vmendnienf. Who was resisting the 
Fillcenth \ men,Inn ntv Who made extraordinary 
legislation necessary ? No gentleman could 
answer. 111^ W ise.msm fi e nd Mr. Kid rid go] had 
not eharaeb i/• 1 !h< bill too strongly when he 
said it was a fraud and that it was not for the 
purpose of enforcing lie* Fifteenth amendment, but 
for tie* purpose ,.| taking away from the States that 
exclusive an 1 absolute control over the question oi 
suffrage which the < '-mstitutioii bad vested in them, 
and which the peoph had hitherto enjoyed peace 
fully and executed wisely. 
Mr. » Imr, li i! I. tie ‘author of the bid, explained 
and defended ii- provisions, saying it was intend 
ed > do notliing mere ban the bill of last season, 
and renew, the doubts which had arisen whether 
election', held in Infer,*nt parts of the country 
I ml v vepresente l Hr will of the people. In reply 
to Sir. \Vo,„i Mi.< burehill said that the election 
in the Slate "1 New 'i ork last fall was more honest 
I ban anv In-Id for years befois ; blit in order to 
-how the occasion for legislation on this subject, he 
I 
sen! to the clerk's desk and had rea l an extract 
from tie' report t 111 committee of the Stale of 
New York Legislature on the privileges and 
elections, -how in tie* trainIs perpetrated by law 
less gangs ■! repeal,•r-. in the Sixteenth w nd oi 
New York <'it\ in lsr,>. 
Mr. Lawrence, in an argument sustaining the 
bill, said thep* was nothing new in the theory <U federal interfereuee. When the fugitive slave law 
pa ■"•ed there was no outcry from the I b-iuoeratr 
party against federal Interfereuee. 
Mr. Kldridge asked tin* gentleman whether lie 
j defended flu- bill on tli>* authority of the fugitive 
! slave law 
Mr. 1 .awn u>N< >,:• Tb tiigitiv, slave law 
is d'-ad, and slavers >- dead, and the pail) that 
supported s|aver\ alld the fugitive slave illW is 
lead, and for il there i> no resurrection. 
[I.aughtei. ll only r m iiu- for A merieau citizens 
ot African ,f -. nt to dig its grave, lower its eolliu. 
shovel in ihe dirt. and hurv it forever. I Laughter. J 
Mr. Kldridge Hie gentleman himself did uoi 
succeed very w**| m burymg it at the last election. 
Mr LlWl 'Ile, —I W.h’ never defeated when I 
w.a a candidate. I was pi,<,d>*d hereby a dem- 
ocrat and will l»>* su vended by one, but 1 do n-.t 
care to discuss things that are dead. I rather pi 
f,*r to discuss living issues, and the issue herein 
| whet her by national law citizens ot* the I ait, J 
state- '•ball be protected in the enjoyment of "i 
right' cl Iran, hise without iuterrup ion by lore,* ,, 
fraud. 
Mr. Ken eppo-ed ill* bill as uneonstitution > 
and inexpedient, and argued at length to show 
dial the r<*e *i l "fthe democratie party was always i-'istin- the effort- to maintain the purity of the 
ballot-box. and that whenever tho republican poll 
'■>’ bad prevailed, whenever reconstruction law- 
had been established, tin* law's controlling t;|e, 
linns had not only been below these enacted by 
the States generally, but in details, purposes an i 
policy wen* simply infamous an l outrageous vio- 
lations ,>t ,* nimioii hone*tv and common decency, 
and bene th re were on the ll »i of lie* house to 
day -■> lilacy members whom the people nevei 
elected alld m*\er Would elect. 
Mr. < ox interrupted Mr. Kerr to say to M. 
Churchill that th gang ot ivp-at.ei\s to which he 
relcnvd was lead bv republican, “The” Allen 
who had be, n several time. coin icted of burglary ill** gang consisted of miserable rowdies, and tin* 
i* publican party ought to be as ham ;d of itself. 
ooi li.f'. ugm d against the bill, and ret'«*r- 
2•'f tf'1' 'l!»' li- from debal.: on the purt of Ke- puM'c in numb •> as <me of the most deplorable I'"*111 '‘" bi tie* present condition ot' publie allairs 
II' plV'li,-;.’d that one hundred nu mbers would 
Vot" !'>'■ [lo-> bill who never >* id it urn! who luid 
no? heird word nf the debat'1. <'nmmeuliug on fl"‘ ■h*iail'4 of !he) bill, hi- remarked that Uenentls 
Sherman. Sln-ridan and Ham o. k would have, tin 
del* its provi-ions, to obev some poor, greasy, 
m iuled Tuiled Slates >f-,i sh il 
T >e*e Wep ill .. ks 11>11 11|. people Wllleil, If til 
Uepubiii an partv oilld "hind. the Demoeratie pUr- 
!> 1 ouM. ll had oiler been exclaimed, *‘< >h, that 
• nine idv, is.in had written a book," bill lie would 
praw ‘*oii. l!iat mine eiioinv would continue just 
"in h legislation as this until the mighty, colossal 
power \\ hirh oner > I rode aeiatss the Ian I under lie- 
name of the Republican party will loiter ami go lo it" fall forever." lb- would sav nothing disrespect Ini "t the l>re"idenf of the I’nited States, lm» he would remind the members that it was these grim, atnrnine, silent men who were the men to be 
w;‘t' p1 "l1;" bigb in power, II" would not dis- pute hi" mtlitun power. No man1 oyer achieved SU"]|I result" without great military powers. Itul h" 'ltd a..I 1,'li.y,. in hi" eapaeitv lor civil atl'aii s 
I i., -..ml,illation of mililarv powers and of. nil j„. 
••'IJUK-Itv till in all iges ,.| 111" World been tin- 
worst ".mil.ination that ever threatened the libei 
In s ol Hi" people. I ll" present. emperor ot tin* I’ reu.di tin.I 'itlaiii"d Ins giddy height lierau.se m 
ehara.-lcrislies in civil til" similar to those possess- ed bv Hie present chief magistrate of the Halted 
Slates. His designs lia.e been hidden. Ids parnos- 
"S im-t' l'i.m- Sol being known, lie had claimed dr pow er with which he had got his first foothold 
m Ih !• in h assembly, an,I when the hour came be "1. o .‘1-1 sit' II legislation as this, bv virtue m 
j'| 1 eu " In,mils, toiind bis wav made plain. 1 •; 1 f'limved, and the ladder laid up } '/'i.1'"' "irone over the prostrate 
1 tn.i over tile bleeding forms ot hi" ountrwnee,. 
.led to rite twelfth section of tl„. 
!! " "ill, I, it is d,mill till whether sol 
i",1- •'minuting mi art under it would lie atlaiu .Uil military jurisdiction, and said with 
j(‘|j‘l <ITll"n retained lie would vote against the 
Mr; "Slil.>s argued against the hill and sent to the irtiv's desk and h id read an extract from the mes- 
sage of the (iovernor of I'.iiim Ivanla, complaining of military interference in tie- late election in that 
stale. 
Mr. Fineklehtirg moved to strike out ot section twelve all that required the military authorities to 
ol.rv the call made In the United States marshal or ill's deputy. 
Mr l-ogaii remarked that lie would remove his l<» tin* lull. 
Mr. Itingham, who reported the hill, closed the 111 ... "t favor of the hill, review- 
K rr.riiU1"^: Propositions previously 
!, \ 1 Is"imMieail members ill tuvor of 
ton erai 1 iV :1' gentlelllen on the " la -ale < Iton-e to carry an appeal from 111 a mm to III,, people with tin- question whether 
\ iii'sji (1 to have Un it < b etion-le x a!'t* rgllard- 
■ 1 mid shielded li\ national law or no:. 
Mr. }•'ineklebunr’- amendment was agreed to and 
il.. bill pa-M-d b m ai :> pari; \ ole. It t to H}. It 
provide- forth-1 ppoinl ineiit ip tin I’nitcd States 
ireuit rludg'-v. o! IW'. supervisor.- of'elections of 
diiV> eiit j- lilies in the eitifs and town- having 
over twi iitx thousand inhabitants, and prescribes 
their powers and duties. It also authorizes llie 
i nited >: i'“- marshal- to appoint special deputy 
mu -h ii- to a-sist the super*i-ors of el. etions and 
pi the power- and duties, and ailthoi i/.es 
tin in t 1 ill to their aid by-landers or a posse mm- 
i!a!u- of tin district. The authority to mill on tin* 
m !;tary authorities wa< -truck out. It also pro- 
i I'M the appointment in each ju i:■ ial di.-tviet 
pa | -up u vi-or of Section-, and prescribes 
h power- and duties. It extends the jurisdiction 
-•! th. I nite.i State- envoi: court to all ease-in 
i.\ ; m e.piity aiisiny: under thi- a. f. It also 
•: \ i It hr; till' I! < !• e: i e.l s for re] resent a- 
I.ve- ill e.e.-iv-- to w loch ■ 1. d ions the whole hill 
online I. -hall I*.- by ballot, written or printed, 
aevihiiu ill the law-of a:iv St lie to Hie eollt 1‘iiry 
notvv ilhstanding. 
GENERALITIES. 
A < ra/.y mail in North Carolina iired his gun into 
tht engine a .1 i.assim- vuilro.id train putting 
th. a ti,. ■ 11 i 11 -• •: md wounding the 
tiivm.in 
I 11' [ mi. d -dale-, steamer Worcester, of 2000 
i> J.»ading at Boston wit h a cargo of provisions 
r.»r the relief of the sintering people of France. 
'Willy thousand dollar- worth of food will he 
M lit. 
1 lie) mobbed a newspaper reporter at the scene 
ot the late railroad disaster on the Hudson river, 
because some other reporter bad written uwoin- 
plimcntan things of the people then* 
Wnlti Hatch formerly conductor and superin- 
tendent of the Kennebec and Portland Kuilroad, 
died of consumption in Augusta oil Saturday last. 
1 dward A. Puttee, 1 New Ilainpsliirc man, shot 
and killed himself in the Commercial House, Port- 
land, on Monda>. 
Lewiston \ oted, on Satin day, to con-trud a new 
and elegant nlv building. at a cost of 81ot»,t)o0. 
< Mdy s;> opposed it. 
i "si.I nt Grant has taken tfdOO worth of stock in 
a ugrc'-Monal Temperance Society. He has a 
good field to work in. 
I. W. Thompson. Carver’s Harbor, is requested 
to nuke a little explanation at this otlice concern- 
ing Ins newspaper hill. 
John P. Hale, late Minister to Spam is in Wash- 
ington. tb is a mere shadow of his former .-elf, 
and cm only walk s|ow’i\ an l painfully. 
c B Bow<l< n and .1. Stes en>-, of Bocklaud, will 
ic-ir something to iheli advantage bv applying at 
fbi- otlice. 
<-11. Magriider, late of the Confederate Army, 
ii.is just died in 'Lev is. lie distinguished himself 
in the Mexican war. 
Senator Sunmcr was l ast week attacked by heart 
lisease, trout which lie suffered acutely, hut is now 
considered to be out of danger. 
Sch. dohn Somes, of Mt. Desert, was on Monday 
damaged bv fire to the amount of $1,000, while 
King at Chelsea. 
A steamer lias sailed from Boston to engage in 
the stail fishing in the ice fields off Newfoundland. 
This is new business for Americans. 
l’he Monday evening’s train on the Maine Cen- 
tral ran oil the track at Carmel, in consequence of 
a misplaced switch, smashing the engine. Another 
engine took the train to Bungor, two and’*, half 
hours late. 
William H. Wheeler, of Boston, for several years 
editor of the Bangor Whig, K dangerously ill. 
Mi Waller Haskell claim- to have walked one 
hundred hours without sleep or rest in Fastport. 
I he Sentinel i-> informed that it was fairly done. 
\ Texan lost a valuable mare, and telegraphing 
a neighboring town to arrest the thief received 
the reply, “Mare here. Thief hung.” 
“What have you to remark, madam, about my 
singing?” said a gentleman to a lady. “Nothing, 
*ir,” replied tin* iadv; “it is not remarkable.” 
LuglDli small talk says the Duke of Ldinburg, 
Oue.-u Victoria’s third son, on bis return home 
in vt year, will wed a young lady not of royal 
blood, but who is surpassingly beautiful and very 
wealthy. 
« hit <»t two cal' loads of hogs shipped from Lafay- 
ette, lud., to lndinuopolis, only ten arrived alive, 
ull the rest being frozen to death. 
A si a captain, invited t». meet the committee of a 
society for the evangelization of Africa, when 
iskcd. lv the subjects of the King oi Dahomey 
hccj» Suudu> ?” rejilied. “Vcs, and < very tiling else 
they can lay their hands on." 
(iail Hamilton thinks that the trouble with the, 
woman's lighters is, that they wan! to live like 
v. linen and he paid like men. 
A little Boston girl joyfully assured her mother 
Hu other day that she had found out where they 
made horses—“she had seen a man in a shop just 
f.mshing one of them, lor In? was nailing on his last 
foot.” 
-I;uuiary was fatal for wood choppers in this 
lute, six or mrtre being killed. 
A rim-.rtgo barber has demonstrated tbal he can- 
!. it sm vi ssfully shave customers and look at pass- 
1 adii-s, at mcc In tin- attempt the customer’s 
hoc tine a total wreck. 
>1; s. Mill-i, lCcently divorced in Portland, has 
i- awarded per week for the support of her- 
■ if and children, pending further proceedings in 
elation to the ease. 
asahiancrt was like a trotting horse—“lie would 
not go” without the “word.” iLowell t'ourier. 
A bedbug trap has been invented in Canada. 
for ways that arc obscure and tricks that are 
calculated to take the conceit out of the Nineteenth 
ontury, the early Lgyptiaus were peculiar. It is 
now ascertained that carbolic acid, our latest dis- 
< overy iti medical chemistry, was used in the pro- 
■ esses employed to embalm and preserve the mum- 
mies. Next we shall hear that the forty years’job 
i the Israelites at compulsory brick-making in 
Kgnyt, was the original measure of Reconstruction : 
and that Mrs. Potiphar had been drinking some of 
nuine original Orville Drain brand of untaxed 
whiskey, and that’s what made her act so. [Hart- 
ford Times. 
“Next!" was all Mrs. Narnhani, of Lagrange, Win .could say when the dirt was being covered 
over the remains of her sixth husband. She was 
-o overcome with grief that only that one word 
escaped her lips. 
Lowell, the home, of virtue and of Butler, prays 
for the prohibition of secular entertainments on 
Saturday evenings as unlilting tlie youthful mind 
tbi the proper observance of the Sabbath. 
The Vicksburg girl of the period being called up- 
on lor some last “words,” promptly remarked: 
Bury me in a Pompadour waist, cut bias.” 
The Nation, the New York Republican weekly, 
seems to credit the report that (I rant’s hostility to 
Mi. Mctlcv was tirst aroused hv noticing that the 
latter parted his hair in tin* middle. 
I. Smvtlie Jown-s thinks the most effectual way 
to demoralize an enemy is to marry his sweetheart, 
then die and leave her a widow, that she may marry 
him and make him listen for tho rest of his life to 
jvminisetmees of “the deceased.” 
it will not be. necessary for the State Department 
io furnish the Presidential brother-in-law Cramer, 
with any credentials as Minister to Denmark. It 
is thought that a simple exhibition of his marriage 
> ertilicutc will he perfectly satisfactory to the 
Danes. 
A southern Illinois editor invites the young man 
who threw a dead dog into his well to call at his 
ollice and receive “valuable information.” 
Mrs. iiiiimuli rhompson, ot Topslmm was lourm 
Iiimi week about forty rods west of the farm and 
Iwi M’mg of Mr. 1. Edw:ird(Tedford on a lot former- 
[•' byleugiiig to her father. About two years and a 
1 missed from the house in the vil- 
lage where she lived alone as she had for years, on discovering her uhsenco the neighbors turned out, scoured the woods, dragged the river and ponds, aiiil made every elVort to find her. She was 
|.o«s.-hs.-.I ot considerableproperty, and a reward 
was offered by In friends I'm-the recovery of her 
body. strange, in all that time, two and a half 
yearn, her garments seem to have been undisturb- 
ed, the shawl covering the entire form except the 
head, and she lay in a natural position as though 
she died without suffering. Her age was about fUl 
years. 
Governor Alcorn, of Mississippi, will shortly re- 
sign and retire to private life. He absolutely de- 
clines the office of United States Senator, to which 
lie was elected by the Mississippi Kegislatun- 
The Advertiser says that G. W. Kveleth, lately I 
tried iu the U. S. District Court at Portland, and 
lound guilty of stealing money from a registered 
letter, was Thursday sentenced to ten years’ im- 
prisonment in the State Prison. 
The jury failed to agree iu Hie Bowen bigamy 
case after being out all night, and were Thursday 
morning discharged. They stood eleven for con- 
viction ami one for acquittal. Another trial will 
lake place in March. Another warrant was issued 
Thursday, against Bowen, for marrying a Mrs. 
King, while lie had wife living jn Georgia. 
LOCAL ITEMS, & c. 
News of the County and City. 
Short Cakk. These are “times that try men’s 
soles.".Some one high in authority would do 
well to muzzle those small bovs who liil the Tost 
Ofllee while the mail is being distributed at night. 
Frank says they make shell noise lie can't see who 
tile letters are for_Quite a large parly of masons 
from this city, visited the Searsport lodge one eve- 
ning last week, and were hospitably received. 
As Sam was standing in tin- restaurant door after 
supper, his hat suddenly left its abiding place,and at 
last accounts bad not returned.Quite a waterfall 
was witnessed in our city Saturday.Ourslcigliing 
is sort of “non est.".Xow is a good time to go a 
skating.No ice in our harbor.Vldeu has de- 
clared his dividend, t-1.CO to each stockholder. 
| We saw a runner in town Iasi week.It is very 
bard walking since the rain. Wo hoar of a num- 
ber of persons who have sat down on the ice to 
rest.A team containing three ladies, while com- 
ing up from Northport, upset, and strewed the oc- 
cupants lengthwise, crosswise and otherwise; no 
one hurt, however.Wednesday was the 22d of 
Feb.. Washington’s birth day; it was celebrated as 
usual, by every one attending to bis own business 
.The cars ran over a skunk Saturday night; no- 
body mistook it for a case of Rubin.“As the 
days begins to lengthen, the cold begins to 
strengthen” our conviction that we live much 
nearer the north than south pole.As a matter of 
interest, we notice our City Treasurer is paying 
some §1K,000 for the semi-annual coupons on our 
railroad bonds.The icy streets and walks might 
I convey to a stranger the idea that the Maine Law 
is not enforced in our city.The man that “would 
be were a boy again,” did not mean a wooden buoy 
in any uothern waters this winter. Not much. 
Had (i. Washington been living be would possibly 
bad a birthday present, Wednesday.We hope 
our Maine Central friends at their meeting the 22d, 
will bear in mind the man born that day, and how 
his good name is vet remembered.Who.is to be 
Deputy Collector:1 is the latest conundrum; we 
pass.One of our Senators is Smart, lie goes for 
Webb’s Ledge Railroad; the other i> not, but lie 
goes for it also, a la pugilist.If the short-cake is 
poorer than usual this week, it Hint our’s but some 
new ‘’dough head's." 
The down train on Wednesday night of last rveek 
struck ami killed a horse tliat was on the track 
near the Brooks and Waldo line. There was no 
head-light on the engine, and the engineer could 
only tell at the time that lie bad struck something, 
lie knew not what. On reaching this city, the 
bruises on the cow-catcher and part of a string of 
bells banging to it, told the story. Next morning 
the horse was seen lying beside the track, with the 
harness and thills hanging to him, while the sled in 
fragments lay on (lie opposite side. The team 
belonged to James Austin, had been left in a door 
yard, and wandered upon the track, The horse 
was a valuable one. 
Rev. Mr. Palfrey, of the Unitarian church, lias 
addressed a second letter upon the subject of his 
health to his parishioners, in which ho says that it 
is imt probable that he shall ever recover his 
strength suttieiently to discharge the duties of pas- 
tor, and recommending the employment of a 
younger and more energetic minister. The parish 
lias not yet acted upon the subject. 
Washburn’s is a lively place on the arrival of the 
evening train. So it is on Thursday mornings, 
when the Journals come in. 
The Universalists recently held a sociable of 
large proportions at the vestry. The Unitarians 
are. thinking ot a parish parly in one of the public 
hails. 
On cold mornings the doves about town warm 
their toes on the chimney tops of the American 
House, and seem to enjoy the tropical airs from be- 
low. 
Sixty years ago a raft of hardwood logs sank in 
(ioose l’ond in Swanville. Last fall, during the 
low stage of water, some of them were recovered. 
M. S. Staples, Esq., handed us a portion of one, 
which is as sound and firm as ever, with the excep- 
tion that the layers of wood are separated, like 
ready made basket stud'. 
'l'lie present course ot low tides and the industry 
of the diggers demonstrate that at the outer mar- 
gin of the uncovered flats there a re clams for the 
clamorous of gigantic size. 
One of Uie most tender and fervid iove letters 
ever committed to paper, was found In a store in 
ibis city recently. II fairly gushes with outpour- 
ing affection, and is as gorgeous and glowing as 
Murray's rainbow. One of the clerks has shown 
signs of insanity since reading it. 
The next lecture will lie on Tuesday evening, 
22th, by Du Chaillu. .Subject, Equatorial Africa. 
A valuable horse, belonging to D. W. Dyer, 
ran away on Monday, and was injured so milch by 
coming in contact with a pile of ship plunk, as to 
spoil him. 
The fellow that stole Milliken's coat, touched by 
remorse, lias sent it back. 
A trout thirty inches long was taken near the 
mouth of the inlet to Quautebacook pond, last 
week, by a fisherman from this city. Trout are 
very rare in that locality now. 
The leading lady of the Dramatic Club ot this 
city, is playing The Honeymoon in Boston. She 
was married last week. 
Waldo Baptist Quarterly meeting will he held 
on the 25th and 2i!th of February, instead of the 
24th and 25th, as previously announced. 
The Methodist Quarterly Meeting will he hidden 
in this city next Sabbath. Preaching by the Pre- 
siding Elder, at 2 o’clock, P. M. 
Mr. Roberts was on Monday confirmed by the .Sen- 
ate as Collector—,n be has nothing to do but to 
“sail in.” 
Major Timothy Chase is quite ill, and fears are 
entertained that he may not recover. 
Ed.Whittier's gray .mare, while attached to an 
ice plow, on Hie east side, on Monday, walked up- 
on the new ice, and went out of sight. She was 
rescued, and dried oil at the paper mill, but not 
calendered. 
The Paper Maker’s Assemblies, at Burgess Ilall, 
are popular hops with those on the east side. We 
get a ticket, because we belong to the fraternity, 
and make a rapping paper. 
The l’rog. Age expresses itself concerning Hie 
appointment of Collector, that “Belfast has been 
treated most shabbily in the matter.” It proceeds 
to take its revenge by spelling the new collector's 
name with two b's, which makes it look a good 
deal like Robber. 
PROBATE COURT. 
Asa Tiutrlougii, Judge—B. P. Field, Register. 
Hie following business was transacted attho February 
Term of said Conrt— 
Administration on the Estates of—Stephen Col- 
son, late of Wluterport, Reuben A. Rich, Administra- 
tor; John Seavey, lato of Frankfort, John W. Seavey, 
Administrator; James White, late of Belfast, Wdi. 11. 
Burrill, Administrator; Hannah E. Higgins, late of 
Belmout, Kben Flagg, Administrator. 
Guardians Appointed—Benjamin B. Thomas over 
minor heirs of Charles I. Mansur, lato of Monroe, de- 
ceased ; James C. Linscottover Ezra Warren, of Palermo, 
a non compos mentis; lianuah M. Marden over Evelyn 
M. Harden, minor heir of Nathaniel M. Marden, late of 
Searsport, deocased; William 11, Fogler over Levan 
Small, minor heir of Samuel 1). Small, late ot Swun- 
vllie, deceased. 
Inventories Filed on the Estates of—Jonathan 
Foss, late ot Bclfust; Miles Staples, late of Stockton; 
William Farrow, late of Belfast; John G. Sawyer, late of 
Montvllle; Stephen If. Bullen, late of Swanville; Samuel 
I'aul.lateof Morrill; William Kneeland, late of Stock- 
ton; Samuel u, Stevens, late of Unity; Ida M. Morse 
and als. minors; Catharine Moor, an insane person; 
Francis A. Herrick, late of Unity. 
Accounts'Allowed on estates of—Jeremiah A. 
Merithew, lute of Searsport; Nathan Clark, lato of Free- 
dom; J. W. Cushman, late of Morrill; Nathaniel M. 
Marden. late of Searsport; Isaac Y. Sawyer, late of 
Thorndike Fannie M. Wilson,minor; Mary A. Stowers, 
minor; Samuel G. Stevens, late of Unity. 
Licenses to Sell Real Estates of—Nathan Long 
fellow, late of Palermo; Charles I. Mansur, late of Mon- 
roc; Mary A. Stowers, minor lieir of S. A. Stowers late 
! of Stockton. 
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates 01—Asa 
Fowlcs, late of Searsmont; Nathan Longfellow, late of 
Palermo; Alexander Dow, late of Palermo, 
Wills Probated ok—Daniel Doyen, late of Lincoln- 
villi : Thomas Shiite, late of Stockton. 
Adoption \nd Ciianoic ok Name—.John 11. ltrown 
!*y John and Clara A. McKinley, and changed to John 
11. McKinley. 
Petition for Distribution Amon«. Creditors 
on Estate ok—Jeremiah A, Merit-how late of Sears- 
port. 
MAINE LEGISLATURE. 
Tin; Legislature is holding two session a day, 
with a view of dosing lip and adjourning this w. ek 
—which objects will probably be effected. The 
subjects under consideration are mostly old matters, 
that have been long before the body. 
In the Senate, on Friday, the bill appropriating 
$20,000 for the Agricultural College was passed. 
Bill changing school law was also passed. It pro- 
vides that any town, by so voting, can authorize 
agents to employ teachers. In Ihe House, hill to 
Incorporate a railroad from Brooks to Bangor came 
up. 
Mr. Itawson, opposed its passage and moved its 
indefinite postponement. The bill was debated by 
Messrs. Bird. Itawson, Wilson, Bay, Carleton, 
j Mayo, Bike, Lord. Stieknev and Bouncy. 
Mr. Snow, moved and the House ordered the 
previous questions to be put, which was on the 
passage of the bill to be engrossed, and the yeas 
and nays being taken it was decided in the affirma- 
tive by"01 yea's to 50 nays. 
On Saturday, in the Senate, the Brooks and Ban- 
gor Railroad bill came up. 
Mr. Smart moved that the bill lie upon the table 
and that Tuesday next at 11 A. M. he assigned for 
its further consideration. 
Mr. Yoso hoped that the question may be taken 
up to-day ns we have plenty of time to attend to it. 
Mr. Smart said there is a bare quorum in the 
Senate and hopes it may be assigned so there would 
be time and opportunity for discussion. 
The vote on tabling was lost, S to 9. 
Mr. Yoso moved to indefinitely postpone. He 
said this is simply a petition from certain inhabi- 
tants of the city of Belfast for a charter for a rail- 
road from Bangor to Webb's Lodge in Brooks, on 
the line of the Belfast and Mooseliead Railroad. 
There is also a petition for a charter for a Bay and 
River Railroad from Bangor to Rockland. He ex- 
plained the two routes on the map. Only Belfast 
petitioners ask for the former road while petitioners 
from every town on the route of the Bay and River 
road are sent in. These towns are populous, com- 
mercial towns. Bangor wants an open harbor. 
Winterport is as 'good a harbor as Belfast, and is 
open or free from ice whenever Boston is. 
The llangor branch route does not go through a 
single village, and is at a distance of only about ten 
miles from the shore. There is not half a mile dif- 
ference in distance of the two routes from Belfast 
to Bangor. Referred to the building of the Belfast 
and Mooseliead Railroad as an instance of too much 
haste ill building railroads. The Bay and River 
road from Bangor to Winterport is surveyed, and 
will be built probably next summer at least, just as 
soon as it is wise to commence. 
Thinks the granting of the charter to the Bangor 
branch will kill the building of both roads. Where 
are the means coming from to build the branch 
road? Bangor will not and Belfast cannot help to 
any extent. 
Mr. Smart referred to the construction of the 
Belfast and Mooseliead Lake Railroad, the failure 
of the Maine Central to accept the contract for a 
lease and the necessity *f having a charter for a 
branch road to Bangor. The distance of tiie branch 
is about twenty-one miles, and will cost some $400,- 
000. The Bay and River road cannot lie built—it is 
a very costly and difficult route. The branch road 
asks for no assistance lrom the towns through 
which it will pass. 
Mr. Yoso replied. Said (lie Bay and River road 
can lie put under contract to-day for $25,000 a milo. 
It is our duty to deal fairly between corporations. 
We should not put a club in the bauds of the B. & 
M. Company to beat out the brains of the Maine 
Central. 
The question was put, and on motion of Mr. 
Hinks being taken by veas and nays. 
Yhas—Messrs. Buffnm, Carvil. Foster, French, 
of Franklin, Fuller, Gray. Lane, Mayo, Minot, 
Nickels, l’erley, Sawyer, Vose, Webber,—14. 
Nays— Messrs. Cleaves, Dudley, French, ol 
Somerset, Ilinks. Holland. Itolfe, Smart, Smith, of 
Knox, Torrey,—9. 
So the bill was indefinitely postponed. 
On the 21st, a Dili to secure uniformity of school 
books was presented. It is not though that it will 
be adopted. 
There is a difference between the House and Sen- 
ate concerning an amendment to the Constitution 
so as to provide for the culling of amending con- 
ventions. it is thought the resolve may lie adopted. 
The general railroad bill which passed the House, 
is before the Senate. 
A bill to abolish the State Liquor Agency is be- 
fore the House, and the debate sliows great hostili- 
ty to that institution. 
WAR NEWS. 
Paris, Pel). 20. It is probable that the ar- 
mistice will be extended until the first of 
March. The scarcity of fuel is much felt 
The administration of the Northern Railway, 
shares with the population the coal arriving 
daily. Paris will be lighted with gas on Sat- 
urday. 
London, Fob. 21. The Standard is inform- 
ed that the health of the Emperor of Ger- 
many leads to grave anticipation. A dispatch 
from Sarrabruek says that all the German 
wounded capable of rejoiningtheir regiments, 
are being sent to the front. There is a large 
assemblage of troops at Cologne. 
Paris, Feb. 20. It is settled that the Prus- 
sians will occupy and retain Metz. The line 
of annexation will include Pout-a-Mousson. 
March the 15th has been fixed as the time 
for the payment of half of the indemnity. 
The Two Sexes. The following true 
and elegant paragraph, is from the pen ol 
Mrs. Sigourney: 
“Man might be intimated into the varieties 
and mysteries of needle-work; taught to 
have patience with the feebleness and way- 
wardness of infancy, and to steal with noise- 
less steps around the chamber of the sick ; 
and the woman might be instructed to con- 
tend for the palm of science; to pour rortli 
eloquence in senates, or to wade through 
fields of slaughter to a throne. Yet, rcvolt- 
ings of the soul would attend this violence 
to nature, this abuse of physical and intel- 
lectual energy; while the beauty of social 
order would be defaced and the fountain of 
earth’s felicity broke up. We arrive, then, 
at the conclusion. The sexes are intended 
for different spheres and instructed in con- 
formity to their respective destinations, by 
Him who bids the oak brave the fury of the 
tempest, and the Alpine flower lean its cheek 
on the bosom of eternal snows. l!ut dispar- 
ity does not necessarily imply inferiority, the 
high places of the earth with all their pomp 
and glory, are indeed accessible only to the 
march of ambition or the grasp of power; 
yet those who pass with faithful and unap- 
plauded zeal through their humble round of 
duty are not unnoticed by the Great Task- 
master’s eye—and their endowments, though 
accounted poverty among men, may prove 
durable riches in the Kingdom of Heaven.” 
A gentleman writing from the far west says: „I 
must have Renne’s Pain-Killing Magic. Oil in the 
house. It is the best family.medicine for curing all 
kinds of pain I have found, and cost what it will I 
must have it.” And who blames the man ? Do 
you use it, reader? 
U3T Don’t think because snulfs and strong or 
poisonous solutions will not cure Catarrh, that you 
cannot lie cured. The proprietor of Dr. Sage’s 
Catarrh Remedy oilers reward for a case of 
Catarrh which he cannot cure. It costs but fifty 
cents for a package which jn’epares one full pint. 
Sold by druggists, or send sixty cents to Dr. R. V. 
Pierce, 133 Seneca street, Buffalo, N. V,, and gel 
it through the mail. A pamphlet free. The Gen- 
uine has Dr. Pierce’s private IT. S. Government 
Stamp on each package. 
Remittent Fevers. The Way to Escape 
Them. A dose of Plantation Ritters, taken 
night and morning, will enable the system tore- 
pel the deleterious influence of these fruitful 
sources of epidemic disease. It is in evidence that 
in many instances where the greater portion of the 
population of an entire settlement have been pros- 
trated by billious remittent fevers, the few who 
have had sufficient forecast to take the Bitters as a 
preventive, have escaped the scourge. As a reme- 
dy alter an attack has actually commenced, this 
celebrated tonic and anti-bilious elixir is invariably 
efficacious. In such cases, if taken when the fever 
is off', it will soon control the paroxysms, and 
when the patient is convalescent, it will restore 
the appetite and recruit the strength more rapidly 
than any other stomachic and invigoruut in use. 
M. Bkown-Sequard experimented upon the 
stiffened arm of an executed criminal by injecting 
warm blood into it; the muscles regained their 
contractility and the nerves their irritability. As 
the cutting oft' of the blood is paralysis of nerve el- 
ement, so a deficiency of blood is a cause of degen- 
eration of nerve element. Fellows’ Compound 
Syrup op Hypophosphites will cause the form- 
ation of healthy blood, and consequently increase 
nervous power, induce vital activity in debilitated 
constitutions, and tone all the organs dependent 
for health on muscular or nervous strength. 
Sea Moss Karine from pure Irish Moss, for Blanc 
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &e.,<fee. The 
cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the 
world. 
Sioxs of run Zodiac. A philosopher in the 
West, grown into admiration of the Cherry Pec- 
toral. writes Ur. Ayer for instructions under 
which sign lie shall he hied, which blistered, and 
which vomited, and under which lie shall lake 
Ayer's Pill* for an alt'ection of the liver: also under 
winch sign his wile should commence to take the 
Sarsaparilla for her ailment, lie adds that he al- 
ready know- hoiv to wean liis calves under Taurus, 
change his pig- m Scorpio, cut his hair in Aries, 
and soak his lcct in Pisces or Aquarius as their 
condition requires. 
Schoolmasters, start for Wisconsin, and visit 
Mr. Ham when you gel there. [Lowell Daily 
.News. Im32 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
ASK MS Hit. CLARKE’S SHERRY WINS BITTERS. 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke 
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuiue. 
They arepuerly vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp 
i>k. srnr.xcK a i*rrsF.< • ‘o \v/ w 
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HI!' !:' 1 I- p-M'-lb'd 1.» v -t-'le .1 t.'l'-i lid > ''1*1 ••• *'■ I .1 
tuil an » li. nit hy "tnnln t-ln- 'i aii«' n. h 
]■ .il.hi! is, for tin* p itii tit t-» :t l-l.u, e. Id ; 
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W'Mill r. is I’i ids, W ell d ..nit I! the Mite, v. In in the !« In 
pcrat •»• •• -'ii ir amt m-t suhj. < l.'M,. Ii v aviation.- a.- > 
р. ii.-ii ih :i lit:', id-... 1 ala ha joint 1 n ivc. n 
lu.-li'l \ -I i: 1 i- kept the: I y l‘. ti rtvan. I.a-t vi >n 
lef I -m .-gal pcr-otis th.-ro wlu-sc lungs hud been ii.tdlv 
di -d. out \. !i i, under tin* lo mins inlluelicc o! lli<* •:!i 
1.1 *•' ■' oil.I mv m 1. be w re < iting v. 11. 
< in !i '■ d in.!. tai ilienlou ,i t lo riv« is a point vviin h 
! v. -o' ! I'alail- i, as ip.* teini '-raturc in mote even | 
and Hi .. •!r\ :.,id blueing -Mellon. hie and Enter pi >?<■ 
;• I .-hoiild I-., a dni bd prop n n.e t. 
M. me,. ii mil"- t '. 'n river i.r lake, anil it 
t.i 1 :.i• -t mi .o-ddet.) take c-d.l llo iv. 'I he taldi.. in 
M-.::.u no. !:i h. Iu-.-r, and |.atirni if.; lain at tin: 
a •. I -m:i, a id indie ■, irn f appetite 
mid. nil :h;- is. t l.e » i' e. t hi v ■ *. in rally Increase iu tlvsh. 
tai mi Hi Inn in ii- t he .1 
Jack iii. 11,1. inia, Cuni Cove, mid many oilier 
pl:u'< -• la vii-ioay. parts of Florida, can he safely' r- e. n. 
m-aided t:« cunsumpti v es iu Avinti r. My reasons f.n savin,, 
i-o are. ii.iL patients are le.-.s liable to take ..-Id tin re than 
wli re tii- ixe is a less even t in|.t-rati.r<-: and it is n. t n 
e- u v to s.-iv, that, where a consumptive person expos, 
himself t frequent colds, he u, certain to die shortly 
then-lore mv ad vie.! is, go w.ll do’., u into the .State, n» 
of the rm:t: h of prevailing e:i-t vvimis and fogs. Jackson 
\illor almost any other ot the localities 1 have named, 
wiil benefit those who are troubled with a torpid liver, u 
di-oid. ivd .-lotnaeh, deiaineed bow els, sore throat, or cough: 
l-iii, f.-r tini-c* whose lungs are diseased, a more southern 
point is earnestly recommended. 
For in:.- a Years prior t>> lstj'.i, l was professionally In 
New York, 1 lost.-n, lialtimurc, and Philadelphia every 
we.-k, where l saw an-1 examined on an average live hun- 
dred patients a week. A practice so extensive, embracing 
every pos -iblo pha.-e of 1 nag disease, has enabled mo lo im- 
dersi-iiid the disease fully; and heitec my caution in legat'd 
t tik.iw, cold. A person may t:fke va.-t ijuantities of ■’ Seheiii'k\s rulmonie Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and -Mandrake 
I'm and y cl die it lie does not avoid taking cold. 
la Florida, nearly everyhoily is using Sclionek’s Man- 
drake Fills; for the climate 'is more likely to produce 
bilious habits than more, northern latitudes. It iau well- 
established fact, that nativ es uf Florida rarely iliu of con- 
sumption, « specially those of the sontliern part. On the 
other hand, iu New'England, one-third at least of the popu- 
lation die of this terrible lii.-.ease. In the Middle Stale.-, 
it does not prevail so largely ; still there arc many thousand.-. 
ot'ea-es there. Wlmt a vast percentage of life would be 
.ave.l if consumptives were as easily alarmed m regard to 
taking tre-h > -Ids as they sire about scarlet lever, small-po.x, 
Ac.! but tin;, are not:" they take w hat they term a little 
e*>Id, which they are credulousemmeh to believe w ill wear 
oil in a few day s. h«-y pay no attention to it, and heme u 
lay s the foundation f-.;’r sun'-ther and another still, until the 
lungs aie ili-. a. d bey ..lid all hope uf cine. 
Aly advice to persons whose lungs arc afActed, oven 
slightly, n. to lay in a stock uf Sch,-nek’s Pulmonic Syrup, 
S.'hen-'kSeaweed Tonic, and Schenck's Mandrake Pill 
and go to Fl -nda. 1 recommend those partieularmedieines, 
because 1 am thoroughly acquainted w ith their action. 1 
1:now, that, where they arc used in .strict accordance with 
in* directions, they will do the vv.-rk that is required. Tbi* 
n-.'.imjdisheil, natiiro will do the rest. ’I he physician who 
prescribed lor odd, Cough, or night sweats, :uid tlion ad 
.:.e- he patient to walk or ride out everyday, will be sui-' | 
to liav c a "i pso on bis ha nibs bet'oi .■ long. 
My plan i.-, to gi vo mv three medic ties in accordance with 
ili,■ pi lined directions, except, in some cas* v. here a fleet* 
u .• .-I tbe Mandrake Pills is nece.-.-ary. My ubjeet is, to 
CM.- tone » the stomach, to s et up a good appetite, it 
alw.ivs a good sign when a patunt begins to gi.-w Inin- | 
g.. 'have hope- uf slleli. With a relish f,.r food, and 
:■• gratification oi that relish, e unes go.-d blood, and 1 
wall ii more tb-.-h. wbi. h i.» closely followed by a healing 
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■>.ng chills ami clammy night rvveali no lunger pros- ! 
Irate a -1 null uv, tie.l the .-lii nt gets Well, jiuvidcd he 
a\"i l- taking;' Cold. 
>w, there are many consumptives who have not the 
me.uis t,i go to FI .rida. 1 lie qm li'-n may !»** a»ked, 1 
the: e no hope lot*sib h (Certainly there is. Aly advice to 
such is, and ever ha-, been, to stay in a warm room during 
the winter, with a temperature ut about seventy degrees, 
w hu h should he kept r- gul irly at that point by means of a 
thermometer, l et such a patient take his exercise within 
ihe limi!.- the i\-oiii l-y walking up and down as much as 
li:s sir. ne. tli will j.< milt, in order t k»ep up a heal thy • ii- 
eulatioit of the blood. I have cured thousands by this sy- 
i, -m.li;.I an lio so again, fonsumptiow is us easily cured 
aav ot her disease, ii it is tiki n iu time, and the proper 
I. m.i .,f t I'e.'tillieiil is Jill »• -11« d. 'i be fact stands UUdispUL *1 
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will, v*m wiil ho Him.. !. certain t-- t!nd f-otnc p,-. e.-u 
sim.pt* v e. who liasb'®! r-sem dli'oiu tin* very jaw of death 
by tlu'ir use. 
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MARRIED. 
Ill Freedom, by Win. G. Sibley, Esq., Mr. Augustus 
Andrews ol Albion, to Miss Laura K. Twitcliell, ot 
Freedom. 
In this city, Fob. 10, by W. II. Fogler, Esq,, Mr. S.M. Ilewett of liope, to Miss Maria A. Koen, of Appleton. 
In Fort Smith, Ark., sill inst., by Kev. D. McManus, 
Mr. John Gardner and Miss Nellie Walker, daughter of 
the late Col. J. Knox Walker, of Tennessee. 
DIED. 
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, na me and age,must 
be paid for. 1 
In this city, Jan. 17, Katie Gray, aged ID years, 0 mos, 
and 2 days. 
In this city, Kith, Mrs. Velzora, wife of Capt. Win. II. 
McCarty, aged-'S. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday, Feb. 20,1871. 
llUTTFR—Low grades are dull and move slowly. 
Strictly line butter .sells readily at 42a43c, while sound 
sweet lots ot Mew York and Vermont sells at 38a40e; 
lair lots 28a32c; common do 25a28c; inferior do 18a22c; 
bakers’ 14al5c; Canada 20a30c lor common to choice, and 
Western roll at 23a27c per lb. 
ClIEESK—We quote fine factory cheese at lGc; fancy 
dairy 14 l-2al5c; fair to good factory at 12 l-2al4 l-2c; fair 
to good dairy 10al3c; common do HalOo per lb. 
EGGS—The market is well supplied but sales continue 
to be made at 32a33c lor fresh Eastern, and 28a30e per 
doz for Western, 
REAMS—We quote choice Western hand-picked pea 
beans at $2 37a2 50 per bush ; Eastern do at $2 75; choiee 
hand-picked mediums $2 12a2 15; common pea $2 25; 
common mediums $1 75; marrow beans at $2 50 per bush 
POULTRY—Wc quote Western Turkeys at 18a20c; lair 
lots at 17c; inferior and common 14al6c; Western Chick- 
ens 12al7c; unfrozen Northern poultry will bring from 2 
to 3c per lb. above these figures. 
DRIED APPLES—There is a fair demand lor good 
lots of sliced and quartered apple, and the market is firm 
at 0 l-2al0 l-2e for Eastern sliced; 8a'Jc for quartered; 
7a8c lor Northern Ohio and New York. 
POTATOES—The market is firm, witli sales at $1 15a 
l 20 per bush. 
G RASS SEEDS—We quote Herds Grass at $G 25aG 75; 
Western Clover 113-4»12c; New Vork do 13al4c; Ver- 
mont do 15c. 
HAY—We quote prime Eastern $28a2‘J; per ton; New 
York do $21a22; inferior Eastern $17al0, and Straw at 
$31. 
HEhFIMT PRICES CURRENT. 
OORKKOTED WEEKLY FOR T1IK JOURNAL. 
Rklfast, Wednesday, Feb. 22 1871. 
Flour, $*.00 to 11.00 
Corn Meal, 1.00 to 1.05 
Rye Meal, 1.25 to 0.00 
Rye, 1.00 to 0.00 
Corn, 100 to 105 
Bailey, 05 to 70 
Beans, 2.00 to 2.75 
Marrowfat l*eaa,1.00 to 1.25 
Oats, 55 to 00 
Potatoes, 05 to 1.00 
Dried Apples, * to 10 
Cooking.de. 00 to 75 
Butter, 33 to 35 
Cheese, 20 to 00 
Eggs, 27 to 00 
Lard, IS to 00 
Beef, S to 10 
Apples,Baldwin, 90 t# 1.00 
Veal, 10 to 00 
Dry Cod, 0 to 8j 
Round llojf, 10 to 11 
Clear Salt Pork, $23 to 25 
Mutton per lb, 0 to 8 
Laiub per lb, 7 to 0 
t urkeys,per lb, 25 to 30 
Chickens, per lb 22 to 25 
Ducks, per lb, 25 to 00 
Geese, 15 to 18 
IIay per ton, $18 to 22 
Lime, $1.25 to 00 
Wnuhed Wool, 35 to 42 
Unwashed Wool, 25 to 33 
Pulled Wool, 40 to 00 
tildes, 7 7-4 to 00 
Calf Skins, 10 2-3 to 00 
Sheep Skins, 50to $1 ! 
Wood, hard, $5.50 toft.OO 
Wood, soft, $4.00 to 00 
Dry Pollock, 4 to 5 
Straw, $8 to 10 
City of Belfast. 
-o- 
Notice is iiereuy given, tinvt copies of the Voting Lists of tills city have been poBted ns re- 
quired, lor the inspection of the legal voters, vis : 
Wards I 2 & 3 at the Post Office. 
Ward 4 at Wm. E. Mitchell’s Store_ 
Ward 3 at James E. Burgess’ Store.' 
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk. 
Ilelfast, Eel). If., 1871. 2w32 
jEX O 3VI jE3 
Insurance Company of New York 
OFFICE, No. 135 BROADWAY. 
Cash Capital,.$2,500,000 CO 
Assets, 1st January, 1871,.1,578,008 02 
Liabilities, ... ... 199,008 71 
ABSTRACT OF THE 
THIRTY FIFTH SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT, 
Showing thecfinilitionofllii' Co, on tlielstday of Jau., 1871. 
ASSETS. 
Cash Balance in Bank, .... $171,178 08 
Bonds and Mortgages, being first lieu on Real 
Estate, worth $1,712,300, 1,837,015 00, 
Loans on Stocks, payable on demand (market 
value of Securities, $332,190.19), 210,300 00 
United States Stocks (market value), 1,380,937 50 
State and Municipal Stocks and Bonds (market 
value;,. 501,390 00 
Bank Stocks (market value), 133,125 00 
Interest due on 1st January, 1871, 48.256 83 
Balance in hands of Agents, 00,769 17 
Bills Receivable (for Premiums on Inland Risks, 
S .). 9,090 71 
Other Property, Miscellaneous Items, 82,0,0 50 
Premiums due and uncollected on Policies issued 
at this Office,. 0,427 25 
Steamer Magnet and Wreckiug Apparatus, 23,085 77 
Real Estate,. 1,500 00 
Government Stamps on hand,.19 25 
Total,.$4,578,008 02 
LIABILITIES. 
Claims tor Losses outstanding on 1st January 
1871,.$199,30871 
Due Stockholders on account of 32d and 33d 
Dividends,. 300 00 
$ 199,008 71 
OIA8. J. JIAHTIMT. President. 
A. F. YVILLHART1I, Vlce-Pr^’t. 
». A. HEALD, 2<1 Vicu.PreiT. 
J. II. ntSimiBS, Secretary. 
CEO, M. l.VOY A»»’t Sec’rr. 
T. It. UBEEXE. ill Aii’i Sec’rr. 
MILES S. STAPLES, Agent, Belfast, Me. 
THE MEADOW KING 
MOWER! 
MANUFACTURED BY 
Grvojrg- piyer & Co., 
TRUMANFSBURG, N. Y. 
The simplest, cheapest, lightest draught machine in 
existence; has no side draught, no useless boxes, or 
bearings; easily managed; has no hinges or joints, the 
pitman protected from obstructions of any kind or si/e; always in line. Knife running equally well in any posi- 
tion, lrom a horizontal to a perpendicular. This mower has been thoroughly tested, and is adapted to rough 
land, having a floating cutter bar. We invite, the atten- 
tion of Farmers and others interested in Mowers, to 
examine our Meadow Kino the coming season. 
For selling agencies and descriptive catalogue, apply 
to or address 
FREB. A'rn oOB, Wiut4*ri»oi‘t. 
General Agent for Maine. leb. 20, ls’l. Uw33 
SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812, 
ATTENTION! 
CONGRESS HAS PASSED A LAW, GIVING A Pension of $s per month to the officers and soldiers 
ot the War of LSI2, who served sixty days or over, and to the widows of such as have died, thus doing 
justice to this brave and meritorious band of Patriots. 
1 have all the Rolls and Records of this service, and 
they are uot to be found at any other place in the State 
to my knowledge. I will give every soldier the benefit 
ot my records to establish his claim to a pension and 1 
will assist him in the prompt and speedy prosecution of 
his claim. It the discharge of the soldier is lost, these 
records are invaluable. The fee is llxed by law, at $lu. 
No charge made unless a pension is obtained. 
Application can be made, in person, at my office in 
Bangor, or by letter giving name of Company, Officers, 
date and length of service. 
v 
C\ 1». IlltOlVW. 
Office near D. BIJGBKK’S Book Store, ou Kenduskoag 
Bridge. Bangor. 
Bangor, Feb. 20,1»; 1. ::mo833 
j^POREN All! Ill 114 ! 
JUST RECEIVED. 
5000 Boat New Hampshire WHITE OAK & HICK-! 
OKI SPOKES, from 1 l-Sto 23-4 inches wide. Also n 
good Assortment of seasoned HUBS, I will warrant the 
above goods to be of the best quality and will sell at low 
prices. 49*Call at my store No 1 Phenix Row. 
ti-W OAKES ANGIER. 
REAL ESTATE F OR SALE 
in the mmjwm & jackson. 
(CONSISTING OF A (3KI8T Mil,!,, and privileges, J with lour run of Stones, two of them French Burs, 
ami two Bolts; it is one of the best Country Mills in the 
State, the loweurpart is constructed of Stone ami Cedar. 
Also one Saw Mill in good repair with opportunities lor 
other Machinery, all the lumber manufactured finds a 
ready market at the Mill. Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s 
Shop, House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing 
Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or 
Belfast & M. L. R. R. some six miles. Also in the town 
of Jaekson, several lots of valuable timber lands, most 
of them containing a heavy growth of Hemlock, Spruce, 
Hardwood and Cedar. The above lots lie six miles from 
the Mills in Monroe whore the logs may be driven at small expense. Most of the land is within four miles of 
B. & M. H, L. R. R. The Hemlock Bark finds a market 
at Plymouth which is distant about ten miles, or at Bel- 
fast. For particulars apply to 
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or 
BENJ, WILLIS. Bangor House, Bangor, Me. tf3u 
©tick ? 
THERE WILL BE A DONATION AT THE HOUSE 
of Rev. W. U. Thomas, on the evening of March 2d 
1871. All are invited to attend. Per Order. 
Feb, 20, 1871. lwsp 
NOTICE! 
JTOWL & SON, having entered into a Co-partner- • ship for the purpose of carrying on the 
CARRIAGE BUSINESS 
in ail its branches, at Poor’s Hill., Il.-ir.ist, in- 
forms the public they are ready to attend to bushjesa in 
their line. ,1. TOWT, & SON, 
lielfust, Jan. 1, lsn. 3tv33* 
RANTED ! 
ONE OR TWO BOOK AGENTS OF EXl’EKI 
ence and ability to canvaat Boltastaud Towns In the 
vicinity lor 
The Uncivilized Races of Men inall Countries of tlic World 
A splendidly li lustratki) Voi.i’.uk of 1500 pages. 
One agent in Massachusetts cleared $?£ in one day. 
Other agents are making a clear protit of Jfi’iO to $Yo 
per day. 
We have a large assortment of Standard Subscription 
Books and we want energetic agents in every town and 
county. Send for our descriptive circulars and terms to 
agents. BURK & (JO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn. 
« W A TCfIJFO UNI). 
sBuvS THE OWNER CAN HAVE THE SAME 
by provfng property to the subscriber. 
Belfast, Fob. 2, lsri. :i\v3l* C. J. HALL. 
Branch Vest Shop. 
THE UNDERSKwNE1>, beg leave to announce that they have opened a branch YrESl' SHOP at Monroe, 
in the store lately occupied by Timothy Mayo, the better 
to accommodate their customers and those wishing to 
work lor them living in that locality. There will bo 
kept in connection with the above a large and desirable 
stock of goods of all kinds. Also the Uruver A 
Baber and Dari* Siening I?l itcliiiic*. By up- 
right dealings they hope to merit the labor of an un- 
limited number of good Vest Makers. 
Gw:tl POTE & QU1MBV. 
New Blacksmith Shop 
-o- 
fit. A. BLdllftHTT, having lo- 
cated himself in his new Brick Shop, 
opposite L, A. Knowlton & Co’s. Store, 
would inform his old customers and the 
needy public, that he is ready to attend 
to all jobs iu Ills line, including Ship work and general 
repairing. 
Belfast, Feb. 8,1871. tiJ 1 
Books? Books? Books? 
-o- 
WE HAVE A LARGE QUANTITY OF ROOKS, to dispose of comprising most of the popular Poets, llook* of Travel, Adventure, 
Tales and Novels, which we offer for $1.00 each. 
These books are sold by most booksellers from $1.50 to 
$2.50 each. 4®~Savk from 50 to 75 Cents on each 
Rook. Send lor Catalogue free. 
■ff. W. TWK A CO., Bo*ton, Mass. 
Im30 P. O. Hov KiOI. 
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH, 
NO PARMER IS TOO POOR, 
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR 
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for the 
water-closet or common privy, and places within reach 
of all, rich and poor, in town and in the country, a sim- 
ple means for providing, in the house, a comfortable pri- 
vate closet, affording comfort, neatness and health. 
Prices $9 to $35. Send for Circulars to 
■X R A ri£ 
lyrll 
fEarth Close! 
Co, 
19 DOANE ST. 
It O 8 T O N. 
-Q- 
Simonton Bros & Co. 
are now offering their Fall and 
Winter stock of 
Dry and Fancy floods 
at REDUCED PRICES. 
Their entire stock has been mark- 
ed down. 
Good y'd Wide Gollons 10c per y'd 
former price 12 1-2 cts. 
Ginghams 121-2 cts. per yard 
Scarlet & Gray Flannels 
marked down from 45 to 37 cts. 
10x4 A W Blankets 3.50 per pair, 
Crash 8 cts. per yard. 
Table Linens marked down. 
Shawls 10 per cent, less 
than ever offered before. 
We have made a general slaugh- 
ter on the Prices of our GOODS. 
As we take account of Stock in a 
few weeks and previous to March 
1st, we are willing to dispose of our 
stock at prices that will benefit the 
customers. Many goods are to be 
sacrificed. 
Dress G-oo&s. 
A splendid assortment on hand that 
will be closed out at cost and less 
than cost. Those in want of 
DHESS GOODS 
would do well to examine our stm k 
and hear our prices before purchas- 
ing elsewhere. 
THE CELEBRATED 
Beaver Mohair 
constantly on hand at Reduced 
Prices. 
Waterproof Cloakings, 
to be closed out 10 per cent, less 
than ever sold in this city. 
CUT FREE OF CHARGE 
when the cloth is purchased at our 
Store, 
GLOVES. 
A large stock of Fleeced Lined 
Gloves to bo sold at Y7 <ds. per pair, 
former price 42 cents. 
PAPER COLLARS 
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined, Button 
Hole Collars 2 Boxes for 25 ets. 
Linen Handkerchiefs. 
A break down in prices has been 
made in this department. Good 
Linen Handkerchiefs 8 cts. each. 
WORSTED GOODS 
Nubias, Hoods, 
Souris, Jackets, 
Sontagjs, &c. 
selling at cost and less than cost. 
JUST RECEIVED 
DODGE’S RUG PATTERNS, stamped on 
Burlap in Brilliant Colors. 
JO BBEIIS. 
We call attention to Country Deal- 
ers, to Odd Job Lots that will be 
disposed of less than they can be 
had in the Western Markets. 
Simonton Eros. & Co. 
mean business and will guarantee 
the prices advertised to all, until 
March 1st. 
Simonton Bros. <fc Co., 
HAYFORD BLOCK, Belfast, Me. 
FISHERMEN! 
TWINES & NETTING. 
MANUFACTURED I!Y 
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS, 
4hS~Sond for Price-List, Mn-iz llitltinior«*, !fl«l 
Co-Partnership Notice, 
Tflll K UNDKUSKJNKD, having tills day formed a t u 
1 partnership under the name and style of 
CARLE & MORRISON, 
For the purpose of carrying ou the 
Hardware li u s i t leks 
At the old stand of F. A. CARLF., No. 52 Main M.. 
lake this method of informing all old customer* and 
others that we are now prepared to otter goods of tb.* 
best quality and at prices as low as the lowest by udher 
rug strictly to our motto, quick sales and small profits. 
Wc hope to meet a liberal share of patronage. 
1- A. ARLK, 
Belfast, Jail, i), lb71. :>mos27 k. .r. uohiuson. 
~ 
TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE 
F'or Sale ah a Bargain. 
A PERFECT TITLE GIVEN! 
IN OR I)KIt TO CLOSE A CON 
corn, the Two Story House aud L, in 
Rockland, on South side of Rockland 
-street, adjoining Benjamin Knowltou’s, 
-will be sold very low, and possession 
given immediately. The house is pleasantly situated 
in a good neighborhood, live or six minutes walk from 
the Cost Otlice, High School and Churches. It contains 
sixteen finished rooms, numerous closets and other con- 
veniences. Cellar under the whole. The house is in 
good repair, has two handsome parlors, parlor chambers 
and spacious entries, above aud below, all which am 
elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for a 
private dwelling, or for a Boarding House, and is con 
venient for om or two families. A perfect title will be 
given free from ail claims to dower. The nreuilstu iua> 
be examined on application to Benjamin Knowlton. or 
to 
PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors, 
No. 2 Kimball Block. 
Rockland, Jan. lsri. tlV1* 
J <) m n p o o it. 
CORONER! 
BELFAST, Maine. 
tf2> 
Freedom Academy! 
rill IK SPRING TERM OF THIS INSTITUTION. 
JL will begin Tiiemlay, l>b. '£H, ami continue ten 
weeks under the charge oi Mr. N A. LUCK, Principal, 
with competent assistant* iu the several Department" 
11 iviug thoroughly relitted the School-room* ot tin 
institution ami re-organffced the boards of oversight 
ami instruction, the Trustees are determined to make oi 
the School one ot the best in the State. Primary amt 
Normal Departments will be mlded the coming term 
also a course of Pi ctures upon Educational and Sclciiti 
tic topics. Arrangements have been made to furnish 
board and rooms to all who may apply, at the lowes. 
rates, 
TUITION: 
Primary Dept. $1.50 to 2.00 
Common English, 3.50. 
Higher do. & Normal, -4.60. 
Classical, -.5.00. 
HO lltll, ... $L!.jO p.*r week. 
Illnse wishing assistance in procuring board can nppl; to ih,- Principal or either ot tbe following named genii, 
men IV S. Full, r, A. J. Hillings, or Benj. William* 
W. .«*. t'l I.I.KH. hcirelai). 
F reedom, dull, .o, Is; l. Sw nJ 
oysters! 
I'll* PsSH AN 1 ) SOLTI), 
Received dally from Portland, by 
Edward. Cross, 
and for sale by the PINT, <1(1111 or Qi I.I.O V 
Also < rackei’N, PitLIem, k«>u liup«, Ac., L< 
-ides a good assortment of fruit and confectionery. 
iloor t«» the < 011 rc Huuse. 
H D Belfast, Maine. 
To the Honorable, the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast within and for th 
County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday ot Juiiuary 
A. D. 1 >; 1. 
SJOI.O.MoN I MARSH\ld. of Belfast aforesaid, re speettally libels and gives this Honorable Court to 
be informed that he was lawfully married to his wile, 
Deborah 15. Marshall on the-day of July, Ifcnoii, at 
Port I.atowr, Nova Scotia, that since there said inter 
marriage your lilx Hunt has behaved himself towards Id- 
said wife us u faithful and affectionate husband, but tlm. 
said Deborah, regardless of her marriage covenant and 
duty, in the month of May, Isos, while your lihellHiit 
was absent at sea, wilful I v abandoned and dost rtod your 
libellant, without any justifiable cause, and lias continued 
said desertion to the present time, 
W In relore your liheiiaut plays that he may be divorced 
from the bonds oi matrimony In tween 1dm and Ids said 
wBe, S. B. MARSH A Id.. 
Belfast. Nov. i:i, Is'u. 
Waldo, si 
Sup. .hid. Court, Jan. Terui, li" 1. i 
On the foregoing Ordered,'l'hat the libellant notify thu said Deborah 15. Marshall ot the pendency thercol 
by publishing an attested copy of his libel, aud this or 
• h r thereon, three weeks successively in the Republic.m Journal.a paper printed at Belfast, in the County > W aldo, the last publication to be thirty days before the 
next term of the Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at 
Belfast, within ami lor the bounty of Waldo on tin 
third Tuesday of April next, that she may then amt 
there appoar and show cause, if any she have, why tin 
prayer of said libellant should not be grunted, 
attest—W. U. FRYE, Clerk 
A I rue Copy of libel and order oi Court thereon. 
•Bv3-'t Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
District Court of the United ( v „„t 
States. District ot Maine. ^ in dankrm*h a 
In the matter of GEO RGM a. PEABODY, and HOW 
ARD D. CUMMINGS, Bankrupts. 
DISTRICT OF MAINE SS :—A Wairant in Bank 
ruptcy lias been Issued, by said Court, against the K.sut> 
botii individual and partnership of Geo. A, Peabody and 
Howard D. Cummings, tf the County of Washington 
ami State ot Maine, in said District; they have be» a 
duly adjudged Bankrupts upon Petition ot their Credi- 
tors; aud the payment of any debts, and the delivery t 
any property belonging to said Bankrupts, to them, or 
to their use, and the transfer ot any property by them, 
are lorbiddeu by law. A meeting of the Creditors of 
said Bankrupts, to prove their debts, aud choose one or 
more Assignees of their Estates, will be held at a Court 
.-I Bankruptcy to be holden at Muchius, in said District, 
on the lrnli day of April, A. D. 1S71, at v! o’clock P. M 
at the oilice of Peter Thacher. one of the Registers lu 
Bankruptcy ot said Court. S. S MARB1.E, 
?vv::: u. S. Marshal as Messenger for said Dish let. 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for thu 
Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February 
a D. is: t. 
1> ACHEL D. SAWYLlt, widow of John G. Sawyer V late of Moutville, in said County of Waldo, d* 
ceased, having presented a petition that an allowance may 
be made her from the personal estate of said dcceusud. 
Ordered, That the said Rachel D. give notice to all per 
sons interested by causing a copy ol tills order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Republican 
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said 
County, on the second Tuesday of March next, ut 
ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, ll any they 
have, why the prayer of said petition should not bo 
granted. ASA TllURLOUGH .fudge. 
A true copy. Attest —15. P. Field, Register. Jw 53 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for thu 
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot February 
A. D. 1871. 
JAMES 15. WILLIAMS, Executor of the last will ot Hosannah Dodge, late of Isleboro, in said County ot 
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and Huai ac 
count ol Executorship lor allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Executor, give notice to ull 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Republican 
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at u 
Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, within and for said 
County,on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten 
of tlio clock before noon, aud stievv cause, if any they 
have, why the same should not be allowed. 
ASA TllURLOUGH, Judgu. 
A true copy. Attest—15. P. Field, Register. MwlM 
r|lH K subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con X corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken 
upon himself the trust ot Administrator ot the estate ot 
John Scavey. late ot Frankfort, in the Comity of Wal 
do, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs ; he there 
tore requests all pers is who are indebted to said de- 
ceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those 
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor 
settlement to him. 3w3» JOHN \V. 8EAVEY. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to ull con- cerned, that lie has been duly appointed and takeu 
upon himself the t rust ot Administrator ot the estate ot 
.lames White, late oi Belfast, in the County ot 
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; bo 
therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said 
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those 
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for 
settlement to him. .Hw'it W1I. II. BL'KUILL, 
rpilE subscriber hereby gives public notice to ull con- X corned, that he has been duly appoiuted and taki u 
upon Tdmselt the trust of Executor of the last will 
of Thomas Shute, late ot Stockton, in the County ot 
Waldo, deceased, by giving boud as the luw directs; he 
therefore requests all persons who are Indebted to said 
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those 
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor 
settlement to him. 3w33 LEONARD 811UTE. 
rilUE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con 
X oerned, that he has been duly appointed and tuken 
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate ot 
Hannah E. Higgins, late of Belmont, in the County ot 
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; ho 
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate puyment, and those 
who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the same for 
settlement to him. 3w33 EBEN FLAGG. 
A WINTER POEM 
\i\ a nrniv.K. 
-mu from bells of -il\cr, 
• M i!im <•> mbals smitten clear, 
I i11.>111 -ii lli- frost>|.it tilted pane- ! heal 
v. Siii Ii -utsliiie > tin limniing. 
\ -pieudor brooking nod. lav, 
i• ■1 ml! ■Hint'- .'i> f«*ei aw av. 
\ o !' •, ...i i di .g* ‘mgtj\va> 
1 '--r \ ii _iii -now-path- glimmerin' through 
A eib-d eJm-tree avenue, 
'ii n ..jam.-! the walls of sapphire, 
l li- amiug tie- -boles. ic. -emboss, d. 
i I •-Id up their ehan lli-" of tro-t. 
! re el ill < •; .i Ut hails cm I.aided, 
I dream the Saga's In am ot caw 
(icm-lit 1- m ath the North Sea waves! 
! walk the land 1 Kldorado, 
I touch :I mimic garden bow* : 
It- silver ieaves and diamond flowers! 
I he flora of the mvsfie vine-world 
Anunid me lifts on crystal stems 
I he petals of its clustered gems! 
A hut miracle of weird transforming 
l- thr wild work of frost and light. 
This gliuii se of glory infinite 
I'liis dear gleam of tin* Holy Oity, 
Kilo* that to him of Patinos given, 
rite white bride coming down from heaven! 
How flash the ranked and mail-clad alders, 
Through what sharo-glan ing spears ot reeds 
'The brook its mullled watiir leads! 
Yon jnaple, 1 iki* tin* hush of Horeb. 
lhtrn", mteonsumed; a white, cold fire 
Kay- out from every grass> spire. 
Kadi slender rush and spike of nnilleu, 
Kach lowland shrub and drooping fern. 
I ransiigured. blaze where'er I turn. 
How vender Klhiopian hemlock 
( ro\v ned with his glistening circlet stands ! 
What jewels light his swarthy hands! 
Here, where the forest opens southward, 
Ite! w een its hospitable pines. 
A through a door, the warm sun shine*. 
fhe we 1 s loosen oil the brunches, 
\iid lightly as the soft winds blow, 
1 ill, tinkling, on the ice below. 
And through the dashing of their cymbals. 
I hear tlie old familar fall 
» M water down a rocky wall. 
Where from it- wintry prison breaking. 
In dark and silence hidden long 
The brook repeats his summer song. 
one instant Hashing in the sunshine. 
Keen as a sabre from its sheath. 
Then lost again the ice beneath. 
1 hear the rabbit lightly leaping, 
The foolish screaming of the jay. 
The chopper's axe-stroke far away : 
The clamor of some neighboring barn-yard, 
’The lazy cock's belated crow, 
or cat tfc-tramp in crispy snow. 
\nd a> in sonic enchanted forest 
The lost knight hears his comrades sing. 
And near at hand, their bridles ring, 
-so welcome 1 these sound4 and voice.-, 
These airs from far-off summer blown— 
'This life that leaves me not alone. 
1 or llie white glory overawes me: 
The crystal terror of the seer 
of (.’la-bar's vision blinds me. 
Jli biike me not, o sapphire heaven! 
Thou stainless earth lay not on me 
'This keen reproach of purity! 
Let the strange frost-work sink ami crumble. 
A ml let the loosened tree boughs swing. 
Till all their bells of sil\er ring. 
Shine warmly down, t lion sun of noontide. 
On this chili pageant, melt and move 
Tin* winter's frozen heart with love. 
And soft and low, thou south-wind blowing, 
I treat he through a veil of tendered haze 
The prophecy of summer day*. 
< uim with the green relief of promise. 
And to this dead, cold splendor bring 
The living jewels of the spring! 
KITTY'S CHOICE. 
A wealthy old tanner was Absalom Lee, 
lie had but one daughter, the mischievous Kitty; 
v'o fair, and so good, and so gentle was she. 
That lovers came wooing from country and city. 
The first and the boldest to ask for her hand 
Was a trimlv-dressed dandy, who worshipped 
her tin; 
-die replied, with a smile he could well understand, 
“That slic'd marry no ape for the sake of his 
skin!” 
I he next was a merchant from business retired, 
Uieh. gouty and gruff—a presuming old sinner; 
Young Kith's fail* form and sweet face he admired, 
And thought to himself, “1 can easily win her.” 
So In' showed her his palace and made a bluff bow, 
And said she might live there; but wickedly then 
Kit tv told him she’d long ago made a rash vow 
“Not to marry a bear for the sake of his den!*’ 
\ miser came next: lie was fearless and bold 
In claiming his right to fair Kitty’s affection; 
II said slic'd not want for a home while his gold 
< ’mild pay for a cabin to give her protection. 
Halt \e\ed at lus boldness, but calm in a trice, 
die curtsied, and thanked him, and blushingly 
then 
Dmnurcly lepeatedher sage aunt’s advice, 
“Not to marry a hog for the. sake of his pen !** 
i lie next was a farmer, young, bashful, and shy ; 
lie feared the bold wooers who came from the 
city: 
I tut the flush on his cheek, and the light in his eye, 
Soon kindled a flame in the bosom of Kitty. 
Mv life will be one of hard lalmr,” he said, 
“lint, darling, come share it with me, if you 
can 
I >uppo*c,” she replied, gaily tossing her head, 
■ I must marry the farm for the nuke of the man.” 
“Hoc. sjmmons, the engineer, refused to jump 
i! as Hu train approached the bridge, and perished 
with his engine,” [Kxtraet from daily paper. 
Down brakes! Down brakes! Set her screaming ; 
There’s trouble ahead on the track, 
And folks, maybe, pleasantly dreaming 
In the ears at my hack 
Down brakes! Down brakes’! Don’t von curse 
her : 
l’ain’t her fault. .Jack. The engine can't stop. 
Auvhow, I'll try and reverse her. 
A> for you, just you drop. 
Down brakes! Down brakes'! Here we go, 
boys. 
To Hell, as fast as we can; 
And I am bound, by the gods, just to show, boys. 
How to die like a man. 
hie whistle to bid ’em good-by now, 
Houd-by little far-away wife! 
< iood-by ! Hood (Sod, must 1 die now? 
< Jood-bv, holiest life !” 
A HEROIC ENGINEER. 
The name ol'Enos 1!. Iloopes, enginoer on 
I lie Pennsylvania Central liailroad, deserv- 
es imnioit tlity as that of a hero for tlie man- 
ner in which lie recently met his death, A 
ear attached to freight train, bound west, 
bad lost a wheel, and was being carried 
down a grade by the momentum of the train, 
pitching and jumping over cross ties, and 
making the fire fly out of the stones and iron. 
Mr. Iloopes was coming eastward on a train 
without freight, and as he neared the wreck- 
ed train lie thought he saw something wrong, 
ft was bark, and to see more plainly, he 
stepped to the fireman’s side, which is next 
(lie other track. Just then the wrecked ear 
struck his engine, breaking his leg in four 
pieces, crushing his hip, tearing away half 
of one of his feet, and knocking him, in com- 
pany with the fireman and brakeman, back 
into the tank. Every man upon Mr. Hoopes’ 
engine was injured. The fireman and brake- 
man lay senseless on the floor of the tank. 
The conductor of the train and the other 
brakemcn were on the rear car, and knew 
nothing <>i the disaster. The train was not 
so much injured as to delay its progress, and 
Mr. Iloopes knew that it it was not promptly 
stopped il must run into the hind end of the 
one next ahead, which would stopatnsta- 
tion less than three miles off for water. Mr. 
Iloopes, crushed and bleeding, dragged him- 
self slowly and painfully over the prostrate 
bodies of his comrades to the throttle valve 
of bis engine, shut off the steam, whistled 
down brakes, sounded the summons for the 
conductor, and fell back exhausted. When 
the train stopped and the conductor came 
forward, Mr. Iloopes was trying to stop the 
flow of blood from his wounds by tying up 
bis shattered leg, and said, “it’s all up with 
me; do the best you can for me.” He linger- 
ed until next day in great agony, which he boro with his usual bravery, and then died, 
lamented by all who knew him. 
OH, DEAR? 
Oar General McMahon, who sueocsjfled ; 
Hon. Charles E. Washburn a- Minister to j 
Paraguay. is not the man to pree n*, to the \ 
s tu it or of one cheek tiie other also lor like 
treatment, iic resent- in a pungent wav 
assaults upon his character Washburn, in 
hi; hist orv of Paraguay, took ..of a to; 
shnrplv censure Gen. MrAlah-'n for hi io rat- i 
forded protection to certain po >r ■'; i I i ■ ■ >; 
Lopez while lie (McMahon) was United State 
Minister. Tin- General, through N« 
York Evening Post, ti-’is responds 
"in an article published last week, union-; 
ly recently brought to my notice, you cenxur- j 
ed me severely because during eerlain bat- i 
ties in Paraguay, 1 took under my protection j 
tlie infant children of President Lopez. You 
made tlie statement on the authority oi Mr. 
Charles A. Washburn, who mention tlie eir- j 
oumstance in a book, and comments upon it ! 
in indignant terms. It is claimed by Air. 
Washburn that the children were illegitimate. I 
I deemed it no part of my duty to investigate | 
the circumstances of tlieir birth. They were 
children of tender years, exposed to a dan-: 
ger from which I could have probably pro- 
tected them. 1 offered to do so without hesi- 
tation, and had no desire to demand marri- 
age certificates before admitting them to the 
shelter of the legation. It is possible that 
Mr. Washburn’s accusation and the article in 
tlie Evening Post, which reproduces it in 
better English, mean to find fault with this 
act, liecause it is supposed to indicate undue 
partiality for the parents of the children. 
Permit me for your satisfaction to state that 
the same protection was offered to other 
children than those of the President, and to 
some who did not bear their lather's name 
Among the latter I may mention, merely as 
a matter of interest, a little one of two or 
three years, which was lirouglit to my house 
a lew days after, almost naked, and present- 
ed as tlie child of Mr. Charles A Washburn. 
The statement ol the mother, a Paraguayan 
woman of the poorer class, was vouched for 
by two worthy gentlemen, intimate friends of 
Air. Washburn, who were present on the oc- 
casion, and who undertook, I believe, to ex- 
plain to her tiiat in succeeding to the mission, 
I did not inherit all the responsibilities of my 
predecessor. Tlie child’s birth ol parentage 
was of little interest to me then, and is oi 
less now ; but 1 certainly was ready to protect 
its lile if need be, in the confusion of battle 
or defeat. Mr. Washburn is not unaware of 
this circumstance, tor i mentioned it to him 
in London a year ago. On that occasion lie 
inquired if I thought the mother a pretty 
woman. I replied that I did not, and the 
subject was dropped. You will perceive 
from tliis statement that Air. Washburn's In- 
dignation on tlie subject of the protection 
given to Lopez's children is .-imu what affect- 
ed. 
“With respect, your obedient servant". 
•At. T. A|. Ai.Mi.iN." 
A XARROW EsCArt:. Entails and inci- 
dents of the Hudson River Railroad given by 
the column in the X. V. papers, and the fol- 
lowing is one of the narrowest escapes on 
record : 
A gentleman named Walter A. Lvon. who 
resides in Cincinnati, bought a ticket for Buf- 
falo, and at the same time secured a berth in ! 
the ill-luted sleeping ear. I'pon reaching 
the depot the train was about ready 
to start, nearly all the passengers hav- 
ing arrived ahead of him, and were quietly 
sitting in their seats or preparing to retire to 
their several berths in the sleeping ears. 
Wending his way through the crowd of per- 
sons who had assembled on the platform to 
take leave of their friends—many of them, 1 
alas! for the last time on Earth—lie readied j the Buffalo sleeping car and presented His j 
ticket to Mr. Vosburg, the conductor, for i 
berth Xo. 10 in that ear. Mr. Vosburg told j 
him that owing to ids having arrived so late 
some one had gone to bed in that berth, but 
he could give him berth eight in the next 
ear behind, which was quite as good as the j 
Buffalo car. Mr. Lyon assented to this ar- 
rangement, and in a few moments had laid 
off his clothes and gone tolled. The train 
moved oil'out of the depot in a few minutes 
and very soon he fell asleep, little dreaming 
of the rude waking he was so soon to re- 
ceive. The first intimation lie had of the 
disaster was two rather severe shocks which 
the ear received and which threw him all in 
a heap at the head of his berth. All in the 
ear, said he, as he was relating the story to a 
Herald reporter yesterday, at once deserted 
their berths ami rushed pell-mell toward the 
door at the rear end of the car. lie, suppos- 
ing the ear had only run oil' the track and 
would soon lie replaced, determined to lie 
still rather than get out in the' cold air. Set- 
tling himself down in bed again ho was 
about to turn over for another nap when 
some one rushed in and seizing him by the 
arm, cried, “save yourself; the ear is on 
lire.” Tie looked up and saw the cheek 
rope which ran through the top of the car, 
on lire, and began to think it was about time 
for him to “gel out of that.” 
At the same time thick volumes of black 
smoke rushed in through the far end of the 
car from him. Ilejumped up in his shirt anil 
pants, seized a coat and one shoe ami rush- 
ed from the car, < hi his way he managed to 
pick up his other shoe, and dressed himself 
on the track outside. All his other clothes 
and luggage were destroyed. Not a mo- 
ment. he says, could have elapsed between 
the collision and the bursting lortli of the 
Haines. The gentleman who occupied the 
berth which lie bought, and for which he 
showed our reporter a ticket which he calls 
his deatli warrant, was burned to death. 
Had he been a second or two later he him- 
self must have perished, as the Haines seized 
his car almost instantly. 
THE ORTHOGRAPHIC HORRORS OF WAR. 
A Wheeling paper says: Whether the 
name of the French General in command of 
the unfortunate Army of the Loire isChausy 
or Chansv, Chausey or Chansey, Cliauzy or 
Glianzy, Ohauzey or Chanzey, is a question 
like unto that which disturbed the country 
many years ago on the appearance of ••all 
right *l)c Sauty” (or “])e Santy,”) which 
used to come up to us at regular periods 
from the profound and mysterious depths of 
the first ocean cable, There are eight ways 
to spell the name of the French commander, 
and the newspapers are about equally divid- 
ed between them. We pay our money and 
we take our choice, and our readers can do 
the same. For several weeks after the war 
broke out wo made most conscientious ef- 
forts, with the aid of maps and cyclopedias, 
to get names and localities right, but as the 
field of contest enlarged, they crowded on us 
so thick and fast that we had to give it up. 
It would have required two or three men 
forty-eight hours out of each day to look 
them up. For reasons like those, this war is 
getting to he unpopular with the newspa- 
pers. The strain on the jaw bones is too 
great and continuous. And yet, it is mure 
child’s play to wliat a Russian war would ne. 
With every despatch from St. Petersburg on 
the Euxine we should then have half a hun- 
dred such jaw-breakers as these: Cherkyer- 
nozoll', Slingjertoxoft’, Kickerbootzolt’.Sncezc- 
headoff, Niji Novgorotyerrlozofl-—and not 
one of them in the cyclopedias or on the 
maps. Tlds Franco.German unpleasantness 
is bad enough, but deliver us from any bel- 
ligerent turn of the Eastern Question. 
Among the congratulations extended to 
Judge Paine of Cleveland for refusing in bis 
charge to a jury in a murder trial to recog- 
nize the plea of momentary insanity, was a 
letter from Gen. Garfield, saying: “The 
whole country owes you a debt of gratitude 
for brushing away the wioked absurdity 
which has lately been palmed oil' on the 
country as law on the subject of insanity. 
If the thing had gone much further all that 
a man would need to secure himself from 
murder would he to tear bis hair and rave a 
little and then kill hjs man ” 
Itchi 'purd isements. 
15 TO $10 PER DAY.^S*JSSSa I 
v!i-• engage i >m n. v bi’.-ih> make iroin JfL* to 910 j 
,»vr il,»y in tl.cirowi: b e.u;?h Full particulars and j 
a.- lrm. ions >.*nt fr. e by mall. These m need oi i»oi 
I;! ;!>]•• U’.e'b m ;:! 0 ’; — ! HOC, iilA). 
: flN: ON 5c •••*., Fort land, Maine. 
M\ 5s c. *; VMM* 2* I V* Til'S S 'MrSI U*v ^ um*i« badirn. i'i; .**ii< Id, Mas Long and w ideiy known 
or --nor faciliti*. and rare be.-try ol location. Board 
:-\.| English : ’;i;jy» to; half year, commencing 
i it. : :-h 1 '■ rrn- ) e: ri-.-.! patrons and te.tcheii*. 
r-r- r. \ hi l. Ml, l*i iuuiprJ. 
Dll. ». J'aT( *»’.*» 8 SMaygirimit: 1M> ; page- sent L*y mail live. !'• mhos how to cure all i 
lisoa-.’s oi ho p a >ou, skin, baL, completion.! 
A* rite to ; ;i He adway, Nb v. York. 
THhwwmwm8h LY** A (JAIN ST I 
ill K WOULD-A FIRST-CLASS LIDII 1’ I’AGK 
JEMOCRA'i ID. Willllv LY, establish.- d in 1>50. s?‘> per 
■ear; ?i lor six months. Subm.rtbo for it. For speci- 
fics copies, address “DAY-BOl>K, New York City.- 
TJ iXT O 1j 3BJ if C> *3 Cl’S 
TRUNK FULL OF FUN. 
A Portfolio of first-class Wit ami Humor, containing 
he Richest Comical Stories, Cruel Sells, Side-Splitting 
Jokes, Humorous Poetry, Quaint Parodies, Burlesque 
sermons, New Conundrums and Mirth Provoking 
Speeches ever published. Interspersed with Curious 
huzzies, Amusing Card tricks, Feats ol Parlor Magic, 
mil nearly ‘duo Funny Engravings. Illustrated Dover. 
Brice l'» ets. Sent by mail, postage paid, to any part of 
the United States, on receipt ot price. DIClv x FITZ- 
GERALD, Publishers, Is Ann-sl., N. Y. 
HOW iO SlLL YGOB PATENT?. 
Full instructions, based on successful experience, mailed 
[roe on receipt of 50 ets. bv 
to. X. O'WEJ¥, llrran. Ohio. 
OrrElKto TO W AYM'4CTIHER«!-Par ties seeking locations tar business will find at Bur- 
lington, New .Jersey, three hours irom New York and 
one Irom Philadelphia, every convenience ol Railroad 
ami river trufhc, coal, iron and lumber, at the lowest 
prices, churches, schools, seven thousand inhabitants, 
and :i population ottering them land, building-, low 
taxes, a cordial welcome, and other inducement? for 
locating. Full particulars sent on application to N. 
SLEEPER, Chairman ot Committee on Public Improve- 
ments, Burlington, N. J. 
FLOWER SEEDS Etc. 
E. .YEWIll IIY. to <»«**! mu a ii an ;1 I'luriNt. 
Ilntoklyn. Cenn.. Importer amt Dealer in Flower1 
and Vegetable Seed.-;, Plants, Bulbous Roots, etc. Cata- 
logues ready .Janu try. Free. 
Brooklyn, Conn., ls/l. 
DRIGGS & BRO S 
Illustrated dan Deseriutive Catalogue 
OF FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS, 
AND SUMMER FLOWERIITG BULBS 
Vtm itoji. 
Will be ready for mailing by the middle of.January, not- 
withstanding our great loss of type, paper, engraving?, 
iStc., by lire, which destroyed the .Jot* Printing otliec of 
the Rochester Democrat un i Chronicle, 25th December, 
lsro. It will be printed on a most elegant new tinted 
paper, and illustrated with nearly 
I'ive Bin ml red IJriginai Ilngi-iiviiigH, 
And two finely executed C >lored Plates—specimens for 
all of which were grown by ourselves the past ueason 
from our own stock of Seeds. In the originality, exe- 
cution and extent of the engravings it is unlike and 
eminently sifporiqr tq any other Cat Rogue or “Floral 
Guide5’ extant. 
The Catalogue will consist oi i IS Pages, and as soon 
as published will be sent free to all who ordered Seeds 
lroin us bv mail the hut season. To others a charge of 
15 cents per copy will be made, which is not the value of 
the Colored Piatus. We assure our friends that the in- 
ducements we otter to puicli is* is of Seeds, as to quality 
and extent of Stock, Discounts and Premiums, are un- 
surpassed. Please semi orders for Cat Rogues without 
delay. 
(Ini’ Pidored ( iiroiao for 
Will he ready to send out in .January. The Chromo will 
represent Forty-two Varieties ol showy and popular 
Flowers, of liniural sive and oelov, Wo design t make 
it the b.-it Plate of Flowers c\ issued. Sue, lux24i 
indies. The retail value would be at least Two Dollars ; ! 
we shall, however, furnish it to customers at 75 cents 
per copy, and otter it us a Premium upon orders for j 
Seeds. See Catalogue when out. 
DRIGGS & BROTHER, Rochester, N. Y. 
BACKACHE. 
\I.a. DISEASES (If THE PRIMARY ORGANS, I ntlumm it ion of the Kidneys., I nliamm.it ion <*t the 
Uindder, or any ail’-et ions i1-at interfere with tin* func- 
tions ot these organs alw ivs eatu,- gre it pain and weak- 
ness iu the small of In* h ick an 1 loins. I’o relieve thi.-, 
a diuretic melicine i necessary. 
Dr. Sargent’s Backache Pills 
hav* b.'.'n t u»ro ag'ily I -! -1 for tin' past thirty-eight 
years, ami pronounced the most o!!i .ie.ut, diuretic ever 
disco venal. I hey are pundy vegetable and contain no 
mercury. Sold by druggists, Seat by mail on receipt of 
price, 5u ets. per box. 
UJKOIIUK A. 84EEEET. 
W' llu>l«‘*;il<> Bruggift, 
2S Woo l St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Should occasion require you to purchase 
L. A. Fuhm-sl<><•].’s Vennifugo, lie purlieu 
Jurly careful to s.-< that the initiuls are J'.. 
A. This is the yet icle that 1ms Been BO 
Favorably Known Since 1829, 
Ami purchasers must insist, on having it 
if they do not wish to have an imitation 
forced upon them. 
UI*11 A tl’to BiiE8*S I. 4TOH1 l>OW»KII. Removes superfluous hair in jlre minutes, without 
injury to the skill. Sent by mail for $1.25. 
111*38.% H’S ASTii.UA I’lIIM-: 
Relieves most violent paroxysms iwjire minutes and ef- 
fects a speedy cure. Price sv by mail. 
THE JAPANESE HAIK STAIN 
Colors (!»•> whiskers and hair a beautiful i; or 
KKOWN. It consists of milt/ our preparation^ 75 cents 
by mail. A ldres- S. C. GPU AU, .No. 721 .Jayne Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free. Sold by all Drug- 
gists. 
jOa/J USE THE “VEGETABLE j 07A iOwUlM L1JOI 4SSY H )/ V/ 
The old standard remedy for Coughs, Colds, Consump- 
tion. “Nothing better.” (T'i i.iok Bkos. & Co,, Boston. 
TO TilK WORK I N(J (’LASS.—We are now prepared 
to furnish all classes with constant employment at 
home, the whole ot the time or tor the spare moments. 
Business new, light, and profitable. Persons of either 
sex easily earn from 50c. to $5 jn r evening, and a pro- 
portional sum by devoting their whole time to the busi- 
ness. Boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. That 
all who see this notice may send their address, and test 
the business, we make the unparalleled oiler : To such 
as are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the 
trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample 
which will do to commence work on, and a copy of The 
People's Literary Companion—one of the largest and 
best family newspapers ever published—all sent tree by 
mail. Reader, if you want permanent, profitable work, 
address E. C. ALLEN & CO., Ai uusta, Maine. 
MEM WAITED to canvass for our Xew mnl Jieautiful Map of I R. and World for 1871, with 
all Railroads, and Xew llible anulcand Religious ('harts. 
(treat wages cleared by good agents. $100 to $,’00 per 
month. Apply for terms and territory to 1). L. Gt'KKN- 
sey, General Agent, Concord, N. H 
Agents! Read This! 
WE W ILL PAY AGEIT8 A NALA1IY of $.*10 per week and expenses, or all a large 
commission, to sell our now ami wonderful Inventions, 
Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich. 
01711 Aifeiit* are making money selling useful and beautiful articles, which arc in great demand. 50 
cts. will buy a sample. Eaton & shkuaian, Groton 
Junction, Mass. 
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY. 
Prizes cashed and information furnished by GEORGE 
UP1IAM, Providence, R. I. 
Royal Havana Lottery, of Cuba, 
ljt,‘100,000 in Gold Drawn every IT «Iuy». 
Prizes cashed and information furnished. The highest 
rates paid for Doubloons, Spanish Bank Notes, Govern- 
ment Securities, all kinds of Gold, Silver, &e. 
TAYLDIl A CO., Hanker*, 
Mo. IO Wall Ntreet, M. 1'. 
CURIOUS, HOW STRANGE ! 
The Married Ladies Priaate Companion contains the 
desired information. Sent free for two stamps. Address 
Mils. II. METZGER, Hanovei, Pa. 
AWOIO AfcUACKS.— A victim of early indiscre- tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay, 
&c., having tried in vain every advertised remedy, has 
a simple means of self-cure, which he will send free to 
his fellow-sulfercrs. Address J. H. TUTTLE, 7s Nassau 
st. New York. 
IilEWALE Irreirnlaritie* anil Obatrnc- lions.— Dr. W. Foster’s Female Periodical Pills 
regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing injurious 
to health. $5 a box. Olljoe No. 119 Nassau st., Room 
14, New York Citv. Sent by mail anywhere on receipt 
of the amount. 
A GREAT MEDICAL 
Dr. ALiKIStl CAi 
VINEGAR BITTEKG 
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Hundreds of Tl:oi>v! v! 
Vrvir* tr*t::*v •- {.* t h •>: W 
fa! < .irativo t-> 
WHAT ARE THEY ? 
THEY ARE NOT A VILE 
FANCY DRINK, 
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Made of Poor Rum, Whiskey, Proof Hplnts 
and Refuse Liquors doctored,spiced and sweet- 
ened to please the taste, called Tonics, Appetiz- 
ers,” •' Restorers,” &c., that lead the. tippler on to 
drunkenness and ruin, but are a true Medicine, made 
from the Native Roots and Herbs or California, free 
from nil Alcoholic Stimulants. They are the 
UREAT BLOOD PURIFIER and A LIFE 
UIV1NU PRINCIPLE a perfect Renovator ami 
luvlgoratur of the System, carrying off all poisonous 
matter and restoring tho blood to a healthy condition. 
No person can take these Bitters according to direc- 
tion and remain long unwell. 
$100 will be given for an incurable case, provided 
the bones arc not destroyed by mineral poison or 
other means, and the vital organs >vusted beyoud the 
point of repair. 
For Inflammatory mid Chronic It lieu um-* 
linm urn! Uout, Dyspepsia or Indigestion, 
IliliotiH, Remittent and Intermittent Fever*, 
Disease* of the Blood, Liver, Kidneys, mid 
Bladder, these Bitters have been most success- 
ful. Hurli Diseases are caused by Vitiated 
Blood, which is generally produced by derangement 
of the Digestive Organs. 
DYSPEPSIA OR 1NDIUESTION, Head- 
ache, Pain iu the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the 
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach, 
Bad taste in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitutlou 
of the Ileart, Inflammation of tho Lungs, Pain in tho 
regions of the Kidneys and a hundred other painful 
Symptoms, are tho offsprings of Dyspepsia. 
They invigorate the Stomach and stimulate tho tor- 
pid liver and bowels, which render them of unequalled 
efficacy In cleansing tho blood of all impurities, and 
imparting new life and vigor to tho whole system. 
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptions.Tettor, Salt 
ftheqm, Rloieliocj, Spots, Punples, Pustules, Boils, Car- 
buncles, Ring-Worms, Scald-Head, Sore Eyes, Erysip- 
elas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations oi tho Skin, Humors 
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name or nature, 
are literally dug up find carried out of the system in a 
Short time by tho use of those Bitters. One bottle in 
such cases will convince the most incredulous of their 
Curative effect. 
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you find its 
impurities bursting through tho skin iu rimplcs, Erup- 
tions or Sores cleanse it when you find it obstructed 
ami sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it is foul, 
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the blood 
pure and the health of the system will follow 
PIN, TAPE and other WORMS, lurking in the 
system of so many thousands, aro effectually destroy- 
ed and removed. For full directions, read carefully 
the circular around each bottle, printed in four lan- 
guages—English, German, French and Spanish. 
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. 11. MCDONALD & CO., 
Druggists and Gen. Agents San Francisco, Cal,, 
ami 32 and Si Commerce Street, New York. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS. 
lyr.50 
VvfLL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L.DIX 
f failing to oure in less Line than anv 
other physician, more effectually and permanently, witfi 
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe pleasant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE Nl> SOLITARY HABITS. 
Their effects and consequences ; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladles* 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the 
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on 
the Face; Swelling of the .Joints ; Nervousness ; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses in youth ami the more ad- 
vanced, at ill ages, ot 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
I»ll. ■>. 1»B«» 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
£1 KtulU ott Street, llonton. 71a**. 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear > neh other 
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Wo. £1, hav 
ing no connection with hts residence, consequently no 
family interruption, so that on no account can any person 
hesitate applying at his office, 
I)R. DIX 
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by 
quacks, who will Bay or do anything, even perjure them- 
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he 
IS TIIK ONLY HKC! I.Alt CJ UADI' A TK i* lY.SK’I AN 
AOV KKTIS1NG IN ItoSloX, 
TWENTY YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so we 
known to many Citizens, Publi -.lmrs, Merchants, Hofe 
Proprietors, ic., that lie is much recommended, and par- 
ticularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and nativ0 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cities, 
1>R. DIX 
proudly refers to ProJV-ssors and respectable Physicians — 
many ot whom consult him in critical cases, because of 
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLICTED ANI) UNFORTUNATE, 
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises 
and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little ot the nature and character of Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forced 
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed 
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuuiin" and 
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas but to turl her their imposition assume names of other cel- 
byrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived 
QU ACK NOSTRUiM-M A K KUS, 
through false cert ideates and references, and recommend 
at ions of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their im- 
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written 
ot the qualities and clients of different herbs and plants and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts Specifics 
S*., most or which,11 not all, contain Mercury, because ol the ancient belief of Its citrine everything” but nmv known to ‘kib more than Is cured,” and those not killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAKERS. 
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doetor, knowine 
no other remedy, he relics upon Mkkuukv, and .dyes it 
to all bin patients, in fills, Drops, Ac., so the Nostrum- 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts 
Specino, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effects in 
curing a tew in a hundred, it istiumpeted in various 
ways throughout tlic land; but, alas I nothin;; Is said ol 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse Hinl 
aru left to linger and suffer for mouths or years, until re- lieved or cured, ii posssible, by competent physicians. 
RUT ALL QUACKS ARK NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding tlie foregoing facts are known tc 
some Quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardles* ofthelileand health ol others, there are those among 
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their 
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for 
professedly curing, or ‘‘the dollar,” or fraction of it,” 
muy be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many 
are doctived, also, and spend large amounts for experi- ments with quackery. 
Dtt. DIX’S 
Charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest 
secrecy and conlidence, whatever may be the disease, con- dition or situation of any one, married or single. Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ol t.ie United States, 1 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to 
insure an answer. 
Address Du. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass. Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 yr 
TO TllE LADIES.—The celebrated Dtt. L. DIX particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or 
surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will iirui arranged for their 
special accommodation. 
Dtt. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this particular branch of the treatment of all dismises peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this comi- 
ty and Europe,) that he excels ail other known practic- loners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all 
female complaints. 
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, Buch as debility, weakness, un- natural suppressions,enlargements of the womb, also all 
discharges which flow from a morbid state of the Wood. 
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex, and they aro respectfully Invited to call at 
*1 Kndlcott Street, Boston 
All letters requiring advice must contain oncdolhr to 
insure an answer. 
Boston. Jan. 1 1871—lyr 
LKHMMITII’M COAL! 
At wholesale or retail at the lowest market price by 
A. J. HARRIMAN & CO., 
No. 60 Main St. ----- Belfast, Maine. 
1’i'b. 14, 1H71. ili-! I 
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Contains no LAC SULPHUR -No 
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITH- 
ARGE No NITRATE OF SIL- 
VER, and is entirely free from 
the Poisonous and Health-de- 
stroying Drugs used in other Hair Preparations. 
Transparent ami clear a.« crystal, it will not soil the 
lined lrbric-perfectly SAl'K, t’hKAN amt KKKK I j KMT desideratum* KONG KOKGIIT KOI: AM)' 
KoL'NO AT KAS 1 
11 restores and prevents the Hair from becoming (iruv 
Imparts a volt, glos>y appearance, removes Hand rut!, 
cool and refreshing to rhe head, checks the Hair from 
tailing oil. and restores it to a great extent when prema- 
turely lo.-t, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors, eu 
t ineous eruptions, and unnatural Ileal. AS A Dh’KwS 
KN(. K«H: I UK II A lit IT IS HI K P.K.ST AIM HI.I. 
IN Till: MAKKKT. 
I>K. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton .Junction, Mass. 
Prepared only by PliGCTKll PIG) 'MUCUS, Glou, ester. 
Mass. The Genuine is put up in a panm l bottle, made 
expressly for it, with the name of the article brown in 
the gluds. Ask your Druggist far Nature’s Hail Pestor ! alive, and take no other. 
Kudos. a tlire.* cent stamp, and send for “Treat 1 si 
on the Human ! I air, which i* worth wai"\ oo to an\ p< r- 
son. Uino- 
Scientific and Popular Medical Works 
ON 
Manhood, Womanhood, & 
Nervous Diseases, 
PUBLISHED BY TIIE 
No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, 
sO;>jn*«»ito llevcre SIimim1.) 
Du. 'V. li. PA UK Fill, Assistant Physician, 
d folic.,tl nnoiL'liul'jc j\>r ci'crybo.iiy. OOv) -loopirs '•/,/ 
in t*oo ytifii'tJ. 
A Hook for «*v«wy Man. 
I ll K SCl KMT, UK I.l I K, Oil SKKP PUKSKU V A 
I lON. A Mi'dical Treatise on tin- Cause* and Cun- ot 
Kxuaustfu Vitality, Pkk.u aiukk I>k« ini in 
Man, Ni;uv«>rs and physical Dkisu.ity, lhroc- 
lie>nl> 111A, and all either diseases arising from lie* Ki: 
Kents e»F Yen'tii, ok run 1 ndi-se kkthins <»i K\- 
t'FSSKS of mature* years, t his is indeed a bonk lor every 
man. Price only $1.0-'. “M pages, hemnd in elofl 
A ISoeik far eu*rv Vt'eiiauii, 
Kntitied ft K\ U ,‘tl. Pli YS1()I,< Hi Y OK \VOM A N AND 
II KU D1SKASKS; or, Wt»M.vN tkkatkh of l uymo- 
I.e »e lie' A I.l. V AND I'ATHe 'l.e w 1<' A LL\ troill iNFANe Y 
Te> Ot.D A e J K, with edegaut 1 Ll.l's I'KATI V K K.Ni.KAV- 
INeis. Mo pages, bound in be.iutitul Fre-neh cloth. 
Price *“.oo. 
i ISoe»k fen1 EvcrylMnly. 
Flattered hv the reception ol, aipl great dei.iuiul tor, 
the above valuable and t burly t realises, and abe> to uu-et j 
a gre*at uce*el e;f the present age*, tlie author h.-o jiut pub- j 
Iishe*el a new hook, treating exclusively ol NKUVOl'S 
AND Ml.MAI. DISK ASKS. 1 V- pp. eh. .h. Price j 
$1 on, or si;ni’ fcf.f on receipt. ot tor the uthe-r two j 
books, postage paid. 
These are, beyond all eomparison, ! In* most ext raoreli- 1 
n try woiks on Plivsiedogy ever published. there i- 
nothing whatever that t:n* M A i; nt t-.D ok SiNe:f.. ol 
Kmn-.i: Si:\,ean either n.piire or wish to know, hut 
what s fully e xplaim -el, an. I many matte rs d the most 
important and interesting eimracte-r ale irtroduce-d to 
which no allusion v en can found in any othe*r woiks 
in our language*. All the NY:w D*n«-<>v m;i sot tin au- 
thor, whose- «-xpe*i ii-nce is such, as probably o-mt he -lore* 
foil to the led ot any man, an- given in full. No per .-on 
shenild be without these valuable hooks. 
“Vai.UAKt.l-'. Hooks.—W e have re*eeive-d the valuable 
medical works puhlishe*d by the- P(*ahod.y Medical Insti 
tute. These hooks are ol actual merit, and Tumid Jind 
a place* in every intelligent family. They are not the* 
ehe*ap orde-r ot abominable* trash, published hv irrespon 
sible* parties, and purchased to gratify coarse* tast«*s, hut 
are written by a responsible predessional "cut lemi.-tu ot 
eminence,as a source of'instruct ion on vital matters, 
emneerning which lamentable iguor ante- exists, 1 lie im 
pen-taut subjeets presented are tr.-at.--l with delicacy 
| ability, and care, and, as an appendix. mn ty useful piv- 
I script ions for pre-vailing complaints are* a ide d.'’-— Coos ! IlcpubUcan, f.nnciisicr, .V. //. 
“The author ot these hooks is one ot the most learned 
and popular phy sici.-i us e>f t In- day. a ml is entit led to the- 
i gratitude e>{ our race lor those iiivaiuahl nroductions. 
It see-ms to be his aim to induce men and women to 
avoid the cause- of those di-eases to which they are sub- 
ject, and lie tells the in just how ami win n to do it.’ 
Chronicle, iarnanylon, .\uiine, ^Cf>l. TTY, 
Hither hook sent by mail on r -eeipl ->l price. 
N. IK The Author oft In- alto* e named medical works 
is the Chief Consulting Physician ol the Peabody Midi 
| cal Institute*, and is so constantly eutphn -1 in consult. 
! tion with invalids from all parts ot the country, that In- 
has no time* to atte nd to mere business details. There 
lore alt letters should he add re ->sd to the* PKAIUM'V 
MKD1CA!. INS IT fC I K. or Dr. \V. II. fVUKKU I'm- 
Medical Assistant of flu* Author, ami his liusim s 
Agent, who, ns we 11 as tin- Author himself, may he* c u 
suited on all diseases requiring skill, -uerecy ami ex 
pericnce*. 
l.NVUU.AUi.1-. Si;. KI-A Y N rn ClIKT.WN Ul.I.IKl 
iyri: 
1 do not wish to inform you, reader, that Dr. Won 
derful,or any other man, has discovered a remedy that 
cures consumption, when the lungs are half consumed, 
in short, will cure all diseases whether of mind, body or 
estate, make men live forever, ami leave death to play 
tor want of work, and is designed to make our sublun- 
ary sphere a blissful Paradise, to which Heaven itself 
shall be but a side show. You have heard enough of 
that kind of htimbuggery, But when I tell you that Dr. 
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy null positively cure the worst 
cases of Catarrh in the head, l only assert that, which 
thousands can testify to. I will pay $500 Reward lor a 
case that I cannot cure. A pamphlet giving symptoms 
and other information sent free to any address. Tills 
remedy is 
SOLD BY MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS OK 
Til K WORLD. 
Price 50 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of 
sixty cents, or lour package** for two dollars. Beware 
of counterfeits and worthies* imitation*. See that my 
[ private Stamp, which isa positive guarantee oj Henuinc | ness, is upon the ouside wrapper. Remember that this 
private Stamp, Issued by the United States Government 
expressly for stamping my medicines, has my portrait, j 
name and address, and the words “U. S. Certificate ot 
Genuineness,’’ engraved upon it, and need not be mis- taken. Don’t be swindled by travelers and others repre- 
senting themselves as i)r. Sage; 1 am the only man now 
living that has the knowledge and right to manufacture 
the (•'canine Dr. Sage -* Catarrh Remedy, and I never j 
travel to sell this medicine. 
R. V. PIKRC10, M. D. 
dmos2lJ l.'Ki Seneca street, BuiValo, N, V. j 
Union Pacific Railroad Uonijry; 
HAVK A 
Lauil CiruiK Direct from tl»«» CJovernment 
—OF— 
113.000. 000 
—OK TlllO— 
Bost Farming and Mineral Lands in America. 
1.000. 000 acres rhoiec farming lands on the line ol 
the road, in the 
STATE OF \ Ell It ASK A, 
1 n the 
(IKKAT PLATTK VALLKY, 
Mow lor sale, for cash or credit at low rates of interest. 
These lunds are near the Hat parallel of North Latitude, 
in a mihl and healthy climate, ami for grain growing 
ami stock raising are unequalled by any in the United 
Statei. 
Convenient to market both east and west. Prices 
range from $J/»o to $10,00 per acre. 
GREAT INDUCEMENTS 
To Settlers with limited means 
2,500,00 0 ACRES 
Uic.ti government lands along the road between 
OMAHA AMD HOHTH PLATTI), 
Surveyed and open for entry under the Homestead and 
Pre-emption laws, and can be taken by 
ACTUAL SKTTLKKS, ONLY. 
An opportunity never before presented for securing 
homes near a great Railroad with all the conveniences 
of an old settled country. New edition of descriptive 
pamphlets with maps, now ready and sent tree to alt 
parts of the United States, Canada and Kuropo. Ad- 1 
tlress, O. F. I>AV1S, Land Commissioner, 
Mm'-il U. P. K. K. Co., Omaha, Neb. 
Bellas! & Moose-head Lake K R 
0 : >! N T( ■> lU’KM i A At 
i»a an.! ..Iter Mom'.u), ;>ce. W.« u. ;u> will 1 an 
tv,";n Belia.-t in i Burnham as loin w- 
Beavt ltclf .-!,* A M : Citj oint, 7.1*2 A M 
•A! A.31.; rrioimliK' :M A. M.; I nil yI \.*i 
But-i ll .Hi, a. A. M. ; Mi .1, !.! r. M.' 1 1*. V; 
-.IV I*. M.; :i..U r. M, i\ M. ».:< i*. 31. ! 
Burnham, l\ M.; i ni-v.n.H l*. M.; l liormiik 
!*. M.: Btook.-.n.;,t r, y < V;.. 1‘. 31. In!’-. 
7.vs r. M 'iiA.r,A b \. M *! 
11 .do A. Ai, Hum! A. M. 1 :."i i\ Al’ 
1 ..-S' nge; 1 u a 1< in g I• i...-i at A. •! j; i. 
with Trains on Maim-t mtal Bailru.iti u? lin- ••!.. 
1‘ortl ,n-l, lioslotl. at. 1 all St at h.n \\ -a ol 11: i» i:« i. i. 
Maun- t Vntr.ii .u.l r -n amt and Iventubee iiaiilrwau-. 
IT s Bo Hast t !. 
I tin a 'dub. ! r. 1 i.ailn-I*.r Augu-iu m. 
began, and v. u.: 1 •• .in gwL.g Last lot* Bam. atul 
•tali,.i- on Alain:- ( ntt B Ivu 'p“.Ui A N- :i. A » 
(II Uailnnuls. 
Trains o\ r M..m or.ilii t-i !-a mg it:-. ng<M- .-; 
A M.. '.ml I raiit :•-. ! t! mi m ! Kuiri'lu,- 
road awing Bust; leaving Augusta at <• A. M., arrive 
Buruh.ua in t.-nu to cornea 1 with M:\fd Train u\ei 
Bella-! and M. i- ad Lake llailr,-ad. arriving at B. i- ! 
last at L:. l". 
Stages will hate.- Bellas; l..r Smusport and Stockton 
on arri-. d ot 1' B. M. brain (rum Burnham, :<-turniui: 
in Ason to <• -unmet wAt It tin. A M. Train t .r Borti i,d 
Boston, &«;. 
Through ticket « t. I’.itllatui ami Bo-lull at-, ■■nld at, 
tl Stnti n this lin tl'.?."# A. 11AYFOU1 > Supt 
SAN I'TIR I) S 
Independent Line ! 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT! i 
J-’ A It K It 1-: DUO 1- I » ! ! 
THE STEAMER 
r ,,-JT nKATAIIDIN. Capt. H. S RICH 
Will lrav, W'.l.k'AS l lor mis 1'O.V rvury Mo.ul:iy il 1 
o'clock l’. M-, mukillg 
Om> Trip por Wtu;k through the Winter. 
UKIl UNI SI. Will I. .IV,• BOSTON ever. I liursil.iy 
ot I o’clock I'. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, $2.50. 
tt >:■ ■ « Ixrnl. 
Hcllhkt, lice. Ill, Is.' 0. 1 ( | 
A First Class Investment. 
Belfast & Moosehead Lake B, l 
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS. 
rl''ill\ attention ot persons making investment ol JL money i- culled to the above very desirable security. 
Tilt' Bonds run tor twenty years, :it six per cent, inlet 
est in mod. and arc securi d upon the roadbed ol the 
coi poration, which eo-ts m arly nine huudred thousand 
dollars, rim whole amount ol t iic-c bonds to be issued 
is limited to on, hundred and filly thousand dollar-, 
each bond hearing a certificate of* one ot the tru-!• 
that it is a portion ot tin- said limited tmount. 
The money markets ol tin world, a > md present a 
better or saler seeurit>. 
These bomls are m• .v ottered for sale on liberal term- 
Apple to NY. 1'. P‘ M.BL BN i'r> :isun r. 
Belfast J title 1, lS7f. I.t 
WM. P. BURRiLL &. CO 
In order to avail themselves ot 
R.\ I UK >.\I> i-’ACI Ll l l MS, 
iiave commenced the .Manufactureof 
TM, XT Uy EL S 
In. all Varieties ami Styles, 
in nn. criY of 
BKLFAST.the west side of Phenlx Kow, over Bluok’s 
Straw Factory. 
'l'hest Trunks sire ottered to the public at wholesale or 
retail, mid as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston. 
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Yuli ms made 
to oi dcr. 
ikcpiikiyt; i>o\r. 
w. r. la krill, & on. 
Belfast, April dtl, IS?'), tllg 
CAUTION.—All rjenubu’ has the name Peruvian 
SviirF,” (moJ ■'J’cnniau Bari:,”) blown in the glass A TPpnge pamphlet .-•nt free J. P. Diatjaiuuji 
Proprietor, ;U3 Dev S! New York. 
bold by all Drugglatd. 
^’fishing vessel for sall ‘S’i*** Mi tuMunw ^ciintor, tons, o.m. 
jfe vi rv good v i iii »• v. ry respi ct NYC! 
found in Sails ami Kige.ing, ha- l\?u fatiioms new cable. 
Will he sold very low. F. B. (JAKDNEK. 
Bueksport, M* tils 
llipski'iS’s Magic* Sah<* 
mil’s 
TET I ER ! TETTER!! TETTER’!! 
a rcai! arcs*!' itch*!! 
l-.i v-ipclas, Sc i!d Head, Ringworm •. Cleer-, Burn- -alt 
Kheuui, Chillhlaiiu. Scald-. Pimples, Bloteln Ih• ■ -i 
Limbs, Inliimed l-.\Pil •, and til Eruptions >| u 
Skin \l«o good fur Serat.eln on hor-1 J. 
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded 
For-al< by all I>ruggi■ ts and country stores. 
C. B. H 110sK f'.i.L, Proprietor, Bangor, Me 
< i. t'. i-.odwin X < 'o. W’i.»!• ■ lie Agents. Il mo;. r 
Street, Boston, Mass. lyrhl Price :t cents per Box. 
Belfast Savings Bank 
NOW IS Till: TIME. TO DHPOSI l 
A penny saved is a penny earned." 
DEPOSITS made on or before the 1st of any mouth will he placed upon interest every month, except 
in Marumi November'and interest computed upon the 
same in .him- ami December. 
Deposit- received daily at the Banking Koom, from 
to 1J A. M and *J to I P. M Saturdays from lo U A.M. 
JOHN II. (^Pl MBY, I reas. AS \ 1-Al N< F, Pn-st. 
ii Belfast, July 1:5, Ps7o. til 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
BELF A ST 
J. C. ROBBINS informs hi- friends and 
the public that he ha- based the above well 
known establishment, where he idlers enter 
ct UkltH tainment to the travelling public. 
LLSJI He will thorough renovate the house nuiki 
improvemenls and » -very wav conform to modern tie. \- 
l he table will be supplied with all the delicacies that 
can he procured,and special attention given to ordei and 
neatness in the sleeping apartments. 
All the stages leaving the city take their departure 
from this house. Poaches run rogularly to the boat-, 
and guests conveyed to any part of the city or country. 
Belfast, May U>, 1870. tl 11 
** fOOI'HR is still nt the edd stand ot 
HALLS & POOPLK, 
when he will keep constantly on baud a good -soit- 
m< nt of l.nnil* er, (aMiient, Lime. «iatul anil 
BBi«f also Porn, Flour and (Irocurios. 
i hanklul for past 1 ivors lo respci‘1 fully solicits a con 
Umianee ol He -ame. M. K. P(>< jPKRm.: 
Belfast Feh. 10 IvO. 
II. II. FOK1JFS 
Sli< >e Stor< ‘! 
No. 1 :’> Main Si root. 
IS Till'. HK8T \\l> CIIK M'l'.ST I'l.ACB III HI \ your 
Boots, Shoos and Rubbers. 
riiort* you will find the Largest and ltest assortuu nt j ,amt tin cheapest prices,) to select Irom in the city. Custom work done in the I Ait si Style, ami oi tin* heM 
Roe,k, at the Lowest I’rioes. Alsu lepaii iujf doin' in the !>ot*t manner ami ut Short Notice. 
KIT COME AM) SEE.',^ 
H.-lfai.t, N»V. 1.-.. lsrii. ifm H. H. FORBES. 
K A SS I' |.; t{ N 
EXPRESS COMPANY. 
>n ml alter .January hi, the KAS IE UN L \ I’KKSS (a > 
will run a 
:Or»lly 33xpross 
vo 
Ik'IIiis! A Moostdioad L. R. R 
....j 
Money Cannot Buy !!! 
l OU sii r 11 i” Is Eli It.'EL Ess 
J T '■% i-‘ 
-A’5V> 
ITHt- DIAMOND GLASSES, 
\ \ a t : i; i» iiY 
j b SPENCLH & CO., N. Y, 
■«V buii'.. 11,.' j? :'I :«ro pi- noinui d f-> 
■''ll lb- o .( •!,. U .-rid t- b- ♦».«• 
MOST PERFECT, 
.Natm i., Artiil- i.ii ia i to flu human eye ki- ■ 
They are ground under their own supervision. ir '■ 
minute Crystal 1’ihblt-, melted together, nmi derive ti 
mine, "Diamond, on account of their hardness and 
brilliant >. 
Tlio Scientific Principle 
>n ■< In ii tin are .Mi>trn« teil brings the core or ontn 
id the h ii.' ilii'ect |\ i a trout of tlie ey e, producing u dead 
and •ii-tiiict i-i'>n, in the natural, healthy night, and 
preventing ail iiupb a ant'< nsationc su< It as eflinmcrd 
mg lie) Wavering. I 1 *ht, di.• /im>■». N«\, peculiai lo uH 
otlli I- ill use. 
They are Mounted in the Finest Manner, 
In frame*!* of the b« t quality, of all materials used lor 
that purpose. 
TI1R1R FINISH AND DURABILITY 
CAN N«> I l\l. SI' Ui'ASSKP. 
< At l loN. -None genuine unless bearing tli<-ii train 
m irk <;> >: atiipeti on eveiy frame. 
ISA \< A CCA Ii I ), 
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for 
■IKI.ItST. Miilur. 
From whom tl.cv can only be obtained. I heae good* 
are not supplied l«- ivdh rs, nt any price, 1 yi it', 
GET THE BEST. 
liiisIC* % incniinr Hair Iftir, long and /nt.ir 
ably k now u tin puhlii -fund- pi ericas and unmulhri- 
It is tile herd Ijliicki '■ cl»ei.pi>t the lUOSt till I It *) llu 1 
able, liarinb ami Hi e!ual 1 luir l>>einthe world. It 
colors hair or \vhi-ker.- Hr- w n or Hmek iiiatuiituiirtiual) 
and gi\. s tin in a p 1. v : l\ atural nppeutauic, nitd in uu 
attended with any injurious itlVet. Uigulur pnekage. with bru di and -| onge e.iinplete. only $1.U>. Fil’d), c 
coo DU IN N CO. Fold by nil druggist.'. in.os It 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 
For Disea90fl of the Throat and Dungs, 
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping 
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, 
and Consumption. 
Probablv never before in the whole history of 
medicine, lias anything won so widely aud so deeply 
upon the confidence of mankind, a**this excellent 
remed for pulmonary complaints. Through a long 
series'ot years, and among most of the races of 
men it fuu risen higher and higher in their estima- 
tion, as it has become better known. Its uniform 
character and power to » ure the various affections 
of the lungs and throat, have made it known ns a re 
liable protector against them. While adapted to 
milder forms of disease and to young children, it is 
at tlu same time the most effectual remedy that can 
be given for incipient consumption, and tbo dan- 
gerous atleet ions of the throat and lungs. Asa pio- 
vision against sudden attacks of Croup, it should 
be kept • •■a hand in every family, and indeed as all 
are sometimes subject to colds and coughs, ail. 
•hould b-' provided with this anlulott for them. 
Although eltled Consumption us thought in 
curable, still great numbers ot eases where the In- 
ca-e seemed settled, have been completely cured, 
and tin1 patient restored to sound health by the 
Cherry Pectoral, S<> complete is its mastery 
over the disorders of the 1 .lings and Throat, that 
the most, obstinate of them yield to it. When noth 
mg else could reach them, under the i. herry Pec- 
toral they subside and disappear. 
Slayers and Public Speakers find great pro- 
tection from it. 
Asthma is always relieved and often wholly 
cured by it. 
tlronehitis is generally cured by taking the 
Cherry Pectoral m small and frequent doses. 
So generally are its virtue known that we need 
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more 
than ;i ;>ure the public that its qualities are fully 
maintained. 
Ayers Ague Cure, 
For Fever an4 Ague, Intermittent Fever, Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb 
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fover, Ac., 
and indeed all the affections which arise 
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic 
poisons. 
As its name implies, it does Cure, and does not 
fail, chaining neither Arsenic. Quinine, bismuth, 
Zinc, nor any oilier mineral or poisonous substam o 
whatever, it' in nowise injures any patient. The 
number and importance of it cures in the ague dis- 
ti is, are literally beyond aeeount, aud we believe 
without parallel in the history of Agin1 medicine, 
fhir prid. is gratified by the acknowledgments wt» 
receive ot the radical cures effected in obstinate 
case-, and where other remedies had wholly failed. I naeeliniafed persons, either resident in, or 
t>a-, ellmg through mei mmfi. localities, will bo pro levied hv taking tin*. Ull / rt UP daily. 1> l ie; r Complaints, ari-ing frenu torpidity <it tli** Liver, i! is *n excellent remedy, .slimululing the fiver into health'- activity-. 
I "'- bib n- Disorders and Diver('ompliiints, it is 
an 'Vieihnt remedy pi 'din ing many truly re markable cure-, w here othei medicines bad failed. 
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TO FEMALES IN DELICATE HEALTH. 
1»K IM)\\ n,v iciuti and Surgeon, No. ? Kndlcott Mr. i, Im.Mmi,, consulted daily lornil disease* incident 
ve ", n». i‘i.-lap ns Ueri or lulling ot the •' hior Ainu*, Suppression, and othei Menstrual 
uernnyenieut*, are all treated on new pathological principle*, and -pr. dy min guarani.-, d in a very tew •l i>s. So invariably certain is the new mode ot treat 
ment.tliat most obstinate complaint* yield under it and tin atllicied person ,on rejoice* in pcrteet heaitli l»r. How has no doubt had greater experience in tin 
Bo”t.m 1-1 WOIII' H than any other physician 1|. 
li.mnliim aivomnioilatlous tor patients who niav «l,l to ,,:,V ,,, Boston a few days under hi. atmont? *' to Dow, since having conllned tits whole ultra 
m.a Komau',’;Vmid'l,i"t.'"V,!i‘;,,;“7 *>' ‘‘rim.. Disease* I he t nil-.I >tat, '* ‘ukMaw,“lK^ no miporlor iu 
will'not I.''Jr,'.UO"",ih °“1' 'lollar.or thr, 
"tit hours from s v. m. to y y Hostel, Jaiy I, |s;o ■ , vl 
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